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                                   Preface 

Kunwar Viyogi has made a great and remarkable contribution to the 

modern Dogri and English literature and also to journalism. He has not 

only enriched the literature of these languages but has also embellished 

them with Philosophical depth and solemnity. He will always be 

remembered for his sensitiveness, devotion to values, delineation of 

beauty and the true vision of the self. He has courageously attacked 

political and social evils and has stood for social reforms. Subtlety of 

feelings, profundity of thought, love, compassion, mysticism and 

consciousness of duty make his personality distinguished and unique. 

His extraordinary command on Dogri, English, Urdu and Hindi 

languages makes the expression of feelings and thoughts easy, lucid 

and interesting at the same time his prose is as impressive and 

interesting as his poetry is. Kunwar Viyogi has a rare gift of shifting 

immediately from antiquity to modernity and from traditions to latest 

ideas. With his broad and humanistic vision he can feel the suffering of 

the whole world in his own personal grief and the joy of the whole 

world in his own personal joy. External  grief‘s of the sensitive poet 

bind him to the world and at the sometime there is the lamentation of 

the infinite consciousness bound in the limits of time and space. 

External and internal sorrows are well expressed in prose but it goes to 

the credit of Kunwar Viyogi that because of his command on the 

languages, he has expressed them in an equally impressive way in verse 

also. In spite of not  being very well-versed in figures of speech and 

nuances of language, he has been able to convey to the reader the 

innermost feelings of his heart. He has very aptly used similes, the 

objects which are compared, proper words at proper place and given 

expression to the deep meanings that he wants to convey. He very 

skillfully carries the reader from simple to complex and from concrete 

to abstract. 

In this book we can see  the skil and experiment with different 

―VIDHA‖  and techniques poem  by  Kunwar Viyogi ., 

                                                                          Sudha Chaturvedi 
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6.                                  Judicial Musical Chairs 

 

In 1992 Mr. Justice Latit Mohan Sharma, the senior most supreme court 

judge, was appointed as the Chief Justice of India with effect from 

November, 18. Immediately after the release of the Rashtrapati Bhawan 

communique Mr. Justice Lalit Mohan Sharma rushed to Hanuman 

Mandir at Baba Khadak Singh Marg, New Delhi and some national 

dailies splashed his photograph on their front pages, showing him 

coming out of the temple ostensibly after having sought and hopefully 

obtained divine guidance. But it is more likely that the honourable 

judicial luminary had rushed to the 'Problem Solver's abode as Lord to 

offer thanks-giving for wishes fulfilled. This becomes glaringly clear 

when one dwells on the fact that he himself stepped down office on 

February 12, 1993, after a tenure of less than three months on 

superannuation. Hence it is not farfetched to conclude that the august 

personage must have asked Hanuman Ji for the boon of Chief 

Justiceships of India and being granted the said boon did not dare to 

delay the obeissant offering of the pledged gifts to the deity and invite 

his wrath by not adhering to the quid proquo regimen ordained by the 

Brahaminical obscurantism between the deities and devotees.  

This fact in itself can pass muster and may even be applauded and 

appreciated by many but if a whisker bit more than cursory notice is 

taken of this happenstance, it is bound to ring alarm bells in the minds 

of true well wishers of the nation because the comedy of events which 

will thus unfold itself is not even laughable. The UNI print out went on 
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to comment nonchalantly without even a misset top. The same principal 

demurely stated that the then Chief Justice was retiring after merely 11 

months. He too took over on December 13, 1991 from Justice K.N. 

Singh who had, hold your breath, an unbelievable tenure of just 18 

days. UNI report went on to say in the same vein that the senior most 

supreme court judge after Mr. Justice L.M. Sharma would be Mr. 

Justice M.N. Venkatachaliah who, if elevated on February on 13, 1993 

would will retire on Oct. 25, 1994, a tenure of 1 year, 8 months and 12 

days.  

That the ongoing game of judicial musical choice rings the death knell 

and hammers in the final nail in the coffin of Judiciary, effectiveness 

needs no elaboration. This is the conclusive proof, if any proof is 

needed at all, of the destruction of another pillar of the Indian Republic. 

The seniority principles in the matter of elevations in judiciary have 

come to be regarded as a secured cow after the arbitrary suppressions of 

judges during Indira Gandhi's rule who had publically declared that the 

country needed a committed bureaucracy as well as judiciary if India 

was to realise its super power potential. She proved to her word and 

reeked irreparable have in the bargain, shrugging off the resultant 

protestations and negative reactions of one and all dismissively in her, 

now universally known imperious manner. The enshrinement of the 

seniority principle was therefore a backlash to Madam Gandhi's "bull-

in-a-China-shop' treatment meted out to the judiciary.  

But the gargentuan mindlessness with which the seniority principles are  

being implemented can invite nothing but the bitterest ridicule from all 
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right-thinking people. A.G. Gardiner, in his universally acclaimed 

essay, "All about a dog" declares that a rule must be applied for 

achievement of the spirit of the aim for which it was made A chief 

Justice or for that matter any judge. Corruptilization of Senior judiciary 

has were found out as beneficiaries of a quidpreque allotment of prime 

real estate darkened further this could of suspicion. Much before that a 

Madhya Pradesh Judge was obliged to resign for submitting a false 

compensation claim in the Bhopal tragedy case when it was disclosed 

by print media that the said judge who had been appointed to verify and 

authenticate the claims of victims, was hundreds of miles away when 

Bhopal tragedy occurred. 

If anyone digs a little deeper, countless such misdemeanors can be 

unearthed without expending much effort. However, without even 

doing so, the case of country's judiciary having been compromised and 

rendered ineffective stands proven. But the crore rupee question is – 

who is to blame? The immediately apparent answer to this question is - 

government. And the answer is not only glaringly apparent but 

excruciatingly and painfully correct. It hits the nail on the head. The 

damage and confusion thus caused was amply albeit, indirectly 

demonstrated by the answer written by candidates in a competitive 

examination and analysed by researchers. Only 3 out of 1700 

candidates had correctly answered the question asking the name of 

Chief Justice of India. Two by wards of the advocates practicing in 

supreme court in New Delhi. and one by the daughter of a petty 

businessmen. When researchers met these three candidates, the first two 
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repeated the correct answer adding that since then a new Chief Justice 

was in situ, whom also these two boys named correctly. But the girl 

candidate confessed that since the question paper was objective and she 

was required to tick mark one of the four answer  provided, she had 

guesstimated and come up trumps. the lucky girl could not recall the 

name she had ticked. She could neither name the new Chief Justice in 

situ on the date researchers met her.  

Government of India cannot but take the entire matter seriously and 

choose to ignore it only at its own peril and nation's misfortune. 

Corrective measures must be put into place without delay or dither.  

Outstanding cases can only be cleared by dumping everything in every 

court of the country into the Indian Ocean and starting afresh with a 

clean slate with the appeal infrastructure drastically pruned. Judges and 

Chief Justices, of not only supreme court but lower courts a 150, must 

be "time-tised" i.e. a judge who has less than three years before 

reaching the age of superannuation should not be considered for 

presiding over a court. Alternatively United States system of no 

superannuation age limit must be made applicable to Supreme Court 

judges. If such far-reaching decision are not taken and implemented 

decisively and with alacrity, public will be fully justified to conclude 

that India is not only firmly and surely on its way to become a banana 

republic but has already become one.  

In the meanwhile nobody grudged Mr. Justice Lalit Mohan Sharma a 

month of congratulatory socialization, a fortnight or so of winter 
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vacations with perhaps a foreign jaunt thrown in as a considerate 

sinecure followed by a month of farewell parties and the eternal right of 

his children and children's children to boast that they sprung from the 

loins of an ancestor who was a judicial luminary and had occupied the 

top most seat of the highest court of the country even if for fleeting 

three months. In any case, Mr. Justice Sharma's progeny will be better 

placed than the progeny of Mr. Justice K.N. Singh who, some people 

say, perhaps incorrectly, was chief Justice exactly for the number of 

days when the apex court had closed for winter vacations and the chief 

justice had to visit the premises of apex court during its vacations to sit 

in his chair, at least, once.  
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7 To change The World Change Yourself 
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TO CHANGE THE WORLD, CHANGE 

YOURSELF 
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       The easiest thing in life is to advise and the hardest is 

to follow it. Hence anybody who wants to change the world has first to 

change oneself because example is better than precept. The hardest 

lesson of life is that nobody can change the world if one is not able to 

change oneself. Hence the first step is to catch your thoughts when you 

feel like criticizing others and hold on your tongue. Auden says- 

                             When you want to praise, say it, 

               And with your silence don‘t put up. 

               But if you want to criticize, stay it; 

               Hold your tongue and shut up. 

 

         So same yourself some frustration today and try to 

learn to stop trying to change others. Focus instead on changing your 

own faults and you may find yourself living a happier and more 

successful life. Mahatma Gandhi has said- Be the change you want to 

see.‖ You must always know, when is the best time to do things; who is 

the most important one and what is the right thing to do. So while I may 

not know if I am always change, I need to be one to make the change I 

want to make, my hope is that I can always do right thing, at the right 

time, for the more important people. Gandhi‘s fundamentals for 

changing the world were that you must not lose faith in humanity; the 

difference between what we do what we are capable of doing is 

sufficient to change the world and you must have sense of humor. You 

realize that forgiving and letting go of the past do you and the people in 

your world a great service and spending your time in some negative 

memory wouldn‘t help you after you have learned the lessons you can 

learn from that experience. You will probably just cause yourself more 

suffering and paralyze yourself from taking action in this present 

moment. If you do not forgive then let the past and another person to 
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control how you feel. By forgiving you release yourself from bonds.  

An ounce of practice is more than tons of preaching. Without taking 

action very little can be done. However, taking action can be hard and 

difficult. There can be much inner resistance. So to really get where you 

want to go and to really understand yourself and your world you need 

to practice.  Books can just bring you knowledge. You have to take 

action and translate that knowledge into results and understanding to 

change yourself. As human beings our greatness lies not so much in 

being able to remake the world- in the myth of the atomic age as in 

being able to make ourselves. If you change yourself you can change 

the world. If you change how you think then you will change, how you 

feel and what actions you take. And so the world around you will 

change. Not only because you are now viewing your environment 

through new lenses of thoughts and emotions also because the change 

within can allow you to take action in ways you would not have or may 

be even have thought about- while stuck in your old thought patterns. 

And the problem with changing your outer world without changing 

yourself that you will still be you when you reach that change you have 

strived for you will still have your flaws, anger, negativity, self-

sabotaging tendencies etc. intact. And so in the new situation you will 

still be seeking with that negative stuff. And if you get more without 

having some insight into and distance from your ego, it may grow more 

powerful. Since your ego loves to divide things, to find enemies and to 

create seperatise it may start to create even more problems and conflicts 

in your life and world.When you are in control, you can choose your 

own thoughts, reactions, emotions to pretty much everything. You don‘t 

have to freak out, over react or even react in a negative way. Perhaps 

not every time or instantly. Sometimes a knee-jerk reaction just goes on 

or an old thought habit licks in. And as you realize that no one outside 

of yourself can actually control, how you feel can start to incorporate 

this thinking in your daily life and develop it as a thought habit. A habit 

that you can grow stronger and stronger over time. Doing this makes 

life a whole lot easier and more The best way that I have found to 

overcome the resistances that often stops us from taking action is to 
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stay in the present as much as possible and to be accepting. Why?  

Well,  when you are in the present moment you don‘t wary, about the 

next moment that you cannot control anyway. And  the resistance to 

actions that comes from imagining negative future consequences- or 

reflecting onpast failures of your actions loses its power. So it becomes 

easier to both take actions and to keep your focus on this moment and 

perform better.Everyone is human. Mortals are liable to err. Therefore 

do not see faults in others, see their good qualities. Neither you nor they 

are faultless and both of you have good points too. Therefore by 

improving your social skills you can become a more influential person 

and make upward spiral even stronger. And if you are congruent, 

authentic and true to yourself then you can change the world. Always 

aim at complete harmony of thought and word and deed. Always aim at 

purifying your thoughts and everything will be well. There is much 

inner enjoyment to be found when your thoughts, actions and words are 

aligned. You feel powerful and good about yourself.The very first and 

last thing that has to be changed before you can truly change the world 

for the better is yourself.Spreading the world about goodness and 

harmony is a great way to change the world. The world changes when 

people changes. With each new seed of influence planted in a person‘s 

head, the more tickly that person is to take action himself. You may not 

see results immediately like Anna Hazare‘s  crusade against corruption 

has not born immediate fruit but it has planted the seeds. But Anne 

Hazare says a seed destroys itself and then becomes a tree. Village 

cannot be changed without changing the individual. Anne Hazare was 

able to plant this seed because he was selfless. He has put India on a 

path of change. 

Therefore to change the world you have to change yourself. 
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8.                                  Ides of March 

 

The phrase ides of March' literally means the fifteenth day of March, 

May, July and October and the thirteenth day of remaining months of 

the year. the metamorphic meaning of the phrase has come to e used as 

ominous portents after Shakespeare coined the phrase and used it in that 

sense. But in the Indian cotext and Indian semantic  perspective, I wish 

to use it for the March fever which permeates the very vitals of the 

government machinery.  

The crowds of contractors; the enigmatic accountants; the furtive 

department and sub-department heads and the overbusy cheque- writing 

office-assistants are the visible symptoms of March fever. Come March 

and the chameleon-like convertibility of the white Indian rupee into its 

black cousin comes into full view even if one scratches the proverbial 

surface. No matter, if the rupee being so converted from white to black 

colour comes from under the plan or non-plan expenditure heads, it is 

boom-time for disbursement activity, zoom- time for the milkers and 

doom-time for the exchequer.  

Tender forms, bills and numbered payment receipt are seen arcing full 

bow forward to beat  the deadline of March 31, official end of the 

financial year and point of no return for the unspent grants of 

government departments. It is pure and simple looting whichever way 

you look at it. It is not uncommon to make payments to the contractors 
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for authorized but non-existent, non-delivered stores and maintain a 

kacha account of the money lying with the contractor. What is more, it 

is indeed a sweet-heart arrangement due to which the contractor uses 

the money lying with him to generate more money and the concerned 

department takes the items on as required basis from him. However, 

this sweet heart arrangement is part of a soapopers eternal triangle with 

a difference. The difference in itself is very inoccuous because although 

there is a torried affair being staged between the paramour (the 

contractor) and the other woman (government department), the 

wronged wife (treasury) either never comes to know or doesn't even 

care. Peanuts are bought at the apricot rates by the money which fetches 

no interest to the department but is heaven-sent working capital to the 

enterprising government contractors because the departments are 

interested not in the interest but only in free peanuts.  

This loot is a universal phenomenon in all government departments all 

over the world including the super nation the USA. But it was in the 

USA only that a whiz kid named Robert Macnmara smelt the rat and 

cried foul when he was John Kennedy's secretary of defence. Being a 

whiz kid, he not only brought the sordid unlawfulness of the whole 

money laundering frustrisode to his employer's notice but also 

suggested a remedy for it. He asked Kennedy to decree the creation of a 

Sus-pense Fund' into which all unspent money would be deposited and 

utilized in peace in the following year, which Kennedy promptly did 

sign on the dotted line. But Macnmar had ill-reckoned the reaction of 

the main players and the beneficiaries. Althought, it is rumored that if 
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permitted to take roots, the Macnmara scheme would have reduced U.S. 

government deficit by 5-7 per cent which translates into about two 

score trillion dollars in real terms at today's value. But that was not to 

be. The lobbies, the departments and both bouses of legislative arm – 

congress and the senate kicked up such a tongue -in-check subtle and 

non-so-subtle shindy that the Macnmara scheme was rendered non 

functional before it could become  functional. John Kennedy was 

assassinated. Macnmara was shifted to the World Bank and the looters 

continued to make merry and jokingly refer to the Macnmara plan as an 

'aberration of a non-bureaucratic bureaucrat'.       

The March fever takes root in the month of November when the 

printing presses get massive orders for printing of bill books, cash 

receipt books and tender forms. From there on the temperature keegs on 

rising in graduated degree and becomes a roaring fever as March 31 of 

the following year approaches. All one needs to do is to peep into a 

printing press and see it working on shift basis round the clock and be 

sure that ideas of March have begun in right earnest.    

 

9. Love is not a four letter word   

As I make this statement, I can see on my mindscape, the 

menacing apparitions of cynics and mathematicians raring to 

smash my statement to smithereens. But the two apparitions which 

appear nearest are the cynic who has painted the legend‖ Love is 

fraud‖ on the rear glass of his Maruti and the mathematician who 

is bound to declare  stone-blind or utterly dumb for declaring that 

‗Love‖ is not a four letter word. Literally speaking the 
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mathematician would be dead right and subjectively speaking the 

cynic who has painted ‗ Love is fraud‘  may be even ‗righter‘ than 

the mathematician, if I may be permitted to commit this 

grammatical blasphemy, 

Nevertheless, I am prepared to take on both because I make the 

statement that ―Love is not a four  letter word‖ with utmost 

deliberation and reverence because I am referring to the spirit of 

the word ―Love‖ and not to the number of letters it contains. 

     Nobody can deny that the connotation of the expression ‗a four 

letter word‘- refers to a group of words in English which are dirty 

which is more or less all inclusive as well as conclusive. But as 

they say, there are always exceptions. Add to this the cliché that 

exceptions prove the rule and you can see an irrefutable line of 

argument developing in defence of my statement.  

    I do not deny that ‗Love‘ cannot be used as real four words are 

used. By all means it can be and has often been so used. But 

therein also lies its strength. It is like an atom. Atoms can be 

harnessed for producing electrical energy for peaceful purposes as 

well as for manufacturing weapons capable wreaking 

unimaginable havoc. The key is the intention. Hence, as with an 

atom, which incidentally is also a four letter word.  So with 

―Love‘. 

    This reminds me of the history of converting the epic novel, 

‗Gone with the wind‘ into a classic film. The herone was a prima 

donna given to attention grabbing tantrums. During the filming of 

the novel the entire unit including the director danced attention on 

her except the heart throb of the  immediately pre and post second 

world war women filmgoers- the inimitable Clark Gable. It is said 

that Clark Gable used to rush home as soon as the director called it 

a day. This upset the heroine to no end because she found out that 

Gable‘s wife was a plain Jane house wife, nonsophesticated and 
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simpleminded. She is reported to have asked the director what 

Gable‘s wife had got which heroin didn‘t that made Gable to 

ignore the prima donna and rush to his plain Jane. The director is 

supposed to have told the heroine that both of them had the same 

equipment but, perhaps, Gable‘s plain Jane knew how to use it 

correctly. A very convincing example of spirit triumphing over the 

letter. 

             The memory of ‗Gone with the wind‘ is jostled out by 

another one of Leo Tolstoy‘s birth centensry celebrations which I 

had attended in New Delhi in 1960. The occasion was the prize 

distribution for the winners of essay competition on the life of the 

great Russian man of letters. The panel of judges was presided 

over by Pt. Jawahar Lal Nehru. I do not remember many things but 

a few words of a paper read during the function are etched upon 

my memory. To quote verbatim- in spite o all the surrounding filth 

the lotus flower rises above the stench of the quagmire in prime 

glory and the credit goes to the spirit that makes this possible 

‗visified‘ in the seed which fights the filth, sprouts into a filth-

defying stem and blossoms into unparallel beauty in the shape of 

flower. In the last one and a half century of human strife and 

devastation, such a miracle has taken place in human affairs as 

well. Henry David Thoreou of USA was the seed, Leo Tolstoy the 

stem and Mahatma Gandhi the flower of this human-lotus- 

miracle. 

        I will like you to apply this to the word ―Love‖. 

Notwithstanding the hordes bent upon calling ‗Love‖ a four letter 

word. You will find that it is not so, as long as its seed is 

respected, the stem is affection and love is the end product-the 

blossom. 

            Therefore, I will like to once again state the proposition 

that, ―Love‘ is not a four letter word.‖ 
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10.  Mother Of Pockets   
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         11.A very wrong numcer Indeed  
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12    Honours and awards 
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 13                       Tyson gets his final comeuppance 

  

Mike Tyson has undoubtedly been one of the most ruthless and brutal 

heavyweight fighters in the history of boxing. Brawling Jack Dempsey 

in the twenties comes close to iron Mike's attitude towards life and 

prize fighting. Hit to hurt brutally to impair and use force to get what 

you want instantly best sums up what Tyson stands for what he.  

 

Tyson has been one of the most efficient and clinical destroyers of his 

opponents. His 411 record with 31 K.OS speaks for itself. Add to this 

the proud boast of Mike after a typical devastation of an opponent that 

all he thought of during the fight was to drive his adversary's teeth 

through his brain and the picture of brutality personified is complete.  

 

Mike Tyson  stands in the front row of modern macho sports stars who 

not only do not pretend for effect, but actually believe that the baddest 

is best. This mindest is unashemedly present, not only, in their 

utterances but also their behaviour. Their creed of TAM OKAY; YOU 

ARE NOT OKAY'- gets them, free publicity and translates into 

millions of dollars in sponsorship, gate money and international 

broadcasting fees. Thus they get their kitties over-flowing and means to 

buy their way out of personal tangles and away with murder and often 

even with worse.  

 

But once in a while the Mike Tysons of this world, the quintessential 

bullies  of this world, come up against Miss Washington, frail to look 

at, but of steely will, neither crying in adversity nor exulting in  revenge 
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and staking all for justice. And once in a praiseworthy while, comes 

along a frail woman-judge who sifts through the debris of court intrigue 

and trickery, brushes aside the byzantine pleas and layrinthine 

harangues of well-heard, lawyers to deliver a fell punch for all silently 

suffering Miss Washingtons of the world.  

 

The brouhaha of the fight promoters and bombardment of senses by 

their marketing agencies hinting ill-concealingly at the guilt of the 

victims needs to be condemned loud and clear by all well-meaning 

institutions. Those who have been opiated by the trash for cash 

projection of Tyson as a humiliated innocent one, need a rude 

awakening. Tyson is a finished period. He just does not have the 

stomach and rationality to take it. He can only throw out punches. Keen 

observers noticed his puffed-up psyche break into smithereens on 

C.N.N. when the grim judge prounced her judgement of taking away 

Tyson's freedom. She said that she was not convinced that if left free, 

Tyson was capable of refraining from deviating and destructive 

behaviour. This observation was the most significant part of her 

judgment. 

 

Tyson deserves neither kudos nor misplaced kindness. No, not even 

mercy or sympathy. He has got his final comeuppance deservingly. 

There is simply no reprieve for him. Even when he comes out of jail 

earlier than six years with time off for good behaviour, he will brood 

and wonder as to what had hit him and will never be the same again.  
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And so be it. It is justice clear, clean, true, pure and simple, not 

withstanding its rarity. Whether he will be able to fight again and earn 

millions is doubtful. But even  it he is able to do so, the silent and 

decent majority of humanity hopes that he learns decency while doing 

his time.  
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14     AROUSAL esposal 
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15.  The Kashmir Times  

Sunday, May 31, 1992 

 

"IN DEFENCE OF DUALITY" 

 

Half A century ago, when Indians were more conservative and graft 

was confined to mostly police, there was no undue hue and cry about 

corruption. Fifty years later, Indians are more corrupt and corruptible, 

but not, it seems when it comes to their public figures. A politician who 

is perceived as corrupt can not possibly win an election. A Bhajan Lal 

will not be occupying his chief ministerial gaddi if his opponents were 

not tainted more than he is. Why should Indians care? India is a country 

where people openly admit bribery and leaving aside those below 

poverty line or on the margin there is hardly anyone who does not 

possess black money, albeit in differing shades of the much despised 

colour. The sub-judice altitudinal fixation is that black is bad  but 

defacto position is that black is beautiful. Yet the Indian voters profess 

shock and reject the candidates whom they perceive as indulging in 

corrupt practices as they themselves do daily.  

 

All serious contenders make it a point to emphasize "Mr Clean" images 

and respond to, by now ritualized professions of selfessness, 

incorruptibility and humility. What is curious about these paens to 

honesty, however, is that they come at a time when Indians seem intent 

as never before on making money by hook or by crook. The corruption 

is not only rampant but endemic. It bears, not even the remotest 

resemblance to the scene obtaining even a quarter century ago. Indian 
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voters are demanding in their leaders the personal virtues and values 

that they decreasingly demand of themselves. The public works itself 

into a righteous frenzy over the doings of politicians day in an day out. 

The paradox is striking. There must be a linguistic expression which 

can convey profession of virtue in company with practice of vice, 

duality of personality or split personality or mere duality. The oft- 

repeated judgment of often repeated due to expediency is the charge 

that masses are also crooks and afflicted with the duality syndrome. 

However, there is a silver lining here.  

 

In the best of conditions, masses would both like to profess and practise 

virtue. But in a world where only vice works, they learn to use, 

manipulate and practise vice to serve their ends. And it must be 

conceded that the modern vices of corruption compare favourably with 

the debauchery and cruelty of feudalistic rulers and societies where 

wasterels indulged in inflicting maximum indignities on their less 

privileged. Given the reality that mass are going to have vices, the 

question is, is it desirable to detest or backslap them out in the open. 

The choice is not between a world free of vice and overflowing with 

virtue. That may never happen. The choice is between cynicism or 

duality in attitudinal stances. A cynic never ever confesses his vices. 

He, infact thinks that he is okey, while the world is not. The one 

possessing duality of approach has the face saving reason of publicly 

acknowledging and applauding the supremacy of goodness. People give 

in to temptations and yet keep on believing in a zealously honest love 

for honesty but he who practices vice without qualsm has not even the 
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conception and perception of goodness in his mind. To err is human. 

Satans cock a shock at virtue, goodness and honesty.  

 

Indian voters have been quite consistent and predictable in this. And 

this is what politicians cash on. They tell the public what it wants on 

heat about them. But the heart of matter is that people would like to act 

otherwise but they wish they could learn or know how to do so. The 

fact that voters demand honesty from their representatives is a non-

rebuttable proof that they respect the values that they can't help but 

violate in their private lives. The situation thus created is absurd. But 

within the very absurdity is the seed of hope.  

 

 

  16.         What ails Indian cricket? what needs to be done? 

 

 When you hurl this question at yourself, it is tricky to attempt 

an immediately quick fire answer. The answer, if so given, may end up 

as a poorly worded, poorly intoned and still more poorly delivered 

repartee. Chances are that in order to be able to explain the palpably 

inexplicable. because the earthlings do not relish uncertaintities, You 

may end up more confused than hitherto a la the patients in today's 

byzantine medical treatment who gets stuffed with capsules in the hope 

of rapid-fire remedies which do more harm than good. 

 But let us not digress. What really ails Indian cricket is a deep 

rumination-deserving problem. Is it the blunderbuss cricket managing 
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infrastructure, over-flowing with ignoramuses who think that they are 

the original copyrighted Nostradamuses? Or is it the mindsets of the 

powers that be? Is it the famine of talent or the staying power? Or is the 

villain, the attitudinal ghost stalking Indian psyches? Are we the lambs 

who delude themselves about being safe a midst a pride of lions or are 

we the devils, the epithet we unabashedly flaunt when the goddess of 

serundipity favours us with a victory or two? Or is it our alibis 

infatuated minds? Or is it the leaderlessness which is the root cause of 

Indian cricket's chronic ailment? Or above all are we physically not 

made to withstand the rigors and stressful pressures of modern sport-

media inspired. media conducted, media hoped-nay media controlled. 

not de jure but certainly de facto. 

 For me. it is all the above things which are responsible. And. 

Not to be dichatomas but to be only honest, not responsible as well. 

Sounds starkly contradictory. I agree. But it is only a surface 

contradiction. Scratch a micrometer or two and truth of my statement 

will out itself. 

 I remember Bishen Singh Bedi being asked as to why India 

does not breed fast bowlers. I also remember his outwardly horsy but 

inwardly grave answer, when he said that we do not produce fast 

bowlers because we are lazy. Cryptic, as is Bedi's wont, but let us give 

the patka wearing original skeptic his due. very true. Bedi hit the nail 

squarely on the head when he googlied his answer at the questioner. 

Some called his answer intemperate and born out of ire as was done 

when he announced as cricketing manager that his flock of overrated 
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willow and ball wielders need to be dumped into the Indian Ocean. 

Bedi was not forgetful Bedi was correct to a fault as well. 

 We Indians are champion exaggerators. Every century made is 

great for us. Any time the bat is able to make contact with the bat, the 

technique of the player involved becomes perfect. Every catch taken is 

excellent. Every catch spilled is billed as easy. Every bye conceded is a 

disaster and Gavaskar is a failure because he did not hit a run whenever 

he went to the crease. We are suffering from chronic superlativomania. 

One day we call our cricketers Kapil's devils and the very next day they 

turn into Azharuddin's mice. Of course all this mass-mesmerism, 

mindset and sitting on judgement syndrome is media marketing 

gimmickry. But one must admit that. to Indians cricket has come to be a 

phenomenon as has football to South Americans and to a slightly lesser 

extent to Europeans. Even those who have never held a bat and a ball in 

their lifetimes.become expert analysts when cricket season is in full 

swing very few. Can see urchins improvising wickets, bats and balls to 

play the game at every available place including the roofs. Cricket 

generates mass hysteria and draws mass audience for TV viewership 

watchdogs. In a nutshell, although cricket is an important game, yet 

India has adopted it as its own till nothing does us part- metaphorically 

transferring the solemn promise exchanged at Christian weddings. 

This settled, we must win some and lose a few. I wonder why a nation 

boasting of a population of nearly a billion, which is infatuated with 

cricket, can't throw up a dozen or so world beating thoroughbreds not 

once in blue moon but regularly. I am not talking of prodigies or 
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geniuses. I am talking of plain, simple, hardworking diehard, and never-

say-die professional cricketers who throw themselves at speeding ball, 

impossibly angled and wind-effected incoming catches and even at the 

fences, fetooned and decked with cigarette ads. 

The answer is not far to find. We are lazy, easy to satisfy. We love 

selfpreening. We look for instant gratifications and pray for 

lotteryesque windfalls coithout even buying the lottery tickets. In short, 

we will like nothing more than to grab the outputs without putting 

inputs. That is what ails Indian cricket. 

Modern organisations which are professionally managed are in the 

habit of employing acerbic knowalls whose only visible qualifications 

appear to be skepticism, their faces grim and demeanours severe. the 

are heard parroting phrases like 'I do not think so ! I don't agree. It can't 

be'. These utterances happen at board meetings whenever department 

heads succumb to the universal human failing of self projection, self- 

promotion and self- congratulation. Lest the virus of  complacency 

should overwhelm them, managements these days often  have such 

knowalls on the payrolls to deflate egos based on wrong or ill-found 

notions or facts. Bediasa know-all will fit the bill perfectly.  

Mansur Ali Khan Pataudi needs to be made the Cricket Board president 

and prince chatrming Madhav Rao Scindia needs to be allowed  to try 

his charms and gift of the gab on air hostesses and run our national and 

international carriers in a manner which can at least be called passable 

if not competitively efficient. The team needs to be captained and 
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nurtured by Gavaskar, come hell or heaven. Kapil Dev to begin with 

and then Manjrekar not Ravi Shastri, no, never- needs to be made 

Gavaskar's deputy. Azharuddin and Tendulkar require freedom from 

any responsibility other than batting, fielding and perhaps bowing as 

change bowlers. Vengsarkar deserves to be called out his piqued 

hibernation. He has a lot of runs in him. 

This top order needs to be assisted by Kumbli, Kumble, Raju, Ganguly 

and Narendra Harwani with Maninder. Sirinath. Subroto Banerjee. 

Amre. Jadeja having a pep in an injury or continuously bad 

performance replacements. 

Structure the team thus and give it an accountability responsibilty- 

authority matrix and I am convinced that Indian masses, drunk as they 

are on this game, will see a pride of world's better lions prowling in the 

world's cricketing arenas. That will be something. Then will be the time 

when Anju Mahindroos will escape Soberisation Neena Gupta's. 

Richardism and Reena Roy's Moshinism. Although Amrita will 

continue to be Shastried and a few other nymphs Tendulkared, 

Gangulied or Harwanied but then that will be within the family. Hence 

I recommend to cut out all the hyperbole and hype and get down to 

business in right earnest.     
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  17.                                 That will be the day 

 

The seemingly innocuous interim figures of the 1991 census neatly 

juxtaposed into my subconscious thought process. Something in me 

should an Arch median 'Eureka'. I have no doubt. It is bound to happen 

sooner than later and when it happens, it would be poetic justice both in 

letter in spirit.  

 

I wondered why I had not thought of it before Perhaps, the cliche about 

the human being oblivious of the most obvious applies here. With the 

sex determination clinics having sprung up in every nook and corner of 

the country to camouflage the shame of female infanticide in the fudgy 

facades of responsibility, the near-total acceptability of abortion 

contributing to it handsomely; the victims of dowry related deaths; 

suicides nay murders and the double-faced Indian mass psyche of, on 

the one hand, raising motherhood to goddess-hood and on the other 

hand considering birth of a female child an unmitigated disaster. The 

male-female ratio of 1000:929 should have been anticipated and 

dreaded. Anticipated, it surely had been But I sense no palpable or 

visible sign of dread in any fora.  

 

The ratio is a harbinger of apocryphal social upheaval. Make no 

mistake about it. The big bang is on its way to happen. And when it 

happens the society and its skein of accept abilities will be blown to 

smithereens. The corrective mechanism of nature will press the self-

destruct or button and adopt a 'construct mode' simultaneously. Hence, I 

do not dread this scenario, albeit knowingly, at the same time 
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condemning the lack of dread in society because it is doing so 

unknowingly.  

 

The countdown has commenced; 934 in 1981 and 929 in 1991 and 

perhaps 900 females to 1000 males in 2001. It will be then, that the 

dowry system will reverse its mode. Give or take a decade. The dowry 

will be payable by the male to the female. As soon as this custom is in 

place, the dowry deaths will cease, the sex go bankrupting clinics will 

go bankrupt and the female species will be in respectable demand. India 

will be a Saudi Arabia where Saudi Arabian men can't effect dowries 

required to marry Saudi Arabian women. The double-facedness of 

Indian psyche will be cured. The psyche and exploitive goodness, 

conferred on the Indian womanhood will acquire the mantle of reality.  

 

The spectacle of parents of male-children weekly bargaining for 

reduction of bridal gifts by shedding their present day banalities, 

double-tongued justifications and the rolies of praying God will be 

eminently watchable. And welcome. I wait with baited breath for the 

curtain to lift the script to come to life, the plot to unfold and the play 

titled 'that will be the day' to enact itself.  
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18.                                  Thoroughly expedient 

 

He was a hail-fellow well met, back-slap-ping and easily guffawing sort 

of a man. He was also very lavishly hospitable. I found it easy to deal 

with him and struck an acquaintance with him on the very first meeting. 

But I got a queasy feeling while playing a hand of rummy with him.  

 

This effectively took my mind away from the game and I lost heavily. 

My mind flipped and flashed the replay of our meeting. His handshake 

was limp and faintly sweaty. It also dawned on me that he had not met 

my gaze while conversing. His eyes were shifty.  This led to the 

irrefutable observation that his ever-ready laughter had a hollow ring in 

it. When he laughed everso heartily, his belly and eyes refused to or 

were not programmed to join in.  

 

This revelation made me look at him across the rummy table with 

renewed interest. It also made me concentrate on my game. As a result, 

I won many hands but with little gain. He seemed to posses an uncanny 

knack of having only one or two points whenever he lost a hand. 

Whenever he won, he invariably managed to catch me at not less than 

seven points. Consequently, I had won 11-4 as far as the hands were 

concerned but the score was 51-9 in his favour pointwise. 

  

But before I could really concede his superiority and say so to him, I 

made a sudden discovery. He cheated at cards' Oh my God! I wondered 

why. He was a Divisional Forest Officer and the scion of one of the 

most affluent and prestigious families. In addition, he made no secret of 
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his liking for dealing under the table. In a nutshell, he had no need for 

the petty change he won at rummy, being well-healed, well bequeathed 

and well bribed. I almost believed that his limp and wet handshake was 

the result of the sap of the illegally felled green, young and unseasoned 

trees or the grease applied by forest lessees. 

  

To my chagrin. I was in for double-take about my psychoanalytical 

skills. One day, he upturned my diagnosis with disarming candour. This 

was during our third meeting or encounter, if accurately expressed, for 

he just gave a suggestion of nod in acknowledgement to my greeting, 

continuing to furiously write on a chart, scoring out a line here, adding 

a figure there and dotting and crossing the t's and t's. 

Soon he exhaled a sign of satisfaction, capped his pen, looked up and 

entered in his rolling guffaw, asking me to sit down interrupting its roll 

to slip in this courtesy. I waited for his guffaw to subside to ask him the 

reason for his unusual pre-occupation. He told me that he was preparing 

his monthly travel bill for submission and payment. I was stumped. I 

had been told that he was unfailingly at the club rummy table right at 7 

PM daily and hated touring. One travelling he is supposed to have ever 

undertaken, was to the RAKHS on the outskirts of Jammu city for 

hunting partridges, rabbits and pea-hens for his table. I told him about 

his reputation and immediately regretted my rudeness mentally. But I 

was wasting my regret. He seemed to welcome my curiosity and waxed 

eloquent upon this segment of his fame or infamy.  

 

To summarise, he told me that by cooking up his monthly travel 

allowance bill he managed to kill three birds with one stone. Firstly, his 
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boss was bound to be pleased that he was touring his areas as frequently 

as required. Secondly his own subordinates and forest lessees were 

happy that he did not inconvenience them by unnecessary visits and 

handed over his share of the dolly in time. Thirdly, he got a hefty 

bundle of green bucks as travelling allowance every month.                         

 

He told me all this though not so briefly, winked at me and started 

shuffling the cards. Thoroughly expedient was how I filed this 

information  in my mind. I witnessed the demonstration of this during 

our rummy session that evening. He continued cheating. But I noticed 

he never cheated in the playing of the game itself. He neither stealthily 

peeped at other player's cards nor he indulged in card sharping. All he 

did was to count his points less whenever he lost a hand thereby 

lessening his chances  of getting caught in reverse geometrical 

progression to the number of players participating. Hardly 

commendable, I must admit. But most certainly expedient.  
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19.                                      Good for nothing 

Over the evening cup of tea the wife hissed across the table, "You are 

no good. Absolutely no good at all." For the last thirty years I have been 

getting used to this sentence which has taught me not to accept it at its 

decible or connotation value and I have learnt to encounter it with 

utmost wariness.  

I have solid reasons to do so. Many a time, in the past, when I had taken 

it as the ultimate wifely indictment of my frequent but inadvertent 

misdemeanours. I had had to revise my opinion within seconds when 

this sentence had been followed by case cades of caresses and mind-

blowing hugs. On the other occasions, when I had espied a hint of 

coquettish comehitherness and had backed my hunch by embracing the 

betterhalf, she had responded with unimaginable frigidity to literally 

turn me into a bitterhalf.  

That is why, I left her intention ungussed and looked at her face 

meekly. To say that she was not seething with indignation would be an 

exaggerated understatement. This impelled me to hold my tongue. 

Gauging my timid glance she moved in like a wounded tigress, "..You 

are no good, bitterheart! You were not good enough even to be invited 

for parleys at Rawalkote by Amanullah Khan."  This was patently 

unfair. Therefore I picked up some courage to say, "That was purely a 

propaganda gimmick by the Pak-occupied-Kashmir leader, my dear."  

"Agreed", she announced cutting me short. "Granted, it was a gimmick, 

but you claim to be an intellectual of Jammu but failed to qualify for 
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inclusion even a gimmick list." That shut me up truly and squarely. I 

had to grant that she had a point there. When JKLF leader Amanullah 

Khan had uncovered his propaganda gimmick, the effect on those 

whose name was on the list of invitees was dramatic and unpredictable.  

For weeks, 'Rawalkote' became the measure of a person's social 

importance in Jammu and those who had failed to make the list were 

looked down upon as nincompoops and no good, no bodies. It was only 

after the proposed date of the 'Rawalkote Rendevouz' came and went 

without anything happening, that 'Rawalkote measure' went out of 

fashion. But the wife's reference to it proved that the effect had lingered 

on. Nevertheless I picked up the gauntlet and pleaded "But my dear the 

Rawalkote episode is an old hat".  

She pounced at my sentence like a pantheress as if she had been waiting 

for me to say exactly what I had said and sniggered, "Exactly, what I 

mean", and added scathingly, "Rawalkote indeed is an old hat but what 

about invitation to join the various advisory bodies being formed by J & 

K government ? Every one of my kitty friends tell me that their 

husbands have received such letters. But not you. Not even for the 

councils at the district level. Or do you want to tell me that K.V. 

Krishna Rao is thinking of forming such councils at block or tehsil 

levels as well and you will start giving me that bull of being a grass-

root activist ? Don't even bother mon buddie because I am convinced 

that you are good for nothing." 
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I took a decision not to question her judgment because Pearl S. Buck's 

Chinese novels had suddenly jingled my memories, especially her 

Madam Wu, in which upper class Chinese women refer to their 

husbands as 'my good for nothing' mostly as an endearment. In one of 

these womanly gossip sessions, one says, "My good for nothing has 

been overly busy since he became the Premier". Unadulterated pride  if 

nothing else. I looked at my wife but found no trace of either pride or 

endearment. Her expression simply read "You are good for nothing. 

Nothing less. Nothing More".  
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20.  What a way to go    
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21.                                        The name game 

 

When I Joined I.A.F. way back in 1961 I imagined that I would 

have to explain again and again to Jammuites about the several ranks I 

attained at various stages of my career. One would have thought that 

with the martial traditions dating only required to burn the midnight oil 

to win the laurels and sit back to back in the sunshine of kudos of 

jammuites. 

But this was not to be. During my 26 years of service in the IAF, I 

had to explain the equivalence of my ranks with the army ranks every 

time I visited Jammu on annual leave. Many a relative and a few friends 

were unable to hide their disbelief when I told them in 1980 that I was a 

Wing Commander and equivalent to a selected Lieutenant Colonel. I 

am aware that my lack of affectations and military stiffneckness had 

also to do a wee bit with it but the major reason was the lack of 

knowledge of IAF and Navy ranks on the part of the jammuites. 

The unkindest cut was still to come. IAF selected 5 officers out of a 

panel of 107 Wing Commanders and made them Group Captains I 

happened to be one of them. I might be permitted to say, one of the 5 

scape goats. Overnight my kith and kin nodded knowingly that I had 

become a Captain after all and was never a colonel which I had been 

masquerading as till then. Hence inspite of writing my rank in all my 

correspondence as Group Captain instead of the abbreviated form Gp. 

Capt. which is the mormal practice. I was a captain and nothing more as 
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is borne out by the myriad letters I receive. The condition has worsend 

after I took premature retirement from IAF in 1989 just when I had 

been Selected for promotion to the rank of Air commodore. I have often 

wondered as to what my friends would have understood about this rank. 

They would have never considered it which it in reality is.  

I have often cursed myself for not taking retirement as a Wing 

Commander because in that case I would have come out of IAF at a 

younger age and a spunkier sounding Commander as a prefix to my 

name but it is a futile regret now. However, it is due to this weariness 

apart from various other reasons that I introduce myself  as ‗‘Viyogi‘‘ 

only and when somebody calls me Group Captain Randhir singh, I 

wince visibly and often  even audibly because I am sure that the 

introduce is bound to remember me as a mere captain keeping in view 

the scanty knowledge of majoritv of my citymates about Navy and IAF  
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22.                              Unless you wish to be a 'nobody' 

 

Jesus Christ's injunction: Do unto others what you want others to do 

unto you; is supposed to convey a humane and a practical message: that 

the world is one sprawling dwelling and humanity must learn to coexist 

within mutual under-standing of one another's compulsions. But from 

being the norm in days gone by, in today's bumper to bumper life., it 

has become an exception. I say it so emphatically, because the ugly 

reality on ground belies the grandioseness of the pious intention of 

Christ's injunctions.  

 

Let us have a look at a first class railway compartment. I can't find a 

more apt analogy for life, as it is being lived these days. Two 

passengers occupy the compartment at Jammu railway station in 

Jhelum Express and make themselves comfortable. They eye each other 

suspiciously and unabashedly, their looks openly questioning not only 

each other's reservation bonafides, but even the right to enter the 

compartment. But as the train moves out of the station, their chemistries 

seem to jell after a few mental jostles and they strike up a conversation. 

The topic, more often than not is fraudulent reservation system of 

railways. Addresses are exchanged. Promises for remaining in contact 

are made and many a times, name dropping is also indulged in.  

 

This charade goes on till the train reaches Pathankot, where a new 

passenger makes his hesitant or cocksure entry into this compartment. 

The previous two occupiers repeat their body language which leaves no 

doubt in the mind of the onlooker that the third passenger is considered 
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an intruder encroaching upon the inheritance of the other two. 

Sometimes, someone even has the temerity to ask the new passenger for 

his reservation slip, arrogating to oneself the duty of the ticket checker. 

But more often, the new entrant goes through the time-tested motions of 

maintaining reticent cocksureness till the ice is broken and he is also 

accepted an in inheritor. What follows is the ditto copy of what had 

transpired between the two passengers who had boarded the train at 

Jammu.  

 

Soon, the train comes to a halt at Jullundhur. And another alien enters 

the above mentioned sanctum sanctionium of the three occupiers. What 

follows needs no more repetition. But wonder of wonders, even the 

passenger who boarded the train at Pathan Kot and was considered as 

an encroacher now looks confidently and disdainfully at the Jullundur 

entrant, as if he has entered his bedroom without even "by your 

permission please" – total disapproval writ large on his face, making the 

onlooker mouth silently "eu tu Brute".  

 

Life today is like this. And believe, me, nobody, unless one wishes to 

be a "nobody" does unto others what he wants others to do unto him. 
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23.  Younger than his younger brother  ************      
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24.                                  Cause and effect 

– By Kunwar Viyogi  

 

Thakur Jagraj Singh was not only the eldest surviving member of the 

family, but he was also a very upright, honest successful and a 

respected man who had lived his life according to the time-honoured 

principles of fortitude, hard work and good deeds. He was twenty two 

years old when both his parents departed to their heavenly abode and 

left behind five sons and three daughters and no "Moolah". Being the 

eldest, Thakur Jagraj Singh assumed charge as "Karta" of the family 

and took the ensuing humiliations, vicissitudes Walpole's formula, 'It is 

not life that matters, it is the courage you bring to it'. 

 

In about a decade's time his not so docile siblings took their respective 

niches in life, and were well-settled. Thakur had yauked them up in 

society by sheer determination, persistence and perseverance. He had 

had varying degrees of difficulty levels with his siblings but was unable 

to tackle the number five named P. Balbir. He was the very antithesis of 

Thakur. Apparently docile and veticent, Billa always did his own things 

which negated all of Thakurs principles. He was a spendthrift, not 

interested in studies and preferred movies to books. (Some how or 

other, Thakur cajoled, threatened and motivated Billa to pass the Army 

examination and join as a short service commission officer. But just 

when he was putting his back on a difficult job well done, Billa started 

getting on his nerves by constantly demanding more and more money 
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from Thakur. This became worse when Billa was commissioned and 

had joined his regiment. He would always travel by air, wear the most 

expensive clothes and throw  lavish parties. His army pay was not 

sufficient for his life style and therefore he soon was under heavy debt 

of all his siblings as well as friends to such an extent that his 

commanding officer wrote Thakur to counsel Billa as his guardian, but 

to no avail.  

 

Army refused to grant permanent commission to Billa and after five 

years he landed back at home jobless and unemployable. He listened to 

Thakur's counselling patiently but did whatever he liked. He started 

getting insignificant jobs being an ex-service officer but kept on living 

as before.  

 

As if on cue Billa asked Thakur for a big loan from the lump sum he 

had got on retirement and banked upon to take him through his post 

employment days. Exasperation was going to happen to Billa, the 

drifter, who was bent upon chasing mirages and avoiding an honest 

days work, come what may. However, as usual, his filial love prevailed 

and he advanced the hefty loan Billa has asked for but with a warming 

about his ways and inevitabilites of the profound theory of cause and 

effect and on the condition of repayment in six months. 

 

With the wades of notes safely in his pocket, Billa disappeared for 

months on end and Thakur became busy in adjusting to his reduced 

income after retirement and counting every penny to make both ends 

meet. He did not find it difficult because he had done so all his life 
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without seeking any 'E-dorado'. Soon his routine assumed a leisurely 

pattern and an afternoon siesta became a must.  

 

It was during such a siesta on a hot afternoon that he dreamt about 

'Billa' and found him in tatters begging for food. His heart melted for 

his younger sibling and he asked him to accompany him for a hearty 

meal. But Billa instead of doing his bidding took Thakur to task for his 

lack of entrepreneurship and propounding the useless cause and effect 

theory. He shook the begging bowl in Thakur's face with the coins in it 

creating a loud mettalic rattle which awakened him from the depths of 

his dreamful siesta. Soon espieels a Silver Mercides Benz. parked in 

front of his house and Billa clanging to open the rickety and rusty iron  

door. He was immaculately groomed with an infectious air of oppulent 

affluence about him. Soon he entered Thakur's room, paid his respects, 

sat down and produced Marrila envelops filled with crisp Rs. 500/- 

currency notes and handing it over to his elder brother, said 'Bhai 

Sahib', the envelops contain Rs. one lac and this amount, is sufficient to 

cover what I owe to you and hepfy present from me to you as well'. 

Thakur's mind went into an in comprehending spin, but he managed to 

ask, 'What happened ?' 'Yes' Billa said and added "First prize Rs.2 

crores. I have paid all my debtors with this amount.  

 

As Billa took his leave, Thakur Jagraj Singh saw his 'cause and effect' 

theory go up in smoke and wondered wistfully whether all this thrift 

and self denial had been worth it.    
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  25.  Bedi's cub "Maninder" – Is he hibernating ? 

 

In this age of information explosion, images come and go with the 

speed of light. The fleeting impressions get intermingled and mind 

loses their exact context. At times putting a particular image in its right 

contextual pigeonhole becomes like searching a needle in a haystack. 

But certain images are so deeply etched in memory that nothing, no, 

nothing can superimpose itself over them. One such image in my mind, 

is of Maninder Singh coming in with his angular run and unleashing an 

armer at the batsman facing him and beating him all ends up. 

Flummoxed, Tied up a knot literally and figuratively. Maninder was 

barely seventeen then and student of Bal Bharati Air Force School, 

New Delhi. He was known as Bedi's cub at that time as he was training 

under the spin wizard. Bedi had taken this kid under his wing and had 

predicted great things for him.  

Bishan Singh Bedi's predictions were threatening to prove almost 

uncannily true as Maninder produced match winning performances at 

crucially tense situations in match after match during the mid eighties. 

He was ebullient, exuberant, enthusiastic, bubbling and spoiling for a 

fight on the field. His frustrations, moments of joy, laughter, dejection, 

all were seen by TV viewers during matches. The viewers even say him 

shed actual tears whenever he was not selected for a series or a match. 

Here was a lad who had cricket writ large, all over and in him. A real 

teenage sensation.  
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But suddenly, after a few years, his performances took a nosedive. It is 

since some years now that he has not made it to the Indian team. What 

happened to him ? Is Bedi's cub hibernating? No, say the insiders who 

should know. They say, that once the opponents had gauged the sweep 

of Maninder's bowling repertoire, they hammered him all over and 

unlike his guru Bedi, Maninder did not adapt and could not produce 

Bedi-like combinations of variation of length, speed, spin or lack of 

spin, all hidden in the never-changing sameness of bowling action. In 

addition Maninder started considering himself a complete bowler. 

Moreover he lacked the resilience and camouflaged patience of Bedi. In 

a nutshell, Maninder is supposed to have acquired a swollen head and 

an acerbic tongue which got him into avoidable fracas, the one 

involving the siticufs with Manoj Prabhakar being the most notorious 

one.  

All this took Maninder's mind off cricket and into cricket politics and 

his bowling suffered. Some even think that he did not work hard 

enough as his guru Bishen Bedi used to do when he was a student of St. 

Francis High School, Amritsar. I was witness to a scrawmy lad with a 

patka making a circle near the wall, marketing dug up point 22 yards 

away and bolwing 500 balls every evening into this circle. After every 

ball the lad put a chalk mark on the wall and walked back and bowled 

another ball and so on and so forth till the figure on the wall read 500. 

I was posted at Air Force station, Amritsar those days and staying next 

to St. Francis High School in Rani-Ka-Bagh Amritsar. One day I asked 
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this lad his name and the reason for his lonely labour. "Bishan Bedi. 

Inclusion in Indian Cricket Team in two years", was his taciturn retort.  

Bedi made good on his promise. Delhi cricket lovers say that Maninder 

has shed his airs and once again adopted Bedi's modus operandi. If that 

is so, then this augurs well for Indian bowling which has been merely 

pedestrian of late. Hence it is high time now, for the hibernating cub of 

B.S. Bedi to follow in the footsteps of his teachers.  

 

26.                                           A gentle Genius 

 

Genius is very difficult to describe, explain or define. It is equally easy 

to see it at work. John Keats calls works of genius, the first things in the 

world a !a poetry being the first muse.  

How do you do it? I asked him in one of the chess tournaments at 

Madras. He did not seem to notice my star-worshipping tone and gave 

me an openly pantheist look and said, "Uncle, I will be able to explain." 

Then he started dealing with other strangers who wanted his attention.  

V. Anand, barely in the first ladder of twenties, explained a lot by the 

way he dealt with me about what genius is. He was respectful, precise, 

correct, humble and very observantly fast. Most of all, his economy of 

effort and words, was tellingly effective. At one glance, he had noticed 

my age, my being a total stranger and my vicarious pride in him and 
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dealt with me, exactly the way, he deals with his opponents – speedily – 

with time to spare.  

V. Anand is the first international grand master Asia has given the 

world. He is also the only chess player who has always underused the 

time allotted for moves at international level chess tournaments. In his 

march to lightening victories over all-time-chess-greats like Karpov and 

even Kasparov, he has not looked back from the time he played his first 

chess match. But inspite of this meteoric rise to pinnacles of chess, he 

has neither lost his simplicity nor speed.  

And he remains a boy with boy's tastes. He is not a chess maniac who 

happens to be a boy, but a boy who happens to play chess. He possesses 

star quality, but what lends jewelish solidity to his personality is his 

total lack of star -airs.  

V Anand is very lovable, adorable and likeable kid next door. But if 

you base your chess moves, when playing with him, slothing him for 

slaughter as lamb, you are bound to be stunned. He is a cheetah grit, 

guts, cunning tactics and strategy – et al. And what no other Indian 

athlete or player seems to possess, Anand has in abundance killer 

instinct. Many a opponent has left a chink in his armour, hoping to 

hoodwink Anand and repaired it a wee bit later and regretted it in a 

jiffy.  

Anand spots the chinks in an opponent's armour, and with uncanny 

stealth moves into in it for the kill as the rays of sun pass through the 

chinks of doors closed, against the prowling predators. He is gentle all 
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right but his pussyfootingly executed moves with a rare nonchalance 

and panicle make him him a giant and a genius to boot.  

A few chair bound know-alls are reported to have advised Anand to 

curb his speed and enhance his cunning. I strongly hope Anand pays no 

head to them because neither speed nor cunning can be acquired at will. 

These are cooled into one's entirety of personality and interfering with 

nature can be self-defeating. We wish Anand to keep on listening to his 

own distant drummer with a rider that this is an unsolicited advice. And 

the beauty in it is that he can accept without thanks and reject it without 

qualms.  

 

 

Welcome 

Mountaineering Association 

 

  27.                    Mountaineering Potential not exploited in J & K 

 

 

Kashmir Time Correspondent, Jammu. April 19 The mountaineering 

potential of the state was not being exploited by the state government 

for promotion of the adventure activity despite huge potential in all the 

three regions which could attract a large number of interested persons.  

 

This was observed by the pioneer mountaineer, and Mount Everest 

Hero Sonam Wangyal here this afternoon. He opined that the efforts of 

the mountaineering organisations and the state government could 

contribute in a big way in devoloping the facilities for basic and 
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advanced training in and around Jammu for promoting adventurous 

activities.  

 

Holding the world record for being the youngest mountaineer to scale 

Everest at the age of 23, Mr. Wangyal said that he had in collaboration 

with the Mountaineering Association members, identified some of the 

sites near Jammu for rock-climbing training to the youngsters for 

preparing them to be future mountaineers of the state.  

 

The main purpose of his visit to Jammu was to assist the local clubs in 

promoting mountaineering involving the youngsters at the young and 

right age for preparing them to compete at the national and international 

level. Mr Wangyal said that the facility of rock climbing could be 

created on permanent basis by spending a few lakhs of rupees.  

He favoured opening of one mountaineering institute in Leh in view of 

the available facilities which nature has provided to Ladakh region. He 

said that the training in Ladakh region could play a greater role in 

helping the mountaineering to scale even Mount Everest with ease after 

some experience.  

 

 

 

28                                           Leander Paes 

Style vs Substance  

Leander is the product of Amritraj Tennis Academy Before leaving the 

followed portals of this academy, some wise guys like to say, with 
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barely controlled rancour to go to the fertile tennis climes of America, 

he had powered his way to be the Wimbledon junior champion. He 

added the American Junior Open title to it later. This honour had come 

to India twice before, courtesy father and son due of Ramanathan 

Krishnan and Ramesh Krishnan.  

Ramanathan Krishnan to a large extent and Ramesh Krishnan to a 

nautch lesser extent were wily and deceptive touch players sans power 

and plus poor service. Ramesh Krishnan, much as we may like to 

delude our almost touched greatness with his touch artistry. What did 

him in, was the weak service and the fact of Neale Fraser, Emerson, 

New Combe and of course, the all time great Rod Laver, the hammers 

being at their devastating peaks during Ramanathan's times.  

No player, not even Vijay Amritraj and Leander Paes is in elder 

Krishnan's class. But Paes, his supportive parents and Indian Lawn 

Tennis Association are holding their breaths and perhaps keeping their 

fingers crossed and hoping that this determined lad makes good. I also 

want to join them in their hoping.  

But I want to do so with a rider who is ill-mannered or brattish. Never 

what I want to convey is that the boy should not be led into a cut de sae 

of a belief, that by adopting the grunting gesturing ways of champions, 

he will smoothen his path to the pinnacle. Nothing could be more 

disastrous to the lad's tennis as well as psyche. 

Style is alright, Paes. But that must follow substance and not precede it. 

Look at Courier who had sneaked his way to be the number one. Does 
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he gesture? No, Never, Does Chang gesture or grunt. My heavens, No. 

1 Monica Seles does grunt. But she does so for hitting aces and 

bamboozling the best in the world. She has what it takes substance.  

 

 

 

  29.                             Come on Steffi; shake it off  

That emotions role the health and mind is an irrefutable truism. This is 

amply borne out by what has happened to the golden girl Steffi Graf in 

a matter of gist under two years. And it happened just when she was 

ruling the roost like a true blue blooded and pedigreed German 

shepherd.  

An Olympic gold followed a grand slam and the grand slam had come 

on the heels of a near grand slam a year before when she had lost only 

the French open by the probevrial whisker. She had arrived at the 

pinnacle, not by means of the agining or slowing down of Navratilova 

or Chris Evert. No, not by a long shot, But on the fluttering wings of a 

hard labour, angelic mobility, steely will, prodigiously brilliant talent 

and sheer power. It was a blitzkrieg, if there has been any in the history 

of modern sport. It raised memories of the German blitzkrieg in the 

world war, when the German tanks flattened France in flat,less than 

weak laughining their way to Paris and consigning the French 

complacency induced by impregnability of the Maginat Line to the R D 

supplement the natural science of stupididities. 
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But steffi Grafs downfall was as meteroric as her rise. The invincible 

queen of the tennis courts just started crumbling to laughable 

mediocrities in game after game. And the world wondered. The 

wondering however, got its answer soon enough, Steffi Grafhad been 

done in not by her opponent, but by her own father, He had fathered a 

step brother for steffi and that too out of wedlock.  

This was the secret volley for which her toughened exterior and for the 

world steeled interior had no rejoinder. The player in her kept on 

fighting, but the fighter in her kept on whispering "What for"?  

True that even Gods have clay feet. But for girls clay feet of fathers are 

never acceptable. Daughters would invariably choose an asylum over a 

out of wed lock fling for their fathers. If given a choice. This too, is an 

irrefutable truism. 

All tennis will gladly join me in wishing steffi Graf a quick recovery 

from this fraternal blow which has shattered her psyche and mind. 

Come on steffi, shake it off and put the is courts on fire again.   
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30.                                Go to Hell Found 
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Myriods of people remain in their jobs they hate simply because 

they cannot make the mare go without the pay they earn for doing it, 

The  fear of going hungry and of being broke haunts People who are 
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sitting on a financial precipice. They remain chained to miserable jobs, 

because they keep a roof over heads and their stomachs full 

The price they pay for it is to knuckle under the victimization 

of an unreasonable parent, a tyrannical boss or a selfish peer. What 

mas- querades as selfcontrol or gentleness is more often than not 

nothing more than fear of being penniless or having to change one's 

standard of living In logicdefying parlance. It is bandied about as 

observance of discipline and obedience 

Actually it is servility Stark of servility has permeated the 

entire body Politic. Day in and day out we are subjected to the 

demeaning spectacle of kow- towing subordinates, genuflecting mini 

ons disgustingly, meak praise phrasing politicians and rabble-rousing 

underlings mindlessly doing obeisance to their bosses of the moment 

The palpable stench of whining apologies panegyrcial and eulogistic 

references of the leaders by politicians indicates that the practice of 

servitude and willful servility is the rule rather than an exception. This 

servility seems to have become our distinguishing test The zomble –

incomplete.  
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31.              Maradona mesmerising and mesmerised super star 

From the slums of Rio-de-Janrio to the pinnacle of football glory in less 

than a decade is a feat very few can equal. To surpass it, is to look for 

peaks higher than Mount Everest. But that is what Maradona did, 

Propelled by the force of sheer genius, this little stocky Argentinean 

made the name of Pele, the black pearl, sound a bee bit less forbidding. 

Unlike Pele, he defied injury and hurt to continue to play and dazzle the 

football lovers the world over.  

In fact, Maradona mesmerised the fans, who forgave him, when he 

termed his handled goal against Brazil in 1986 World Cup as not his 

doing but the hand of God; Actually, forgiveness was neither being 

asked for by Maradona, nor was it in the minds of the fans. Instead, the 

fans loved his street-smart explanation.  

But again, unlike Pele, Maradona was unable to handle the super 

celebrity status which the world conferred on him deservingly. He 

buckled under it time and again. The media advances which had helped 

Maradona to stake his claim to stand next to Pele, were a mixed 

blessing. On the flip side of the media support was the voyeurish eye of 

the public, prying into the privacy of Maradona. Maradona, was caught 

many a time with his pants down and had to try to sheepishly offer 

alibis. He was in short, mesmerised by the adulation of the public and 

the doors of satan, it opened for him.  

While under contract with Napoli club in Italy, he had bitter brushes 

with managers due to his unreliability and womanizing. Added to it was 
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his falling prey to Marijuana. These excesses made him vulnerable to 

blackmail and also did not permit him to be in the pink of health. As a 

result, he had to sit out during many a matches and Napoli suffered in 

prestige, standings and gate collections.  

The culmination of his fall from grace was his escape from Italy to 

avoid conviction in a court of law for co-habiting with prostitutes, 

moral turpitude and drug abuse. But the last straw which broke the 

camel's back, was his arrest in his homeland  withing days of landing 

there. The let down in the minds of his fans was complete when Cable 

News Network (CNN) televised his broken spirit showing through his 

eyes and crumbled face, when he was arrested. That image broke the 

hearts of millions, who must have wept silent tears at the utter 

humiliation of the star.  

But there seems hope. The silver lining appeared in the dark thunder 

clouds a few days ago in a CNN news clip, when it showed Maradona 

scoring three impossible looking goals in a match  in England. The 

inexplicable magic was there. Rabbit from an empty cap trickery was in 

full flow.  

Can the football fans hope for a rejuvenated Maradona to play the 

world cup once again and put spark and sparkle in the lacklustre 

football turfs all the world over? Will the officials who have been 

biding their red faces due to Maradona's malodroitness and ineptitude in 

personal life, permit him to stage a come back?  
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Let us hope, everyone decides to let bygones be bygones, because what 

Maradona has gone through is chastisement, nay punishment enough. 

After all, he has gladdened billions of hearts. He deserves to be given a 

second chance. Amen.  

 

 

 

32.                           Need Stressed for Dogri newspaper  

 

Kashmir Times Correspondent 

Jammu April, 25–Devoting a full page of the Dainik Kashmir Times 

(Hindi) exclusively to Dogri, christened as "Dogri Times" has elicited 

such widespread and favorable reaction that a major cultural 

organization. 'Dogri Sanstha, Jammu' arranged a seminar-cum-

discussion in the Dogri Bhawan here last evening to hall this step of the 

KT management and assure it all possible help and cooperation in its 

venture of initiating a regional mother tongue into the field of 

journalism.  

 

That 16 speakers came forward, including eminent scholars from the 

field of literature and organization as proof Ram Nath Shastri, Dr Ved 

Kumari Ghai, Dr Champa Sharma and Mr DCP Prashant to offer 

valuable suggestions for improvement and further development of its 

range and scope lent an exceptional importance to this one page Dogri 

supplement.  
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The learned audience not only promised to become subscribers of the 

paper themselves but also assured enlistment of others in a large 

number as such as it emerged from the discussion that survival or the 

Dainik Kashmir Times and its Dogri portion largely rests on its 

financial position. An euphoria surcharged that atmosphere with an 

intese desire to have a full-fledged Dogri newspaper, a goal which has 

eluded the Dogri lovers till now.  

 

Dr Champa Sharma, head of the post graduate Dogri department. 

Jammu University declared that she would persuade her entire staff and 

students to subscribe to the paper. Dr Ved Ghai promised at least 10 

new subscribers, for it by her personal effort. Mr. Mohan Singh, 

President 'Duggar Manch', Mr Sham Talib, President 'Adabi Kunj' and 

Mr Brahm Sawroop Sachar, President, 'Classical Music Society' 

Jammu, offered all possible intellectual and pecuniary assistance on 

behalf of their organiations.  

 

Mr. Kunwar Viyogi, entrusted with the job of compiling and editing 

Dogri Times and Mr Ved Pal Deep spoke on behalf of the paper giving 

an outline of their plans and some of the problems. initially faced  by 

them.  

 

Some of the speakers wanted that running a Dogri newspaper is not as 

easy a task as it is supposed to be. They gave instances of past efforts 

when either publication of Dogri periodicals and weeklies proved non-

starter or ceased to exist attar a few month for want of funds, 

subscribers or for some other reasons.  
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Others who spoke on the occasion included. Mr. Tara Smailpuri, Mr 

Surinder Gandalgal, Mr. Krishan Lal Gorka and Mr Gian chand Dogra.  

 

Mr Ved Bhasin, Chief Editor, The Kashmir Times publications, who 

was the chief guest, said that he would try to provide a forum to Dogri 

writers and give them an opportunity to express themselves in their 

mother-tongue. Earlier, he said English and Hindi editions of the paper 

had been projecting Dogri language and literature as well as culture and 

arts of this region. The Dogri Times provides a medium for the same 

purpose in the form of a major regional mother tongue.  

 

He declared that he envisage publication of a Dogri newspaper under 

the KT management in 1992 itself. However, he said, starting a weekly 

in Dogri as a precursor to a daily would be desirable as it always pays 

to proceed slowly and steadily on a firm footing. He thanked Dogri 

Sanstha and the learned audience for the sentiments for the success of 

The KT's venture for initiating a process for introducing Dogri into the 

domain of journalism and giving useful suggestions.     

 

 

 

33.                                        Musical Chair 

 

                     After an absence of 31 years, When we returned to 

Jammu, we were very pleasantly surprised to see Jammu university as a 

full-fledged university with departments in various subjects functioning 
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in tastefully designed sub-complexes. We found the campus 

sprawlingly inviting and were delighted to find that the old Bahu road 

has been renamed as Baba Saheb  Ambedkar road. Adding to 

aestheticity of the whole picture was the fact that campus had been 

placed with perspicacity on the left bank of Tawi.The overall effect was 

that of humble pride, that Jammu, after centuries of comparative 

obscurity and obscurantism has built up an educational institution with 

loving care. 

                            But we were in for a very rude anticlimax. The very 

first visit to the campus to renew old acquaintances poleaxed our initial 

sense of pride. The overall impression we gleaned from our visit was 

that of bureaucratese in full bloom and all the departments choke-a-

block with frayed files begging to be dusted and rows upon rows of 

empty desks and harried students frantically  looking for clerks. 

                      We found and digested with disbelief the utter 

mismanagement indepartment of business management. The 

department had advertised in the national dailies that forms for 

admission to two years M.B.A. course can be purchased against a bank 

demand draft and will not be issued before 2PM. We  reached the 

campus at about 1.30PM. dutifully waited for the appointed hour to  

Arrive and entered the hallowed portals of the UGC sponsored 

Management Department.  

                        We were greeted by empty chairs and a very secretive 

peon who displayed utter ignorance about the whereabouts of the head 

of the department and others. He however, sold us a form, 

simultaneously impressing upon us that he was doing us a great favor 

by doing so. 

                     Our foray into the university campus had revealed another 

eye opening blunderbuss happenstance We were told that the post of 

head of department was occupied by various professors by rotation, 

thereby meaning that a boss today would be a subordinate tomorrow. 
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This appears to us nothing but bureaucrats in its full flow as we 

wondered what the university desired to achieve by adopting this 

pernicious practice? 

                       Not efficiency in any case. But may be, it perhaps may 

be, that Peter Principle was fully operative here. The principle is very 

simple. It states that everyone strives to reach his natural level of 

incompetence. By introducing the musical chairs‘ system for the august 

post of Head of Department, Jammu University seems to lending hand 

to its professors to achieve their level of inefficiency in double quick 

time. 

 

                     34.                 Kunwar Viyogi renounces Sahitya Academi award 

 

Jammu, May- 21 Kunwar Viyogi alias Group captain Randhir Singh 

IAF (Retd.) a noted Dogri poet, writer and lyricist who won Sahitya 

Akademy award in 1980 announced here today that he has decided to 

return the copper plaque and cash awarded to him by Sahitya Academy 

as a protest against non-inclusion of Dogri in the eighth schedule of the 

Indian Constitution.  

 

In a statement here he said that state and central governments have been 

adopting a cavalier attitude towards Dogri and Dogras in all spheres. 

According to him Dogri, Pahari Chamiali and other sister dialects are 

one language and he smells a conspiracy in dividing these dialects. He 

stressed that Dogri can be called Pahari or by any other name, because 

it is the language and not the name which matters. He therefore called 
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upon all the sundry to understand the divide, override and ignore policy 

of the state as well as central governments. 

 

In an elaborate article in Dogri Times he has called upon all Dogri 

writers, poets and artists to renounce and return all the awards received 

from government agencies or government run autonomous bodies 

unless Dogri is included in the eighth schedule of the Indian 

constitution in addition to state government, taking effective measures 

for appointment of Dogri lecturers in schools within two months and 

before the end of summer vacations.  

 

Kunwar Viyogi has taken premature retirement from IAF and joined the 

Kashmir Times establishment as Assistant Editor KT and Editor Dogri 

Times recently.           

 

35                        Carl Lewis – the Star gentlemen toughie 

 

Remember Carl Lewis, when he had declared much before his 

Olympics that he would win four gold medals for USA? That 

declatation was made with quiet confidence and dignifiled tenor and 

tune. There was not even a hint of bravado or boastfulness in his voice. 

The statement was brief and to the point. The Amercians had used just 

one sentence quote, ‗‘ I will win four gold medals in my first Olympics 

and emulate the great Moses‘‘ unquote Moses had become a symbol for 

thumbing a nose at Hitler's Aryanrace superiority chauvinism in the 

1936 Olympic by winning four gold medals in athletics at Berlim  
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However, this one sentence of Carl Lewis was not sans 

egoism. When He spoke like an egoist but not an egotist. And from the 

day he spoke till the end of Carl‘s first olymopics with four golds in his 

kitty as he had predicted. the attention of the entire world was focused 

on this handsome god sculptured in black marble. 

Superlatvie performance in other disciplines were over 

Shawowed by the media coverage bestowed upon and devoted to Carl 

Lewis And what made him media darling were his winsome smile, 

friendliness and gentlemanly behaviour Notantrums, no flaunting of 

backgrounds or lonely hours spent in painful practice sessions to be a 

world beater  

But Carl Lewis was done in by Ben Johnson of Canada in 

Rome, by a proverbial mill and everyone thought Carl Lewis' reign in 

sprints was over. "Nothing doing," said Carl, " Johnson is on drugs", he 

had declared publicly before the world could read his athietic reign's 

obituary. The world sneered at his declaration and termed it as bad 

loser's alibi for his own failure but Carl Lewis persisted in his charges 

against Johnson. World sports mandarins held conference and 

cautioned him. Johnson‘s lawyers even threatened legal action against 

Lewis, " Go right ahead and let me know the date of hearing," was how 

Lewis reacted. He used no foul words in any of his interviews when this 

controversy was raging in the sports columns of world media inspite of 

the fact that journalists and anchormen did their damn best to ruffle 

him. Carl Lewis maintained throughout that he was not in the habit of 

speaking lightly in such matters. 
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Here was a gentleman world beater who had as tough a mind 

as his body and will. A true vindication of the adage that when a 

humble man is wronged his retaliation has no bounds. Carl Lewis had 

held even sports officials and the athletes to get their charges to win, 

rules commandments, fairness, sideeffects and means be demanded. He 

had called the Sports officials the three brainless king penguins who 

wanted to bask in reflected glory at all cost, fair or foul. 

The whole world knows that Lewis was fully vindicated when 

Ben Johnson, the bull was caught for having used drugs to enhance his 

stamina and performance. A  true story of a star gentleman toughie who 

took his low decrible but high voltage fight against foul means to its 

logical conclusion. 

Lewis is a shining example for our youngsters to follow 

whatsoever the stakes and remember that means to achieve an end are 

always more important than the victory may dazzle the world but gives 

no inner satisfaction if gained unfairly. In the finial analysis, unfair 

victory does not let one live along with with oneself. 

Kunwar Viyogi   
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-36                    Javed Miandad- the original diehard 

             Miandad is a man known, not only for his cricketing prowess 

but for  his eye for eye and tooth for tooth attitude on and off the field. 

Pakistanis have the image of a grim Miandad hitting the last ball of the 

match for an effortless six at Sharjah, etched deeply into their psyches. 

That shot broke more than the heart of CHETAN Sharma, the suffering 

bowler. I am  strongly convinced. Chetan‘s spirit too and that is why 

Chetan has not made it to the Indian eleven since then. 

            Another image of Miandad is lifting a bat to hit Dennis Lilee in 

a test match in Australia, when Lilly hit him with his boot for 

obstructing his fielding at cheeky comments. Miandad was captaining 

Pakistan there and could have resorted to reporting Lilee‘s shameless 

conduct to the umpires. Instead he responded to the tiger in him and 

counter attacked. The third of image of Miandad, imprinted on our 

minds is from the recent world cup which Pakistan won.Miandad 

initiating More unabashedly for repeated lbw appeals and then grimly 

guiding thr younger cubs of his team in the massacre of opponents. 

            The fourth image of Miandad is of vacating Pakistan captaincy 

time and again to make way for Imran Khan. I will like to mentipn here 

that it was  Imran who had led a revolt by star Pakistan players against 

the captaincy of Miandad, after the completion of the Austalian tour. 

This shows the privet side of Miandad. He was flexible enough and 

displayed ample mental adaptability to take the loss of captaincy and 

kept on hitting tons and putting the fear of God into the minds of 

opposing teams. 

                      In the intervening period of almost a decade, he has 

become great friends with Imran Khan is one of the most active. 

ebbulient and enthusiastic fund raisers for his cancer hospital project, 

Imran Khan is of course a legend. But so is Miandad. He has mellowed 

down, but this mellowing down makes him more dangerous. Inside he 
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is a tiger who used to attackinstinctively before, but now he plans his 

attacks and executes them ith ruthless efficiency. 

              My advice to cricketing teams of the world is not to take 

Pakistanis under Miandad lightly, now that Imran Khan finally called it 

quits. Miandad is a ferocious fighter, the original diehard, never say die 

cricketer. On the field he has only one Mantra. That is to win for 

Pakistan and even die while doing if so required. 

13-5-92 

 

  37.                                 The Professional 

I had read so often about the crude and rude behaviour of the 

bus drivers that while planning a visit to Dul Hasti in Kishtwar recently 

I was in jitters. The filth and disarray of the bus stand did nothing to 

claim my nerves. 

 However, I bought the ticket and boarded the designated bus 

after spending twenty minutes to locate it. By that time the bus was 

almost full and I was regretting my decision to visit Dul Hasti. 

 But this state of mind lasted only till Ram Nagar Rakh, where 

the bus entered its first serpentine curve of the road. The driver was a 

thoroughly serene man with a divine smile on his face. A 'dhoop' was 

burning on a brass stand and I realised with a non-believing jolt that 

there was not a single passenger standing. There were just 52 

passengers. 
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 There was no checking of tickets. By the time we reached 

Nandini tunnel, it dawned upon me that I had not received a single jolt 

and also had not felt brakes being applied and gears being noisily 

changed at the sharpest of the curves. 

 This smooth ride continued till Batote where I felt the softest 

of touches  and heard a mulcet voice asking me to have lunch. It was 

the driver who possessed the touch and the voice. 

 The everhappy afterwards scenario was repeated between 

Batote and Kishtwar as well. There was no blowing of horns, 

overtaking, increase or decrease in speed. There was no packing the 

passengers into the bus like sardines. At Kishtwar the driver parked the 

bus as if he was handling a birthday cake, with tender care and uncanny 

expertise. Then he turned towards the passengers, folded his hands and 

taking their leave, disappeared. 

 I got up from my seat, with a sense of well-being permeating 

my entire spirit. Here was a true professional, I told myself, confident, 

expert, humble and lovable. Who says drivers are crude and rude? I 

vowed then and there not to pay heed to stereotypical generalisations 

about people in various professions. 
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38.                           One for the taste buds 

Very few are aware that the, British have 42 religious orders but are 

crazy for only one chutni. One wonders how a nation which has such an 

accommodating religious attitude, can embellish its daily victuals with 

just one sauce.  

This observation may appear snide to many, but the fact of the matter is 

that Oxford recently hosted a conference of experts to find out what 

taste actually means. The catalyst was the curiosity about finding out 

the factors which made some cuisines so taste bud-friendly while the 

others bland and unsavoury. 

Food habits are, no doubt, regional and national characteristics and 

even take on metaphoric nuances. Who can gainsay that the Indians 

treat sex as tamarind chutney that every male palate likes to tongue-

touch during boys'–night–out.  

The one point agenda of Oxford wise guys was noteworthy on its own. 

But the conclusions were out rightly stupendous. They found out that 

there were only four basic tastes. Bitter, sweet, salty and sour. Any food 

experimented with more than two of these at a time, would be a 

disaster, they pronounced. They further added, that like beauty, taste is 

ultimately in the realm of fantasy' via eyes and taste buds.  

All our physiological experiences are monitored by nerve endings in 

our noses and mouths and adopted by our predilections, beliefs, 

preferences and idiosyncrasies. It was finally concluded that cooking 
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was a muddled craft, where cooks rely more on marketing them on 

variety to pull in customers because they have just four basic tastes to 

cater to by their permutations and combinations.  

One more legend demystified. One more blow struck for 

rationalization. Cooking is all in a mess, you can quotably say now. But 

I am sure and cuisine experts are happy that no one is paying any 

attention to them while the food served to them sends signals of 

contentment to their brains.  

 

 

39.                                 How my stars jell 

CRYSTAL-gazing is universal pass time. Even those who scoff at it 

indulge in it albeit privately Call it fear of the unknown anxiety born 

Curiosity or wistful desire for serendipity but all of us would like to 

know what would happen, hence warning of wise men that if we knew 

our future beforehand nothing would be duller than living cuts no ice 

with mass of men or women. With me too it cuts no ice. 

 But there is a catch here. No two soothsayers seem to agree on 

interpretation of what the stars foretell, leaving the hapless readers 

befuddled Not me I have unpuzzled this puzzle for me. 

 I purchase Sunday editions of Times of India, Indian Express 

and Hindustan Times and rush home Taking my pen. I go through the 

weekly horoscopic predictions of all the three magazines underlining 
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what is favourable and scoring out not-so- favourable and the 

unfavourable when I transfer the favourable lines on to a piece of paper, 

sheer incoherence stares murderously at me but it is a no-win situation 

for them. I stare back telling that my mind is made up and please not to 

confuse me with facts. 

 It taker about three minutes to lend coherence to the lines thus 

gleaned. Result is the promise of a beautifully wonderous week. I 

transfer the text to my diary, read it once and close it till next Sunday, 

my psyche already Garuda-borne and my spirits on the viewless wings 

of incurable optimism. I eagerly look forward to the commencement of 

each day, never-ever comparing as to how the last day had been spent 

with what I had been foretold it to be. 

 I agree that now I make what the star gazers foretell, jell for 

me is a gargantuan self-delusion like an ostrichead in the sand. But 

none can gainsay that Sunday magazine horoscopes too are at the very 

least a universal con job and utter hogwash. 

 However I see nothing immoral or wrong in adding a little 

sweetner on every Sunday to the brew of seven days lying ahead of me 

Amen. 
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40.  Tyson gets his final comeuppance 

  

Mike Tyson has undoubtedly been one of the most ruthless and brutal 

heavyweight fighters in the history of boxing. Brawling Jack Dempsey 

in the twenties comes close to iron Mike's attitude towards life and 

prize fighting. Hit to hurt brutally to impair and use force to get what 

you want instantly best sums up what Tyson stands for what he.  

 

Tyson has been one of the most efficient and clinical destroyers of his 

opponents. His 411 record with 31 K.OS speaks for itself. Add to this 

the proud boast of Mike after a typical devastation of an opponent that 

all he thought of during the fight was to drive his adversary's teeth 

through his brain and the picture of brutality personified is complete.  

 

Mike Tyson  stands in the front row of modern macho sports stars who 

not only do not pretend for effect, but actually believe that the baddest 

is best. This mindest is unashemedly present, not only, in their 

utterances but also their behaviour. Their creed of TAM OKAY; YOU 

ARE NOT OKAY'- gets them, free publicity and translates into 

millions of dollars in sponsorship, gate money and international 

broadcasting fees. Thus they get their kitties over-flowing and means to 

buy their way out of personal tangles and away with murder and often 

even with worse.  

 

But once in a while the Mike Tysons of this world, the quintessential 

bullies  of this world, come up against Miss Washington, frail to look 

at, but of steely will, neither crying in adversity nor exulting in  revenge 
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and staking all for justice. And once in a praiseworthy while, comes 

along a frail woman-judge who sifts through the debris of court intrigue 

and trickery, brushes aside the byzantine pleas and layrinthine 

harangues of well-heard, lawyers to deliver a fell punch for all silently 

suffering Miss Washingtons of the world.  

 

The brouhaha of the fight promoters and bombardment of senses by 

their marketing agencies hinting ill-concealingly at the guilt of the 

victims needs to be condemned loud and clear by all well-meaning 

institutions. Those who have been opiated by the trash for cash 

projection of Tyson as a humiliated innocent one, need a rude 

awakening. Tyson is a finished period. He just does not have the 

stomach and rationality to take it. He can only throw out punches. Keen 

observers noticed his puffed-up psyche break into smithereens on 

C.N.N. when the grim judge prounced her judgement of taking away 

Tyson's freedom. She said that she was not convinced that if left free, 

Tyson was capable of refraining from deviating and destructive 

behaviour. This observation was the most significant part of her 

judgment. 

 

Tyson deserves neither kudos nor misplaced kindness. No, not even 

mercy or sympathy. He has got his final comeuppance deservingly. 

There is simply no reprieve for him. Even when he comes out of jail 

earlier than six years with time off for good behaviour, he will brood 

and wonder as to what had hit him and will never be the same again.  
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And so be it. It is justice clear, clean, true, pure and simple, not 

withstanding its rarity. Whether he will be able to fight again and earn 

millions is doubtful. But even  it he is able to do so, the silent and 

decent majority of humanity hopes that he learns decency while doing 

his time.  

 

 

41.            Bring back Gavaskar and Sunny days for Indian Cricket 

 

Gavaskar is forty. Agreed, But he is a fiddle-fit forty with a 

sprightly gait. His vitality and razorsharp reflexes are palpably apparent 

even in his commercial ad-clips  

His commentary for and comments on a Hong Kong outfit 

during the three heartstopping weeks of pulsating fortunes of cricketing 

teams down under were objective and professional to the core and 

almost prophetic. He refused to fall with the head and think with the 

heart unlike the Indian Board of Cricket that could not uncross their 

crossed fingers, having done their damnest worst in selecting a team 

that has nothing to show but spineless failure and praying for miracles, 

Gavaskar had his head and heart at their appoionted places. His heart 

wanted India to win and if a loss was unavoidable, to go down fighting 

and kicking. His head knew otherwise and he followed its dictates in 

his commentaries and syndicated columns. 
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Indian has not producted a fitter cricketer in its cricketing history 

than sunny, nor has it encountered a mentally tougher one. 

Mountainous bodies and rippling muscles do not a master make. 

Gavaskar's test cricket career of much above a century of matchline 

without even a niggling fitness problem is ample testimony needing no 

authentication for his iron selfdiscipline, steely will and quintessential 

professionalism.  

Why Gavaskar has not been brought back at the helm of cricket 

in India is an open secret. He refuses to kow-tow, genuflect or show 

even surfaceservility to the Cricket Board minions. How can one expect 

a Michaleangelo to ask the Vatican officials who commissioned him to 

tell him how to draw paint or sculpt or even listen to them if they insis 

ted upon him to harken to them or face the axe. Michaelangelo, I have 

no doubt, would have preferred the axe any day. 

So it is with Sunny Gavaskar. He is the most Complete cricketer 

the world has ever seen when all aspects of the game are considered. He 

has brought India glory, thumbed his nose at the mandarins of Board of 

Cricket, has had the guts to refuse the membership of Lords for racial 

slights and ill concealed discriminations. He displayed winsome charm 

in accepting the standing ovation at Lords centnary test before the game 

for lifeting 167 not out in his most inimitable style in the centenary test. 

And he is still fighting fit when Imran khan quit captaincy. The 

Pakistani president in person publicly requested him to come back, 

Australian cricket board displayed no hesitation in calling on Bobby 
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Simpson to take over the sinking ship which was Packerised in the 

seventies. They massaged the ego of a reluctant Allan Border to 

shepherd the flock and persisted with him throught thick and thin using 

his weaknesses. MCC didn‘t bet even an eyelid in Gooching the 

English team when they themselves had suspended him for touring 

South Africa. Are the prides of mandarins in Indian Cricket Board so 

overgrown that they can‘t swallow them. If it is so, it is hight time the 

concerned manadarins be brushed aside. Gavaskar is a master-mind, a 

leader of men and the only succour to Indian cricket. 

Give the man and the lans their due. Choose the general and let 

him marshal his sources and resources and inject the winning ways in 

the Indian lambs. Recall Gavaskar for Sunny days for cricket in India 

That is my Clarion Call.  

 

42.                                     JAMMU JOTTINGS 

 

Next to setting up a shope by a generaj practitioner the 

cheapest thing is the establishment of pathology practice. All that a 

pathologist need is a strip of clear glass, a chubby hole to be called a 

laboratory a smooth-talking medical assistant and he is in business. 

Mass a we by layam for people in white coats coupled with 

their lack of knowledge and credulity adds to the generation of wads of 
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black bucks of Reenters are the caretakers of the patients and sufferers 

are the patients them selvers. 

Pathologists are having unregulated filed day in Jammu and 

are daily laughing all the way to the bank or the bank lockers One 

wouldn't grudge them their earnings if there was even a semblance of 

efficiency in their reports. 

There is almost none barring perhaps a few execeptions which 

I must confess I have not come across  

I will not be surprised if what stands filled in the pathulogy 

laboratories billed as chemicals turns out to be nothing more than 

Nalkine water (tap water) with a dash of different colours where 

needed. I have been conned more than once. I took a patient to 

incomplete    

 

43.                                        Academy Surprise 

 

Finding a bookshop on the Canal load selling books published by 

Jammu and Kashmir Academy of Art, Culture and Languages was a 

very pleasant surprise. The shop has, on its shelves, most of the 

publications of the state academy and a few titles published by Sahitya 

Academi as well. Prior to this, one had to visit the office located in the 

Abhinav Theatre complex to get the state academy publications. That 
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the state academy has thoughtfully started this sales outlet, is an 

indicator that writers and artists who comprise the bulk of the academy 

staff have not been afflicted totally with the contagious disease of 

redtapism and bureaucrats. This is, for book and Dogri lovers, a very 

welcome silver lining in the dark cumulonimbus cloud mass which the 

academy has come to be perceived as.  

The academy, however need to further develop this silver lining and put 

on the shelves the old and new issues of 'Sheeraza' in addition to 

undertaking the sale of books of individual writers, on payment of 

commission. The fact that the publications of the premier and pioneer 

organization of Jammu for the propagation of Dogri language and  

Dorgi Sanstha, must also be sold through this outlet needs no prodding. 

It should be a logical next step which the academy must take.  

I was indeed a wonderful feeling of well being that gripped this writer's 

heart on seeing this sales outlet. It is however felt that the academy 

must at least take the few remedial measures in its overall set up.  

Firstly, it must stop treating its awardees in a cavalier manner, by 

simply sending them the cheque for the award amount. The least, it can 

do is to hold a solemn function every year to honour its awardees in full 

public view. Secondly it must increase the award amount. Thirdly 

painted portraits/photographs of all awardes must be displayed on the 

walls of Abhinav theatre galleries. And lastly but not lastly (I might be 

permitted to use this word for the sake of flow), the state academy must 

start a public library which may be housed in wooden sheds to start 
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with the shift to a proper building to take place in due course of time 

this step will go a long way in improving the image of the academy and 

lovers of literature, scholars and students will derive pleasure and 

knowledge from such a facility. The last will be the most desirable 

consequence of starting such a library without delay.  

 

44.    P.T. USHA---Will the golden girl return ?  

 

 Noone can grudge P.T. Usha a break from the grinding regime 

of training and a blissful domestic life She has done enough for India, 

her family and herself in that order. And for the time being she has 

hung her spikes. 

 She was last seen in the newspaper when she had thrown a 

very justified tanturn on not being allotted adequate quartes and office 

work at Madras. Chairbound sport columns had openly criticized this as 

petty pouting by a pampered star. They felt that she had been rewarded 

sufficiently by the Railways in terms of money and promotions This 

criticism was most unjustified. 

 We must learn to stomach a few tantrums of our stars, the stars 

who wage a lonely vigil unassisted and unfazed by discouragements 

and hurdles to mount the victory-stands to the starins of the national 

anthem and unfurling of the national colours P.T. Usha was never a 
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prima donna But even if she was, she deserved nothing less than the 

thanksgiving acceptability for the laurels she had brought India. 

 No sight has moved me so much as the film Division and T.V. 

film clips showing P.T. Usha running alongside a flock of deer with the 

torch held in one hand and striding ever so gracefully. Everytime I see 

this T.V. clip, my mental chemistry changes and thought-feeling joy 

and enchantment pass like a current through my soul. P.T. Usha is a gift 

of God to .india Now hibernating, but will she return to the track and 

blizkreg her way back to the pinnacle?   

 Your guess is as good as mine Former Air Force man 

Nambhiar, who coached and groomed Usha from spotting her to her 

retirement has taken a new child under his wing. Is this a pointer to the 

irrevocability of Usha‘s retirement? I would like to think otherwise. If 

not as a runner herself P.T. Usha must be persuaded to come back to the 

tracks to discover, groom and coach new P.T. Usha Like Rushdie‘s 

children, choke-a-block blazing a scorching trail in the field of anglo-

Indian English literature P.T. Usha‘s children must set the world‘s 

athletic tracks on fire. This only will be a fitting sequel to a golden 

epoch in the history of Indian athletics. 

 A host of world class athletes have taken time off in the 

middle for motherhood. It is now a scientifically established fact that 

motherhood enhances the prowess of woman athletes. There are 

examples galore to suthenticate this fact. Shall we hope that P.T. Usha 
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is executing this strategy for springing a finial golden surprise at her 

fans ? we wistfully hope it is not merely our wishful thinking but a fact.   

 Will the golden girl return ? only God and P.T. Usha know the 

answer. But till the answer comes our way, we say 'well done' and 

thank you  P.T. Usha, for being what you are and for doing what you 

have done. 

Kunwar Viyogi  

45.                        Guard Tendulkar against burn-out 

 

Richie Benaud says Sachin Tendulkar is the best young 

batsman he has ever seen. This is indeed high praise coming as it is 

from the anchor of channel Nine of Australia Television and one of the 

most canny and distinguished cricket captains the world has seen. 

Welcome, though this praise is! Sachin Tendulkar deserves every? 

syllover by the organizers to whithstand the blinding spotlight and 

pressures of stardom. There are just too many distractions in today's 

global village for which geniuses need to have impregnable hedges. 

Does he possess them? Has he been provided these on the face of it? He 

appears to be wellserved in all these departments. He is a fast and a 

keen learner. He also seems unflappable, confidence sans arrogance are 

his transparently unique qualities. 

His guru and mentor is the steel-willed Sunny Gavaskar whose 

protege Schin wants to be looked at unabashedly. 
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True, but the recent history of sports has the crippled careers 

of many teenaged sensations as worrisome examples to let 

complacency take hold. Add to this, the worrisome medical finding that 

testosterone the male harmone contributes to more burning up in males. 

Too much of adrenalin, pumped too often into the system leads to 

withdrawal or absorption problems and affects mind which tends to 

embrace listlessness. 

Indian Team, shamelessly threw almost entire burden of 

coming up trumps on Sachin Tendulkar‘s teenage shoulders. And his 

dejection on T.V. screen when India lost to South Africa in New 

Zealand to be thrown out of reckoning-went like dagger in my heart. 

Let us not over-expect. Let us give him a running- in period as 

is given to automobiles. Let us groom him as the  automobiles are 

serviced during this period and after this period is over, let us let loose 

amongst the cricket world‘s packs and take him into our hearts, as we 

do unto the racing heroes and their fresh stream lined racers. 

Kunwar Viyogi   
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46.   Sahitya Academy Awardee (1992) 

            Natural, and folksy Songwriter -----By Kunwar Viyogi  
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47. No Not Your Son        
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48.  A Well Is For Drinking Water   

                   Septugenerian Sita Ram was hugely embarrassed. As he sat 

under the neem tree by the side of the sweet water well in the courtyard 

of his house,   He wondered about his predicament. True that it was just 

a question of a train for Bombay with his bride, But the problem was 

how to go through this week? The scenario which had unfolded over 

the last three days made the prospects of remaining seven days 

ominously daunting. He mentally cursed his ancestors who had 

established the practice of newly wedded son of the family 

compulsorily residing in the parental house for ten days after the 

nuptials were over. Agreed that it provided an opportunity for all 

thebaradari women to be friend the new comer and augured well for 

future occupants of the ancestral hearth by establishing the base for 

skein of social reciprocities but a village baradari is  a closed circle 

where everyone knew everyone else‘s closest thoughts and the rule of 

the game was to observe the norms in letter and spirit.   And that is 

where the problem lay  Sita Ram‘s compute engineer son had 

reluctantly agreed to spend the ten days in the ancestral home but had 

abysmally failed to observe the norms. This is what was causing Sita 

Ram the embarrassment  he was finding so difficult to non intervention 

attitude in the matter of his progeny. Not that attitude was wrong. On 

the contrary it  had paid Sita Ram handsomely because his sons and 

daughters had grown up to be Independent minded, self confident and 

successful well to do adults. Sita Ram, infect always patted himself on 

the back frequently, for implementing his non-interventionist parenting 

principle. It was as a result of this that he conveyed his approvals and 

disapprobation in analogical parables. Hence, it was to find a way out 

of the latest labyrinth that Sita Ram wasSitting under the neem. The 

problem was simultaneously simple and difficult. From the day nuptials 

had condcluded, his son had not let his bride go out of his sight. He 

seemed to have eyes only on her. After every meal, he would excuse 
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himself and disappear in the living quarters with his bride till the next 

meal. Dozens of baradari women-folk had called on them during the 

last three days to see talk to the new bride but his son would not let his 

bride out on one pretext or other. The village and baradari circles were 

abuzz with gossip about the haughty and the cloying ways of the new 

bride and henpecked acquiescence of Sita Ram‘s son. The core 

problem, therefore, was how to convey to his son that after merely a 

week he would have his bride all to himself and hence to exercise 

restraint and patience to avoid embarrassment to the family and hurt to 

the relatives.The ancient neem tree, as always, breezed in an idea. Sita 

Ram paid obeisance to its knarled trunk and called his son out with an 

authoritative tone. The son came and sat by his side with, what Sita 

Ram decided a very receptive looks. Seeing the chick in the armour, he 

moved in, ―son, you may like to ensure that your bride meets all the 

relatives who call on us. It is just for week. You see, they feel insulted 

when our new bride does not come out to meet them.‖ The son said-

―you plastered me for marriage even though I wanted to marry much 

later. Hence it is a paradox that you want to pull her away from me for 

an obscurantist custom.‖ Sita Ram let his son have his say and then 

pointing to the well, he asked an innocuous question.  

―you are right son, but tell me what for we have dug this well in our  

courtyard?‖ ―Simple, dad, for obtaining drinking water‖. Sita Ram was 

right on track and he delivered the punch line, ―absolutely correct, 

dearest. The well had been dug for obtaining water but not for 

drowning‖ Sita Ram‘s  son was very intelligent and I have been told 

that he understood the parable loud and clear and the next seven days 

passed like a pleasant dream for the wily septuagenarian. 
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50.                               Zero Mistake Syndrome 

 

When Moses was leading the Jewish hordes through the Siani desert 

after announcement of the ten commandments, his father-in-law wanted 

to meet him. But he had to wait for four days. Moses blames his 

preoccupation with solving his followers' spiritual and interpersonal 

problems for this delay. His father-in-law is supposed to have advised 

Moses to select good men as leaders of tens, leaders of hundreds and 

leaders of thousands. He advised Moses to trust them and attend only to 

the most important matters so that his genius might not wasted on 

trivialities. 

 This principle is discussed in every management institute in 

the country and peneaktes every text. But on the ground, lack of its 

application is the biggest problem of all enterprises, private as well as 

govermental. As a general rule, the Indian tradition is to supervise 

minutely what the others are doing, in particular those individuals who 

are working under you. In spite of generalisations being odious, it can 

not be gainsaid that it is an unpleasant truth that there is little if any 

trust between people in such work relationships. In spite of the lip 

service which is being lavishly paid to its concept and importance, 

delegation continues to be an exception instead of the rule. 

 It is not often realized that the most cardinal responsibility of a 

manager is to pay full and continuous heed to the development of his 

subordinates and the people who are the subordinates are the most 
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important assets of any enterprise. The relationship between a senior 

and a subordinate ought to be complementary and not antagonistic. 

Organisations can forget the golden precept only at their own peril, the 

right of people to be wrong, a right which is a birth right of the 

dedicated, honest and sincere juniors. 

 Despite the widespread cynicism that exists in our society 

about the sense of responsibility of subordinates in governmental or 

business organisations, the fact, is the large chunk of people are 

genuinely dedicated to their tasks, a fact that is strengthened if they are 

given the opportunity to perform and deliver results. If people are given 

independent authority and shown respect in terms of their judgement, 

they are bound to perform with credibility and with responsibility. 

Truth is repaid by trust. 

 If the Indian policy is to rise above the plateau of mediocrity 

and effect a breakthrough in managerial field, it is the need of the hour 

for senior managers in situ now, to delegate and delegate in real terms. 

If they do so, they would have redered the country and their own 

backbones, an undoubtedly yeoman's service. But Indian psyche is 

gridlocked by a group of behaviour patterns which can be justifiably 

termed as a 'zero mistake sundrome', Under the effect of this as being 

performance-unfriendly, a number of workers spend inexclusably large 

amounts of time in covering or concealing their mistakes when less 

than a fraction of that time would have sufficed to correct the 

'committed' mistake which can never be 'uncommitted' and be free to 

utilize the remaining chunk in productive activity. The underlying 
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reason is that unless detected, a mistake is no mistake and in trying to 

correct a mistake, it is natural to conclude, one has first to admit it and 

admitting a mistake in the preseut Indian managerial patterns, amounts 

to career gullotining. That career can be marred by even a single 

inadvertent mistake paralyses the innovative and enthusiastic worker 

who cannot afford to risk being fired due to his fear of losing the 

regular financial packet. This especially is the case with organisations 

which have grown from the seed of a single man's effort; grown around 

his persmand personality; have become unmangeable due to span of 

attention and over-centralisation.  Limitations and a subconcious 

obsession of the founder to overuse everything in person thereby 

creating a situation whereby personnel function has come to be 

considered a neglectable postpone able avel in worst cases an 

ignoreable commodity. Such organisations reach a point where they 

appear impressive from outside but are in fact headed for a collapse like 

the proverbial ninepins. They are losing organisations, although the 

facade may signal otherwise. The most ominous symptoms of this is not 

occasional but constant grumbling, dissatisfaction and finally 

disaffection of the employees down the line. To turn them around, the 

factor that will make the difference between winning and non-winning 

is the fundamental role assignation and role modelling of personnel. 

 Lack of clarity and standardisation of personnel role exists 

becuase the reality is both multiple and complex. They are 

organisations set up, structured and staffed the way, are they? Research 

suggests that the perception of reality of the ultimate decision-maker, 
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may it be the founder or his/her progeny can deeply influence the script 

and performance. It becomes more dauntingly complicated if the 

founder is the only decision-maker and others down the rung just wait 

for him to notice them and tell them what to do on 'as is required' basis. 

Very few people can articulate this reality clearly and effectively. The 

main hypothesis here is that there must exist an effective or driving role 

that is assigned to personnel. The driving role evolves because of the 

environment within which the organisation operates. Very often the 

driving role is unclear, uncommunicated or unconscious but has strong 

repurcussions in all levels of organisational behaviour. Organisations 

that will survive have very clear understanding of what the role of 

personnel should look like. The role will be attorned to the environment 

and what is most important, 'communicated' as a key factor for 

ensuring success. 

 In the final analysis, the 'zero mistake syndrome' needs to be 

given an immediate burial and a system of delegation consisting of 

responsibility-authority faced back, accountability-reward-punishment 

matrix- brought in deliberately to fill the vacuum, if the organisation is 

to perform its role in society. 

 Alternative to the instant burial of the 'zero-mistake 

syndrome' is the slow death and burial of the organisation itself. 
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  52.                                  Conspiracy of silence 

One of the attractions for  girls for preferring army officers as 

grooms is the availability of chauffeured jeeps and jongas, the aillble to 

stay away from their mothers-in-law and facility  of batmen, any one of 

the reasons has enough Intermitant motivational context. But all three 

combined, is manna from heaven. 

The mother-in-law factor, is a perk which the girls deserve and 

is easily workable. Scanty knowledge of the army work willline  on the 

part of mothers-in law tills the scale heavily in favour of the daughter-

in-law. The daughters-in-law blurt out the excuses of non-availability of 

leave for their husband (which is untrue) and the miserable food in 

army messes (which is true) at the drop of the proverbial hat. The truth 

is that army officers have 80 days of authorized leave a year plus usual 

five days a week working schedule added to gazetted holidays. I will 

also include the French holliday in this list. However, their mothers-in-

law's ingrorance in this regard is truly a bliss for them. 

Let us now talk of the chauffeured transportation, without 

delay. The use of transport by the army wives is absolutely 

unauthorized and a cognizablenizable offence. Even all the officers are 

not authorised to use service transport in peace stations. Hence when 

you see dozens of army jongas, jeeps and cars parked in the bazaars 

when the lady-wives or gentlemen officers shop around in their 

Sunday-best and sparkling uniforms, you will not be off the mark if you 

call it blatant corruption. One does not have to palm off actual cash to 

be labelled corrupt. The few wives of commanders, who are authorised 
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to travel by service transport on welfare activities, most often than not, 

use this loophole to picnic around and look after their own welfare, a 

classic case of charity beginning at home. 

Neverthless, even if the above two reasons for the girls‘ 

preferring army grooms are thievery inspired, the most biatant and 

condemnable practice in the Indian army is the practice of using combat 

soldiers as domestic help. Depending upon the rank, designation and 

place of posting, the number of combat soldiers and support-services 

personnel working as domestic help can vary from one being a second 

lieutenant to upto fifty a Lt. General. The soldiers who are supposed to 

be cleaning their rifles are seen in horde in their banians and shorts 

tending to gardens, domestic pets, making chapattis and even beds for 

the memsahibs. A part from orderly to do domestic work in peace 

stations, no officer is authorised to use soldiers as private servants. 

However, even the families of officers posted in field stations keep the 

soldiers of their units to help their wives at separate family 

accommodations. The shortage of soldiers at pickets is dismissed, 

without even wee suggesting or shrugging the ample shoulders, when 

you pop this questions to a General. 

So far so good or you call it so far so bad, but the sorriest Part 

of the story is the silence which the army officers maintain about the 

acts of molestations, thefts and misdemeanours which are often  

committed by the soldiers working as domestic help. As it is often said 

and no truly, that proximity breeds contempt, there are hundreds or 

cases of molestations and near molestations which occur but are hushed 
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by the army and the saddest part of the story is that it is done with a 

ithoyogenly ulterior and selfish motive. 

The entire army knows the unauthorised use the government 

vehicles and soldiers are being put to. The soldiers are aware of the 

reluctance of officers to let the case come out in the open. Hence the 

soldiers (not all) , have their mostly unpunished flings and forced 

piccadilloes , the officers their have their vehicle and soldiers to be used 

for purposes, they are molimeant to be used for conspiracy of silence if 

the the countrymen get even a whiff of the scandal, the officers will 

lose this underhand perk.  

It is widely known that some soldiers spend their entire careers 

as domestic help because some of them acquire enviable expertise in 

domestic tasks and become a bargainable commodity amongst officers. 

Lately, having a greate number of soldiers as domestic has become a 

status symbol among army officers and one out of ten hears army wives 

wrinkling their noses derisively at kittf parties at those who have less 

soldiers as domestic help than they have.  

I am absolutely convinced that this pernicious practice which 

has been handed down from British times, must be abolished forthwith 

as, it is not only a corrupt practice but an inhuman one also. In addition, 

it does incalculable harm to the self-esteema of soldiers, bloats the 

undeservey self-importance of officers and makes a big hole in the 

defence budget in the context of having a fighting fit soldiery and the 

money spent by the exchequer to do so. 
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Defence ministry will be well adupsed to look into this 

practice being prevalent in parmailltary forces even larger and civil 

police as a  matter of right will cut no ice with the irate tax payer stling 

by anyone cannot wer be gnsh pined by forwarding the argument that 

others also stal  

 

   

  53.                                Ubiquitous foreign hand 

 

Public is keenly aware of the ludicrous pronouncements of government 

agencies in general and government itself in particular about their 

tendency to put the blame on the foreign hand whenever, where-ever 

and in whatsoever, the things go publicly wrong. I say "publicly" 

because whatever is right, if there is any such commodity in the 

government, its departments and institutions, is buried so deep that only 

a bonfire could help the seeker to find it. That the unwieldy juggernaut 

still trundles on is not due to its efficiency but inspite of its inefficiency 

because nature is opposed to a vacuum. Hence it fills the vacuum, not 

necessarily with correct ingredients but with whatever material is 

available at a particular point of time. That people mostly lap up the 

government's scapegoating of the foreign hand, perpetuates its belief in 

its efficacy and its determination to use it at the drop of a hat.  

 

The foreign hand has, amongst its bevy of properties is a unique one – 

its iniquitousness. There is a foreign hand in the Punjab imbroglio. The 
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Assam tangle and before that Naga and Mizo insurgencies certainly had 

their own foreign hands performing their dirty tricks and permitting the 

government to juggle the balls of the alibis available to it. Then came 

the LTTE and its own peculiar brand of the foreign hand, soon to be 

followed by the foreign hand in Bofors and Kashmir. The LITE and 

Bofors foreign hands were perceived, reported and believed to be so 

ably and amply supported by the inland hand, that the supporting hand 

got almost broken at the hustings. It however retained its trickery and 

managed to pull down or pull the strings of two successive 

governments. But as the inland hand was planning a grandstand beeline 

to the treasury benches, a foreign hand actually intervened and knocked 

out its most famous protagonist at Sriperumbudur.  

 

However, after a few false grips, the inland hand grappled with the 

vacuum quite competently as it stole away the opposition's slogans and 

positions and presented them as its own to the people. It stole Mandal 

from V.P. and Co; added 10% varnish and had the public eating out of 

its palm. Then it accomplished a miracle. It let Murli Manohar Joshi 

and comrades Ltd. to bite deeply into their own credibility and emerge 

as buffoons in the eyes of the people, with the lodestar of Ayodhya still 

tied to their necks.  

 

But having vanquished the local prince lings or contained the courtyard 

fires, the inland hand came face-to-face with the ground realities and its 

own limitations, inadequacies and incapabilities. The facade of quietly 

effective governance, built painstakingly over the months, started 

developing cracks. Urgent remedies were unavoidable. And where else 
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to turn, but to the ubiquitous foreign hand to act as a fig leaf. The 

securities scam, the American bullyism, the Pakistani intrasigence, the 

Bangladesh pinpricks, the Jayalalitha shenanigans, the Bangarappa stab 

in the back, the terrorism menace and countless bumbling and 

bunglings had to be explained away. Hence the foreign hand came in 

handy to cover the naked falsehoods of the inland hand.  

Nevertheless, the divine scribe had not exhausted His tricks. Hence, 

decided to throw in a drought. 1987 drought was bitchy. The 1992 

drought is turning out to be bitchier. Public is waiting for the 

government to make known its game plan to counter the effects of the 

drought. But, believe me, the government is planning no surprises or 

miracles. It is depending on two factors to bail it out of this bind. The 

indelible belief of Indian masses that their sufferings are the result of 

their actions in previous births and hence are to be borne with stoicity 

and resignation is the first factor. The second factor, you bet, is nothing 

but the foreign hand factor. How? It appears, and we believe, it is based 

on scientific data that the overheating of Peruvian coast in South 

Americ known as the "AlNINO effect" sweeps the damsel 'monsoon' of 

its feet every few years resulting in drought conditions in India. The 

second factor you bet is the foreign hand factor. An announcement is 

being prepared that drought conditions are the known doings of a 

foreign hand known as 'AlNINO. The foreign hand, beyond doubt is 

ubiquitous, if nothing else.    
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54.  Not the tailor‘s fault       
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55. The gum test    
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57  Judicial Musical Chairs 

In 1992 Mr. Justice Latit Mohan Sharma, the senior most supreme court 

judge, was appointed as the Chief Justice of India with effect from 

November, 18. Immediately after the release of the Rashtrapati Bhawan 

communique Mr. Justice Lalit Mohan Sharma rushed to Hanuman 

Mandir at Baba Khadak Singh Marg, New Delhi and some national 

dailies splashed his photograph on their front pages, showing him 

coming out of the temple ostensibly after having sought and hopefully 

obtained divine guidance. But it is more likely that the honourable 

judicial luminary had rushed to the 'Problem Solver's abode as Lord to 

offer thanks-giving for wishes fulfilled. This becomes glaringly clear 

when one dwells on the fact that he himself stepped down office on 

February 12, 1993, after a tenure of less than three months on 

superannuation. Hence it is not farfetched to conclude that the august 

personage must have asked Hanuman Ji for the boon of Chief 

Justiceships of India and being granted the said boon did not dare to 

delay the obeissant offering of the pledged gifts to the deity and invite 

his wrath by not adhering to the quid proquo regimen ordained by the 

Brahaminical obscurantism between the deities and devotees.  

This fact in itself can pass muster and may even be applauded and 

appreciated by many but if a whisker bit more than cursory notice is 

taken of this happenstance, it is bound to ring alarm bells in the minds 

of true well wishers of the nation because the comedy of events which 

will thus unfold itself is not even laughable. The UNI print out went on 

to comment nonchalantly without even a misset top. The same principal 
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demurely stated that the then Chief Justice was retiring after merely 11 

months. He too took over on December 13, 1991 from Justice K.N. 

Singh who had, hold your breath, an unbelievable tenure of just 18 

days. UNI report went on to say in the same vein that the senior most 

supreme court judge after Mr. Justice L.M. Sharma would be Mr. 

Justice M.N. Venkatachaliah who, if elevated on February on 13, 1993 

would will retire on Oct. 25, 1994, a tenure of 1 year, 8 months and 12 

days.  

That the ongoing game of judicial musical choice rings the death knell 

and hammers in the final nail in the coffin of Judiciary, effectiveness 

needs no elaboration. This is the conclusive proof, if any proof is 

needed at all, of the destruction of another pillar of the Indian Republic. 

The seniority principles in the matter of elevations in judiciary have 

come to be regarded as a secured cow after the arbitrary suppressions of 

judges during Indira Gandhi's rule who had publically declared that the 

country needed a committed bureaucracy as well as judiciary if India 

was to realise its super power potential. She proved to her word and 

reeked irreparable have in the bargain, shrugging off the resultant 

protestations and negative reactions of one and all dismissively in her, 

now universally known imperious manner. The enshrinement of the 

seniority principle was therefore a backlash to Madam Gandhi's "bull-

in-a-China-shop' treatment meted out to the judiciary.  

But the gargentuan mindlessness with which the seniority principles are  

being implemented can invite nothing but the bitterest ridicule from all 

right-thinking people. A.G. Gardiner, in his universally acclaimed 
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essay, "All about a dog" declares that a rule must be applied for 

achievement of the spirit of the aim for which it was made A chief 

Justice or for that matter any judge. Corruptilization of Senior judiciary 

has were found out as beneficiaries of a quidpreque allotment of prime 

real estate darkened further this could of suspicion. Much before that a 

Madhya Pradesh Judge was obliged to resign for submitting a false 

compensation claim in the Bhopal tragedy case when it was disclosed 

by print media that the said judge who had been appointed to verify and 

authenticate the claims of victims, was hundreds of miles away when 

Bhopal tragedy occurred. 

If anyone digs a little deeper, countless such misdemeanors can be 

unearthed without expending much effort. However, without even 

doing so, the case of country's judiciary having been compromised and 

rendered ineffective stands proven. But the crore rupee question is – 

who is to blame? The immediately apparent answer to this question is - 

government. And the answer is not only glaringly apparent but 

excruciatingly and painfully correct. It hits the nail on the head. The 

damage and confusion thus caused was amply albeit, indirectly 

demonstrated by the answer written by candidates in a competitive 

examination and analysed by researchers. Only 3 out of 1700 

candidates had correctly answered the question asking the name of 

Chief Justice of India. Two by wards of the advocates practicing in 

supreme court in New Delhi. and one by the daughter of a petty 

businessmen. When researchers met these three candidates, the first two 

repeated the correct answer adding that since then a new Chief Justice 
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was in situ, whom also these two boys named correctly. But the girl 

candidate confessed that since the question paper was objective and she 

was required to tick mark one of the four answer  provided, she had 

guesstimated and come up trumps. the lucky girl could not recall the 

name she had ticked. She could neither name the new Chief Justice in 

situ on the date researchers met her.  

Government of India cannot but take the entire matter seriously and 

choose to ignore it only at its own peril and nation's misfortune. 

Corrective measures must be put into place without delay or dither.  

Outstanding cases can only be cleared by dumping everything in every 

court of the country into the Indian Ocean and starting afresh with a 

clean slate with the appeal infrastructure drastically pruned. Judges and 

Chief Justices, of not only supreme court but lower courts a 150, must 

be "time-tised" i.e. a judge who has less than three years before 

reaching the age of superannuation should not be considered for 

presiding over a court. Alternatively United States system of no 

superannuation age limit must be made applicable to Supreme Court 

judges. If such far-reaching decision are not taken and implemented 

decisively and with alacrity, public will be fully justified to conclude 

that India is not only firmly and surely on its way to become a banana 

republic but has already become one.  

In the meanwhile nobody grudged Mr. Justice Lalit Mohan Sharma a 

month of congratulatory socialization, a fortnight or so of winter 

vacations with perhaps a foreign jaunt thrown in as a considerate 
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sinecure followed by a month of farewell parties and the eternal right of 

his children and children's children to boast that they sprung from the 

loins of an ancestor who was a judicial luminary and had occupied the 

top most seat of the highest court of the country even if for fleeting 

three months. In any case, Mr. Justice Sharma's progeny will be better 

placed than the progeny of Mr. Justice K.N. Singh who, some people 

say, perhaps incorrectly, was chief Justice exactly for the number of 

days when the apex court had closed for winter vacations and the chief 

justice had to visit the premises of apex court during its vacations to sit 

in his chair, at least, once.  

 

 58.    Indian Air Force alias Indian Accident Force 

The above line is not being stated either light-heartedly or frivolously. I 

am calling the Indian Air Force the Indian Accident Force with all the 

seriousness and gravity at my command, albeit, with a bleeding heart. 

My heart bleeds for the brave and obedient aviators who lose their lives 

during peace time and the tax payers whose money goes down the drain 

with each exorbitantly period aircraft lost. My heart certainly doesn‘t 

bleed for the status-quo-loving men who run the Indian Air Force and 

hide behind the fig leaf of secrecy for the sake of national security. On 

the contrary, my heart hardens and the blood boils when I hear the top 

management of IAF reaching for the fig leaf on the slightest pretext.  

The loss of lives of an entire batch of technical trainee officers of Air 

Force Technical College, Bangalore during the very first fortnight of 
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their induction into IAF was sad in itself. Sadder, however, was the 

conduct of IAF establishment at Yelhanka Airport where the crash 

occurred. The middle and junior level Air Force officers resorted 

downright to rudeness and dire threats in dealing with public and 

particularly the media, before the fig-leaf-cluthcing senior officers 

could arrive and limit the outrage or deftly sweep it under the carpet 

with predictably stereotypical generalization.  

The news of recent spate of air accident involving IAF, including the 

two near Khanna in which two AN-32 transport planes collided in 

midair and plugged to earth as scrap metal, killing nine air crewmen, is 

to me, not much different from a fistful of salt shoved into, a deep, and 

bleeing wound. Reply of Air Chief Marshal N.C. Suri to a question 

asking for reasons of this accident was nothing less than adding a 

handful of redchillie powder to the same wound. The normally 

loquacious Air Chief is believed to have deadpanned and refused to 

comment citing the ongoing court of inquiry into the accident as a 

constraint and his commenting premature.       

The journalist who sent in the above report gave prominent emphasis 

the face of Air chief hugging the disconsolate relative of a victim of the 

mishap, splashing a huge glossy on the front page – the Air Chief 

holding an emaciated and now crestfallen father of wg. Cdr. Sud, in a 

bearhug. To the newspaper, may be starved of material, it was a 

welcome space filler, to the Air Chief Marshal, certainly a publicity 

jaunt, To the pubic, perhaps, a barbiturate to forget the unpleasantness 

of death and turn the page on to milder tidings, if any. And to the father 
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of the victim–it can be nothing more than cold comfort. But to my eyes, 

this news and the accompanying photograph are a mere ―tamasha‖. 

Nothing more, nothing less. 

I reluctantly grant that the IAF can keep its air craft losses under wraps 

during war for abvious tactical reasons. But I do not see any rationale in 

keeping the public and even the relatives of the accident victims 

uninformed about the causes of accidents. On the contrary, if the public 

knows about the causes of air accidents, the outcome would be 

constructively productive. The objectivity and thoroughness of the in 

queries in to air accidents, if this is how these are conducted, will win 

laurels for IAF professionals. The lurking, though unsubstantiated 

doubts of the relatives about these inquiries being mere cover-up jobs 

or at the best doctored documents, will be cleared. The periodical 

clarion calls of senior. Air Force Officers to the public to keep 

surroundings of airfields litter-free will be heeded more seriously. And 

the IAF will be the gainer, if it is the paucity of funds which results in 

curtailed main tenancy, for the public pressure, which sends its sons to 

IAF, will force the government to make adequate allocations to it.  

But all is not as it meets the eye or hits the eardrum, as it can be 

concluded from the evasive replies, PRed press-notes, self preening 

handouts by the IAR as well as the franticgrob for the fig-leaf of 

national security by treasury benches in parliament. Either the Air 

Marshals have the politicians doped and duped or both the politicians 

and the Air Marshals are in unholy cahoots. Make no mistake about it. 
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No Nostardamuses are needed to guess that there is something 

drastically wrong, the way the IAF is being run.  

It has manpower retention and induction problem. It has spares and 

equipment problems. It has dead wood carrying problems. It has ground 

transport problems. It has activity out stretched problems. It is afflicted 

with careerism of the worst sort. It has been lately riddled by the zero 

mistake syndrome. And above all the IAF has leadership problems.  

Over-centralization has become such a bane of IAF that station 

commanders of bases are reported to have become mere errand boys 

whose major concern is to maintain the VIP rooms at their luxurious 

best 'Ask the boss' is the stock answer of supervisors even to the routine 

clarification. Air commodores are performing the tasks of Warrant 

officers or at the most, Master Warrant Officers and the Warrant 

Officers are twiddling their thumbs. Those above are doing the job 

training in P.R. and those below are running in circles in a confined 

space stampede in otter confusion. Others who fall between these two 

personages do not know whether they are coming or going.  

The nation and the relatives are entitled to know what happened to the 

AN-32 aircraft over the Arabian sea being piloted by Wg. Cdr. 

Bhoomaiah? What happened to the An-32 with Wg. Cdr W.G. Patel at 

the wheels over the Jammu Kashmir Himalayas? What happened to the 

Packet pioloted by Sqn. V.K. Mehta of Jammu at Agra Airfield in 

which all aircrews and about 46 paratroopers perished? What happened 

to Flt. Lt. Panital‘s packet aeroplane when it went into the Basohli hills 
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minutes before it was scheduled to land in Pathankot? And what all 

happened in all the air crshes since the birth of IAF ? has the history 

cell of IAF kept records? Or is it elite Institute Flight Safety which is 

responsible for this aspect ? Public ought to know. 

The common belief is that IAF is hiding the rot it has in its bowels by 

frequent changes of uniforms to make the confusion worde confounded; 

that there is more wrong right in the running of IAF training 

institutions. It is also widely believed that there are none or inadequate 

number of teachers to teach the under training pilots, a host of subjects. 

Folks believe that the accidents which occur with unnerving regularity 

and unacceptable frequency and have their seeds deeply sown in the 

very beginning of the careers of aviator in the IAF by the inadequacy of 

training.    

All the above statements may be a mere figmentation of imagination or 

rumour- mongering. I would like to be the first one to ask the IAF if 

that is so. But is it? If it is the best way for the IAF to wipe the stigma 

of being called Indian Accident Force  to come out clean and convince 

the public that its words and deeds mesh and juxtapose neatly as 

dexterous, clean, enchanting and a perfectly executed loop by the 

thunder bolts.  

Airing Mills and Boon type T.V. serials like the one produced by Wg. 

Cdr. A.S. Bedi (Retd.) is not sufficient. Public and relatives of accident 

victims in particular are no more as credulous, gullible or 
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unknowledgeable as, say even a decade before. Mere gimmicks will not 

do. 

The ball is in the court of Indian Air Force. It must set its house in order 

for the sake of the nation's and for its own image. However, if I am 

wrong and the IAF house is in perfect order, it has nothing to lose, 

except perhaps, rumours about the disorder by being more open and 

making public know the findings of courts of inquiry. I am sure IAF 

will welcome such an outcome and it must remember that one hides 

something only when it has something to hide.  

Happy landings, folks.      

 

 

59.                                      Dotored meters 

As the passengers had settled on their berths , a young Roman Catholic 

nun in full religious uniform of her order was seen in a state of 

panicked frenzy. She was saying that the conductor was not allotting 

her a berth, insisting that she shift to the general compartment with her 

baggage. 

             The train was already on the move and there were at least a 

score of unoccupied berths. She was asked to sit down, which she 

promptly did. However, worry remained write large on her pious face. 

It was then that a boy, barely out of his teens, spoke up, the conductor 
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wanted a bribe but was ashamed or afraid of demanding from one 

appareled in religious dress. 

    The nun was as clear headed as the boy. She offered to pay the bribe. 

To make the long story short, the boy took fifty rupees and the ticket 

and returned with reversed berth number 46 in flat two minutes. After a 

few moments, the conductor came and checked tickets including the 

nun‘s without batting an eyelid and pressed on. 

        Corruption in railway is endemic. But a Roman Catholic nun being 

an accessory was something new. However, no one spoke 

remembering, perhaps that Jeasus Christ lays down impossible standard 

conduct for his flock, the only redeeming feature being his all 

encompassing mercy. He forgives. A confession would rid the nun of 

any feelings of guilt and the world would continue spinning merrily 

around its own axis. 

            The episode would have ended here but for the volubility of the 

conductor, who seeing us awake, sat on one of the seats and struck up a 

conversation with the briber boy. Soon the conversation turned to 

corruption in government departments. Knowledge of precise details of 

corruption looked like the monopolistic specialty of this conductor. He 

reveled in giving exactly rounded up figures and names involved in acts 

of corruption and condemned them vehemently. 

               Here was a man who had moments ago pocketed a bribe from 

a person of God and was most convincingly and forcefully raining 

choicest epithets on the all pervasive corruption. He certainly had 
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doctored the meter with which he measured his own conduct. We can 

think of no other diagnosis. Can you? 

                  We are quiet certain, you cannot. Hence pointing a finger or 

two will not be out of place. The train was Delhi Mail from Ahmedabad 

to Delhi. The compart was S-7. The date was 27
th

 March,!992. The 

conductor was a sallow complexion of around 33. He was not wearing 

the regulation name plate. 

 

 

60.                                               The ante Rises  

 

Centre's response to the tremendous upsurge in the militants' activities 

in Kashmir, which has claimed hundreds of lives including about three 

dozen security men gives birth to a feeling of dojavu. Now Delhi has 

apparently concluded that the stepped up violence by militants is the 

result of yet another effort by Pakistan-backed ultra outfits to discredit 

the new set up in Kashmir and everturn its initiatives there. It is argued 

that the initiative to escalate hostilities was taken by the ultras.  

This assessment is not only facile and simplistic but on deeper 

examination, it appears incorrect and can be faulted for misguided 

premises upon which it is based. The underlying presumption that a 

change of persons whether at Raj Bhawan, the Home Ministry or at the 

Advisors' level offers a hope to the valley's denizens, must be dismissed 
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out of hand as misconceived. The supporters of the above line of 

thought and action seem to have completely overlooked that Kashmir 

anger and the armed onslaught by the ultras are directed the Indian state 

and not towards the representatives of the Indian government in their 

personal capacities.  

As for the initiatives by the centre, the only visible one is the 

substantially stepped-up armed intervention by the security forces as a 

reaction to the escalation of the militant attacks. To call this reaction, an 

initiative and to indulge in misleading polemics in favour of centre's 

initiatives being subverted or derailed in hogwash. Notwithstanding the 

fact that security forces have succeeded in either capturing or 

eliminating some top militants, it has been possible only after a heavy 

loss of human lives and after paying a heavier price in further alienating 

the common folk. The militants are hellbent on keeping these common 

folk on their side and they are raising the ante with each the each 

passing day. The last being 747 hijacking resulting in the death of the 

lone hijacker must be viewed in the same light. The gains of the 

security forces are mere tactical and the severity of the crack-downs 

coupled with the relentless propaganda of the ultras and their godfathers 

are resulting in strategic losses which outweigh the gains because the 

alienation in strategic losses which far outweigh the gains because the 

alienation of the common folk is merely nullifying the leverage gained 

from the arrest or elimination of militants and disenchantment bred by 

their criminalization by providing fertile fields for the growth of even 

more hardened and committed ultras. Hence the ante rises for India in 
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Kashmir. The key, perhaps, is in devising a method of keeping the heat 

on the militants without alienating the maned and laying emphasis on 

the human face of the administration and the state by extending the 

most desirable human touch.  

In the light of the foregoing the pronouncements of reviving the 

political process or helding elections in six months are in bad taste and 

a cruel joke on the common folk. "Every party involved in this dance 

must internalise the truth that new parameters must be set and any talk 

of revival must be given up because there is nothing political left to 

revive in J & K. People remember with utter disgust 40 years of social 

perijdy and outright dishonest politicking by the National Conference 

and the congress culminating in the "Black spot" of totally rigged 1987 

elections. At a time, when people involved have not only not owned up 

their folly, but have also put forward it as the best hopes of revival of 

political process. To expect their acceptance by people in the present 

circumstances is utterely naive. It will be best for politicians of all hues 

to refrain from making hypocritical promises and indulge in insensitive 

rhetoric.  

The central government must decide, whether it wants to hold on to a 

piece of land or attempt to win back the people who live on it. Once this 

is done, a coherent policy will be the natural outcome. And a coherent 

and clear but people-friendly policy is the only method by which the 

ante can be checked and its rise be reversed.          
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61. Not A Laughing matter   
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64.                                          Another sonrise  

 

The news of 27 years old Chandra Mohan Vishnoi, the general 

secretary of the Haryana youth Congress filling his nomination papers 

in the fortheoming by election to the state assembly from Kalka is 

bound to trigger a sense of deja vu because Mr. Chandra Mohan 

happends to be the son of the Haryana Machiavalli, Bhajan Lal. The 

cavalcade of meter cars generalled to none other than the Chief Minister 

himself were at hand to mark the occassion. The smugness on the faces 

of the father son due and the plastic smiles of the courtiers speak 

volumes about the degeneration of values in public life. But the most 

shameful and unfortunate out of this happenstance are the statements of 

the due smacking of bloated self-importance born out of total belief in 

public gullibility. The father son due is reported to have claimed that 

Mr. Chandra Mohan was fighting the election reluctantly and only with 

a view to undertake public service. Both have claimed that they have 

been petitioned by the residents of Kalka incessantly collectively and 

indivudually to ask Mr. Chandra Mohan to represent Kalka in the state 

assembly. The unsaid is louder and clearer than what has been said that 

the formidable Mr. Bhajan Lal has given to Haryanis his heir apparent 

to the political gaddi.  

The bane of India polities has been the Dhritrashtra syndreme the 

progeny visioned Indian politicians have been afflicted with. In 

Haryana itself,Devi Lal can vouch for the damage done to his political 

life by his sons Chauthala and Ranjit Singh. Then there is the case of 
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Surender Singh the son of Bansi Lal who rose and fell along with his 

father. Nearer home, the case of Sheikh and Farooq Abdulla needs no 

explanation. Marxist Jyoti Basu's capitalist son, NTR's son-in-law, 

Karunakarans progeny, Shekhawat's relatives, Jhakar's ministerin the 

Punjab Cabinet scion and Karunanidhi's son characteristicallynamed 

Stalin are the few names which come immediately to mind and lest one 

thinks that the most glaring example of this syndrome has been 

overlooked are forgotten, it is in the fitness of things to explain that it 

has been deliberately kept for late mention–the famous Nehru Gandhi 

family. In their case it looks like a genetic heritage. In the recorded 

history it commenced in Anand Bhawan at Allahabad where the 

shrewed Moti Lal Nehru projected his son Jawahar unabashedly as the 

jewel of India. Jawahar Lal Nehru in his turn did this for India Gandhi, 

albeit in a subtler way than Moti Lal Ji, Indira Gandhi was only vocal 

but convinced about the political pedigree of her sons and the nations 

destiny to be ruled by them. She first foisted the ill educated Sanjay 

Gandhi upon the nation who did irreparable harm to democratic 

institution and infant terrible fathered the Sanjay "goon brigade" to be 

followed by the well mannered but ill equipped Rajiv Gandhi to occupy 

centre stage. But with Sanjay and Rajiv no more, Sonia Gandhi, Sonia 

Gandhi seems to have not only acquired the Gandhi name through 

marriage but Gandhi genes as well for it is rumoured that she is 

grooming both priyanka and Rahul to take over the reins of the 

natiorcharot, temporarily being held by the courtiers who are keeping 

the ruling seats warm for the blood line, they believe, is predestined to 

rule India & Indians.  
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 Sunday Edit  

  65.                                      Gallows to Gaddi  

Asif Ali Zardari, husband of former Prime Minister of Pakistan and 

PPP supreme Ms Benazir Bhutto was sworn in as a Cabinet minister of 

the caretaker government on April 22 last, by President Ishaq Khan. 

The spectacle of the very President under whose Presidential 

references, cases of corruption and even political murder were instituted 

by the dismissed Nawaj Sharif government against zardari, swearing 

Zardari in as a cabinet minister without batting an eyelid is the most 

eloquent commentary on the pseudo civil face of democracy in 

Pakistan. Mere words cannot express the abysmal immorality of this act 

of the Pakistan President, who was instrumental in extricating Zardari 

from the gallows to which he had been confined for more than two 

years and propelling him to occupy the ministerial gaddi. But therein 

hangs a tale of treachery, subterfuge, stabs in the back, expedient 

voltefaces and personal ambitions taking precedence over probity in 

public life welfare of the masses.  

Zardari was released on bail merely three months ago and had 

proceeded to England to be with his wife. This release was also the 

outcome of a backdoor deal struck with Nawaj Sharif who wanted 

Benazir Bhutto to support his campaign for scrapping the eighth 

amendment to the Pakistani constitution which makes the Pakistani 

President all powerful and the Prime Minister as mere puppet. It is now 

apparent that Benexir Bhutto had led Nawaj Sharif to believe that she 

supported him but now true to Pakistani political culture, her emissaries 
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were striking deals with the power-hungry Ishaq Khan whose first 

tenure was coming to an end soon. Where Nawaz Sharif seems to have 

faltered is in offering too little and being too late in offering it to Ms 

Bhutto. Reliable sources are convinced that if Mian Nawaz Sharif was 

not a victim of power hunger like others of his ilk, he could have easily 

clinched the deal with Ms. Bhutto by offering her the in any future 

political dispensation. Unfortunately, Nawaz Sharif, despite his 

protestations to the contrary, did not or could not look beyond the 

aggrandizement of his personal ambitions and struck a blow against 

democracy and people of Pakistan. As a result the astute and ruthless 

Ishaq Khan was able to play one against the other and ensure the 

continuance of his strangle hold on power.  

Be as it may, but the sad truth is that the flagrantly opportunistic roles 

enacted by all the leading players in the drama project Pakistan on the 

world stage in the poorest possible light and the sufferers are the masses 

who have never enjoyed democratic society in full bloom. What little 

democracy raised its head once in a blue moon was, at best, extremely 

fragile and broke at the first tremors of any political upheaval. As a 

consequence the masses are incredulous at the wide sweep of political 

immorality and the way the rulers of Pakistan are cocking a snook at 

people power and mauling their human rights.  

Zardari must however not forget that 'gallows to gaddi' is a two way 

road and the journey in reverse can commence at the slightest misstep. 
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  66.                                      A Law unto itself  

 

That the Institute of Correspondence of Jammu University is a law unto 

itself cannot be denied even by its most diehard supporters.  

 

Although the examination of BA Part- I commenced on 8 April, 1993, 

yet it is a glaring example of the inefficiency of the institute and its 

criminal apathy towards the correspondence students that study material 

(lessons) for many subjects has not reached the students even now. 

What is more, the lessons which have been received are full of 

misprints and faded materials. A visit to the institute any day at 10.0' 

clock tells its own pathetic tale. Most of the offices are found locked 

and the few rooms which are open have only a smaltering of staff. The 

punctual ones state, on promise of not being quoted, that office work 

does not start before eleven because very few employees of the institute 

turn up before 10.30 A.M. They further state that the lesson preparation 

process of the institute is in utter shambles. The professors who are 

supposed to prepare the lessons are reluctant to do so because the 

remuneration is extremely paltry. 

 

Be as it may be, the net result is that the students who are supposed to 

benefit from the correspondence institute are not babies. Another aspect 

of this sad tale of gross mismanagement of the affairs of this institute is 

the financial one. Students are charged a particular amount of fees, the 

bulk of which is meant to get the study material printed and dispatched 

to them. If the lessons are not being written, printed and dispatched then 

where is the money going? University authorities need to look into the 
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affairs of the institute and take remedial action without delay. This 

writer can vouch for this without fear of contradiction that this story 

and condemnable state of affairs is prevalent since 1984. It must have 

been the same even before that because things cannot deteriorate 

suddenly. Is anyone listening?        

 

67.   Heart of the Matter  

Will India Seize the moment ?  

– By Kunwar Viyogi  

 

The ignonimous exit of Solanki from the Union Cabinet ever his snafu 

in playing a Before's 'deep sthroat' had brought out handling of foreign 

affairs into sharp focus. The entire gamut of our foreign policy was 

projected in bold relief, albeit, in blindingly bad light. Notwithstanding 

the suavity and semantics of Dinesh Singh's statements, during India's 

45 years of independence, there has never been less debate on foreign 

policy than in the last four years. Yet, never has it been a more 

important issue than it is today.   

 

Opposition, on the whole, which has been strong on the issue, believes 

Indians no longer care about it. Congress, which has been weak on the 

issue is afraid to raise it. Both are making an avoidable and a glaringly 

grave mistake. In the fifties, Jawahar Lal Nehru followed an activist 

path, partially due to the fledgling state of the economy and belief in 

controlled development, partially due to India being militarily weak in 

comparison to China and to a large extent due to his personal desire to 
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be known as an opinion maker on the world stage. His ultimate aim was 

undoubtedly, peace and prosperity for India. Today, achievement of 

these goals depends on whether we have the political will and 

diplomatic ingenuity to adopt a new Indian internationalism.  

 

Foreign and domestic policy are like siamese twins. They can survive 

only in tandem. Neither can survive or exist without the other. India 

cannot be at peace and militarily weak, in a world of conflicts. Nor can 

we have a healthy economy in a sick world economy. Those who 

accuse Rao and Man Mohan Singh of focussing on excessively and 

ministry of foreign affairs of doing so decreasingly are both right and 

wrong. They are right as far as respective excess and lack of it are not 

mutually supportive but are wrong about their emphasis only on 

domestic affairs. They fail to see that domestic and foreign policy 

should not only work in tandem rather than conflict, but that there 

ought to be deliberate and a well thought out plan of action with 

inherently achievable aims.  

 

Nowhere else is this more true than in the two crucial issue of economy 

and defence after the disappearance of the iron curtain and the break up 

of the Soviet block.  

 

More than ever, trade is the key to prosperity. Trade wars and unilateral 

protectionism, put into place by competing states is certain to trigger 

depressions that would make present economic downturn in the world 

look like a drop in an ocean.  
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Those who bash U.S.A. are in actuality, running down India. Their 

hand-wringing and defeatist attitude assume that India is a pitiful, 

helpless, mammoth that can survive only behind trade barriers. The 

path to prosperity, however lies not in building protectionist barriers 

around our economy but in putting our mite and might for breaching the 

barriers erected or buttressed by others.  

     

India does not need to fear international competition. Instead business 

and government need to cooperate in updating the industry and 

industrial practices and aim and strive at capturing the world markets. It 

is time to juxtapose the functions of foreign, industry, defense and 

finance Wministries into one another at the conceptual planning and 

implementation levels simultaneously. A powerful cabinet committee 

for the coordination of foreign and domestic affairs on the lines of 

political affairs committee is the crying need of the hour.  

   

Peace and security are inextricably linked to economy. Today, Rao has 

launched a comparatively radical programme of economic reforms. Its 

fate will, at lest be a near runthing as Babur is believed to have told his 

generals after defeating Rana Sangha at Kanwah. Just as Babur's 

victory determined the fate of Indian history for centuries and continues 

to do so even now, the outcome of Rao's bold gamble will decisively 

affect the future Indian history.  

  

If Rao succeeds, a confident and resilient India will integrate itself into 

the world. It will bolster Asian stability, co-operate with U.NO. in far-

flung crisises and enhance prosperity through trade which will bolster 
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the unionist tendencies of majority of Indians and weaken the 

secessionist and destructive minority. If Rao fails, no soothsayers are 

needed to predict that India as it is today will disintegrate into 

economically weaker and mutually warring states born out of vested 

interests and ethnic, tribal and regional chauvinisms.  

 

We are at a watershed movement for India's world role. In the cold war, 

we played a largely cosmetic, but more or less neutral role without 

having the military or economic clout to swing international opinion 

one way or other. It suited the interests of erestwhile USSR to arm us 

cheaply but not to an extent to make us predominant vis-a-vis our 

neighbours. This brought us time which we have utilized with 

ineptitude, if not total wastefulness and directionlessly aimless 

adhoeism. And these were the fundamental flaws in our approach 

which doomed it to inevitable failure, or at best a few face saving 

successes.  

 

In the cold war, we helped to avoid great evils. But, now we have a 

chance to advance great 'goods'. While we have been unfettered from 

near-total dependence upon the erstwhile. Soviet Union, we seem not to 

have found our unerring mornings. 

 

An unholy alliance of caste, dogma and selfserving sloganeers stands in 

our way. Some sections turning away from the Nehruvian 

internationalism argue that India is too weak, too poor and too 

unworthy to play a meaningful world role. Some sections call for total 
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isolationism. Both fail to see the link between India'a inaction of the 

rightful world role and goals of peace abroad and prosperity at home.  

 

Those who are advocating that activism in foreign policy is a no-win 

game, labour under misconceptions. They mistakenly err like the 

advisers of Rajiv Gandhi in pushing him towards misadventures in 

Srilanka and Nepal not unlike Mrs. Gandhi was ill-advised to go in for 

the wasteful and unjustified Siachen conflict and the 1984 attack on the 

Golden temple. But a great prime minister does not follow his advisers 

in total, he makes them follow his unclittered line of thinking. The true 

mark of leadership is not simply to support what is fashionable and 

popular but to make what is unfashionable and unpopular, fashionable 

and popular, if that serves the national interest.  

 

Public opinion responds to threats and not to opportunists. It is easy to 

mobilise support to meet a clearout threat but damn difficult to rally the 

masses to seize the fleeting opportunity by its forelocks. If our leaders 

put, dovetailing of our foreign policy with economic and security 

policies on the back burner, waiting for easier choices, our moment of 

opportunity  will pass us by.  

 

There are times when great men lament the times because they live in 

the age of small events. Today is a time of great events. Will India 

produce in RAO or some one else, a man, who can choose good men, 

who can then collectively rise to the level of the times and seize the 

moment of opportunity?  
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   68.  Heart of the Matter 

"Commendable" 

 

The birth of bright ideas is an much serendipitous as their conception is 

divine. The analogy of one sperm beating millions of other a la Huxley 

to the female egg is not far fetched. Likewise, it is a rare idea which 

rises from the depths of mind to its surface. But when it does, it bursts 

forth like a blinding sun and transforms us like the sun transforms a day 

leaves into a panorama of bewildering light and shade.  

 

It was for lack of a proper one-word title which prevented my pen from 

taking paper. There was one more albeit, a minor factor. Mark Tully's 

"Fatwa" about Indian press being overly negative obstructed the strains 

of my muse. In his best-selling book about India, and Indians, which 

contains nothing noteworthy except its foreign authorship, he has 

stamped Indian press as negative. Who in heaven cares about Nikhil 

Chakravarty and S. Nihal Singh who have consumed oceans of ink and 

forests upon forests of wood used for manufacturing newsprint to 

harangue, cajole and taunt Indian journalists to start looking for the 

proverbial silver lining in the clouds that threaten our body politic 

menacingly and be objective confining their subjectivities to their bed 

rooms, bathrooms or sleeping hours according to their individual 

preference.  

 

Some cash for rash book reviewer called Tully's book fabulous and 

through it was sheer exaggeration, yet the adjective "Fabulous", was 
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what rang the first bell in me. "Fantabulous" as a progeny of fabulous 

and fantastic "Harangue".  

 

Take for example, the traffic police, the avail comment having mostly 

vanished into thin air, after the durbar move as the ena product of 

harassment and argument come rushing to my mammal. My gain was 

the coining of the word "commendenable" as a result of mating of 

commendable and condemnable. "Eureka!" I told my-self and knowing 

that armed with this term my matter of journalism can be termed as 

negative nor subjective, at least the way I practise it. 

 

Hence I feel free to call the performance of J & K police as 

"commendenable" without any chance of being proved wrong or 

contradictory. Mind you, I have its good and bad performances in front 

of me, neatly chartered and boxed. To put it in a single sentence, 

whatever J & K police doesn't do is good and whatever it does is bad. 

More about it later.  

 

There used to be a time in early fifties when public used to half-

seriously call JAK Police as JAO (go) KHAO (eat), PIO (drink) . That 

epithet is now out of use. It has indeed become archaic and could not 

keep pace with the speed of modernity; Progress and increase in 

emoluments, manpower, equipment, crime-not-to-forget sophistication 

and skyrocketing of corruption in addition to top-heaviness in 

innovative, improvised, adhoc expedient and inefficient infrastructuring 

proving Parkinson's law about manpower, work done, elasticity, time 

available, confidently scribbling a smirking smug QED at the end.      
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Policemen love to display their shining looking walkie-talkies, a few 

exceptions notwithstanding. The traffic sorts itself out either by 

crashing and crushing or by escaping these by the proverbial whisker. 

The license registration, emu-csiou level, and helmet checks are either a 

farce or as a chronic-skeptic-cynic-know-all tells me, mere collection 

jaunts for favours done and misdemeanors overlooked.  

 

Only a few days ago I tried to impress upon this 'know-all' that I do see 

a lot of cops doing helmet checks. He, very wisely retorted that all these 

checks were sheer hogwash. He then took me on a pillion ride. Both of 

us, were bare-headed, and we went to every nook and corner of Jammu 

City, old and new, making it a point to round the horn loudly and slow 

down wherever a cop was standing, completely oblivious of 

surroundings. On our return to our office the cynical, skeptic par 

excellence and 'know-all' non-parcel colleague of mine gave me a 

winner's condescendingly cocky look and proclaimed, 

"Commendenable, isn't it ? I mean the performance of JAK police. I 

agreed mutely with him without checking other branches of JAK police 

because one checks only one grain to make out whether the rice are 

cooked or not. These people ought to know to say that this state of 

affairs is not due to ? But in spite of S.S. Wazir because the rot has set 

in so deeply that a single wazir cannot scratch its surface or am I being 

partial to him?   
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69.                            Confession of an Aide Comp 

For Crisake, listen. Do not glance at this piece, Kunwar Viyogi. Okay, 

Okay. I agree, I could not resist the temptation of using the French term 

for ADC. But I am in no doubt, that you are familiar with the term. And 

because I have made amends so early in my confessions, you will not 

grudge reading this piece to the end before you turn to the comics, 

sports columns, cross-word puzzles or the cartoon strips compelled by 

your predilections, interests, addictions or propensities.  

Nevertheless, having tendered my apology for using French I am not 

averse to wonder as to why you should take it amiss. French, after all, 

has given us a lot of things and transferred epithets to horse around 

with, unabashedly and enjoy ourselves while doing so.  

All of us have, savored the tang of the term 'French-leave, 'French doll, 

'Frenching' or 'French this and that'. I would have had a heart attack due 

to my faulty and inhibited upbringing if I had to utter the English word 

instead of the French one when I first went to the chemist to buy 

apparition at the commencement of my honeymoon.  

Enough is however enough. But please note eulogizing French was 

going to be part of my confessions in any case. Hence, having it over 

and done with, gives me a feeling of having unburdened myself. It 

leaves me free to get on with the story.  

I joined army because I grew up with a cane wound in my right palm, if 

not an often vied silver spoon in the mouth. The cane wound, you have 
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guessed it right, was not parent-inflicted but teacher administered. It 

was however, not the result of my truancy or dimwittedness, but that of 

habit of putting every devilish thought that jostled me, into practice. All 

I did was saw off a leg of our class teacher's chair amd readjust it in 

such a way that it was as sound looking as before. I don't have to tell 

you what happened, when the teacher sat on it.  

All the threatening by the headmaster was met by a deafening silence 

the class. But when the headmaster wanted to mete out mass 

punishment to the entire class unless the culprit was named, I promptly 

took the blame and accepted the dozen cane lashes without an 'ooh' 

escaping my lips. With this type of attitudinal compulsion and my film 

indoctrinated mind., overwhelmed the stereotypical bluster and bravado 

of armymen on screen, steered me towards joining army. I was a tiger. 

Hence army and only army was the profession for me, I concluded.  

Action-impelled, as I am, I was in and out of Indian Military Academy, 

before one could say, "Jack Robins" and had joined my armoured 

regiment. But delusion was what soon permeated my senses and 

sensitivities. The bluster and bravado which I had expected was 

conspicuous by its absence. In its place were cribbing cronies and 

sheepish seniors. And the kindest word one could use for the food 

served in the officers mess is "Messy". Actually, it was "trash for cash" 

because in those days, officers were not given free rations by army.                       

To cut the long tale of my woes short, I took a cue from the 

surroundings  and found that the most envied junior officers were those 
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who got appointed as ADCs to commanding Generals. Once I 

concluded this, there was no stopping for me. My prowess in the 

playground, in the swimming pool, on a horseback and during social 

evenings where I had the inherent quality to charm anyone's pants off, 

soon found me as ADC to a corps commander who boasted of austere 

living and showed a smiling face to the world, but had a debauchingly 

lavish life-style and a half-cocked snarl permanently fixed on his face 

in private.  

Envy and admiration of my friends for getting the coveted assignment 

did not diminish my realistic observation and assessment abilities. I was 

a vallet having three stars on my shoulders and a very reluctant one. I 

could not and did not last in the job for long. The stratagem use was 

simple. I did my duty most steadfastly but whenever I had to escort the 

'Generals' one-night-stand partners for shopping or sight seeing, I put 

on my winning ways and charmed many a part off. It was perhaps the 

permissive ladies cooling towards the General and warming towards 

me, which made him cash me out of my aide campshi, to my utter 

relief. He wasted a lot of breath in telling me that my regiment required 

my talents more than he did. He did not want me with him period. I did 

not want to be with him period. We both knew and know that the other 

one knows that we know, but knowingly acted demurely period.  

But I must confess, that during my travelling around with the General 

to lower formations. I ate huge quantities of delicious chicken which 

was boneless and met a horde of division, brigade and regiment 

commanders who were utterly spineless. Boneless chicken and 
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spineless commanders do not a winning army make. But they do 

wonders to the palates and egos of the generals and the abdicants. 

 

70.                                           With Rules Sir 

After serving in the defence forces for 31 years, I harbor no illusions 

about what our civilian brethren think and say, albeit, tongue-in-

chokingly about men in uniform. Not long back, an acrobatic motor 

ruddily negotiated the traffic mine-field and reached my car which was 

idling in purani mandi as part of a traffic gain. I casually asked him 

about what had happened. He misconstrued my tersitan city as wrath 

and told me soothingly not to mind because it was a military driver 

whose wrong parking of a jeep had caused the gain. What was 

educative was not his explanation but his index finger touching his 

temple ever so lightly and twisting clockwise ever so agonizingly. The 

agony, though, was not in his action but in my mind.  

Majority of defence personnel are considered nutty by the majority of 

the populace. The caricaturing of gun-toting, loud talking and 

remgulping army men in films have perpetuated this perception in the 

mass conscience to a large extent. To a ever bit lesser extent the 

insularity of cantonment life and habitat bluster of army men is also a 

contributing factor. I have still to meet a new acquaintance who, within 

a week of befriending me has not asked for excuse duty-free liquor. I 

have no misconceptions about the fact those civilians relate defence 

personnel subconsciously and perhaps, inadvertently to rum, rummy, 
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rain, rod straight forward in addition to waffle, bluster and dumb 

wittedness. But more of this later.  

 

To day  want to talk about Lt. Nair. You see, not all the defense men 

are dullards. In fact very few are. Majority of them are very intelligent 

and teetotolars. A few in direct proportion to the occurance of such 

commodity in the populace, are really brilliant. I , however, agree that 

the regimentation which commences in their tender teens, imports to 

them, which I will call ‗mindsetologgy‘ military men manahe to remain 

unscathed and retain their pristine brilliance. 

                  Lt. Nair is one such army officer. Having done his schooling 

in an coastal Andhra village, he handed up in his regiment in Nathuls 

pass. His dossier indicated that his famous English essay was ‗With 

brain- sir‘and like Hannemam, the founder of Homoeopathy, he 

believed in the axiom  ‗similia similibus curantes‘ which translates as ‗ 

lohe ko loha Katha hai‘- in Hindustani. He also love judo ans believed 

that one must use an attackers strength or weapon to over- come him, 

rather than arming oneself to the teeth. 

                         The dossier helped him to become the adjutant of the 

regiment. The subedar major briefed Lt. Nair that there was an audit 

objection pending against the regiment since three years and the 

command headquarters had called c.o‘s explanation for not having 

settled the objection. The objection was complicated and of course, 

rum-related. Even the birds know that regiments serving in field 
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dispose off their rum quotas through many lucrative conduits, in 

addition to the throat, to swell their regimental contingency funds, for 

partying and spite and polish during peace tenures. But rum quotas are 

fixed as per the height above mean sea level, where the regiment is 

positioned, In this particular case the rule says-―‖ only stationed above 

8000‘ above mean sea level are authorized to consume free rum quota 

of so many ounces per day, where as troops stationed below this height 

are entitled half of this quota. 

                      The regiment had drawn the higer quota of rum for full 

three years, when the auditors desceuded on it and produced a British 

map which mentioned the height of Nathula, the regimental 

headquarter, as 8000‘. The auditors, therefore raised a recovery voucher 

of Rs.10lacs as the cost of rum overdrawn. This sent the regiment had 

remained in that state when Lt. Nair took over as adjutant, all cajoling, 

pleading, visiting and even efforts bribing the auditors having drawn a 

blank. 

                    Lt. Nair let all details soak in and wrote a two page letter in 

terse but bitingly polite English to the auditor general without telling 

the c.o. And within a fortnight, the c.o and the entire had cause to 

indulge in orgies of celebrations. C.o, for having escaped the noose of a 

poor performance annual confidential report and the 1000 odd men for 

being permitted to draw the extra rum quota. 

                     How Lt. Nair had done it was a million dollar question. Lt. 

Nair , himself was totally reticent according to the tradition that Lts are 
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meant to be seen and not heard. But the c.o was bursting with curiocity 

about Lt. Nair‘s modus operendi. Hence he swallowed his pride and 

asked Lt. Nair phlegmatically with feigned casualness,  

―‖How did you do it, my crappie?‖ 

             Lt. Nair came to statue beating attention upon hearing his 

boss‘s voice but his answer was simplicity personified. ―with rules Sir‖, 

He said and shut up.  

What Lt. Nair had done was to work under the principle, although work 

to rule, is now-a-days a defecto strike, yet it only the rules that work. 

He had written to the auditor general thus in last paragraph of his letter-   

― we appreciate and applaud the thoroughness the audit team for having 

known and pointed to the regiment the 8000‘ rule. However you may 

kindly note that, although Nathula is at 8000‘, yet the regiment is 

factually stationed at 8002‘, because no one sits, sleeps or works on the 

ground. We have bunkers to sleep on and rum boxes to set on and none 

of these contraptions are less than 2‘ . Therefore, the regiment functions 

at 8002‘ and not at 8000‘, thereby justifying the dropping of the long 

standing audit objection. 

As Sir Thomos, had opined in his essay ―With- Brain Sir‖- that great art 

not created by symmetry and live and color, but with brains. Lt Nair 

proved the rule, ‗similia similibus curautes‘- by providing a face saving 

escape route to auditors with in rules, of course. 
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71.  Heart of the Matter  

 

"He knows his onions" 

 

He started this organisation from a scratch. He then nurtured it to a 

stage where it became on institution. A strange mixture of warts, sports, 

freckles, strengths and heels of activities, but a reflection of the soul of 

the surrounding polity and an 'institution', neverthless. 

 

I had tried to get an entry into this organization through all means– 

ingenious and not so ingenious my application, direct letters and 

curricular vitae seemed not to elicit an answer. I made many guest 

mates ranging from his reticense to my inadequacy and non-suitability 

to his awkwardness in saying a 'no'  even in writing. The last one 

seemed most plausible, having heard of his unbelievable politeness. 

Hence my professions of idealism, totality of involvement and knowing 

everything about the pitfalls of middle management intake seemed to 

cut no ice with him, albeit, still not in a person to person interface.  

 

But, when that took place, he almost disarmed me of my enthusiasm by 

saying that his organization had grown unwieldy and was in shambles, 

which condition, according to him would frustrate me in next-to-no 

time. But as is my wont, I recovered quickly and assured him of the 

rarified heights of my frustration level and moved into the opening, thus 

created to offer him an unheard of consistency and workaholic 

performance.     
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I still suspect that it was his politeness and not the impression I had 

created, which compelled him to take me on. But during the last few 

months since I have been with him, I have come to wonder at the 

correctness of my assessment of the situation before joining him and his 

terming of the conditions being in shambles. They are really in 

shambles. The organisation is a honet's nest of infights and inter-desk 

jealousies. The bonhomie, the espirit de corpse, the creativity factor and 

knowledge-worker-place horsing around are conspicuous by their 

absence.   

 

He is either inaccessible or unapproachable or too pre-occupied even 

when you are able to corner him. He mostly works in two modes one is 

'no-reprimand-at-all' made and the second is an explosively staccato 

burst of reprimanding sentences, delivered in measured tune and tenor 

within the hearing of all the sundry, irrespective of the nebulously 

defined position of the culprit in the hierarchy and unrelated in effect to 

the gravity of the mistake or misdemeanour supposedly committed. 

Added to this is the oft-whispered rumour within the organization  that 

he is a forgetful boss. That is, he forgets his own instructions. 

Subordinate alternatively praise him for this soul-elevating kindness 

and artful (to him) forgetfulness. But his product comes out daily on 

schedule and he has carved a distinct niche in the society for himself. 

He is feared for his courage of conviction, habit of calling a spade a 

spade and liked for his overwhelming politeness. People seem to feel 

praised even when he admonishes them.  
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I have observed all the foregoing facts. Added to this is my 

foreknowledge that successful bosses come in all shapes and sizes. 

They can be as different as light from darkness. The only thing 

common in them is their success in making their respective 

organizations tick. But what makes them tick is a subject in itself. 

Hence I bypass it for now and shall like to mention that in addition to 

initiating and adapting myself to his organization, I have been a very 

keen observer all these months. And I can vouchsafe the effectiveness 

of the man. He has his left finger firmly placed on the nerves of his 

organisation which he apparently seems to ignore. He knows the key 

result areas (KRA's) and key stumbling points (KSP's) like the back of 

his hand and I can bet the remaining hair on my fast balding pate that 

during the 24 hours, which a day contains you will find his mind 

Arjunesquely fixed on the KRAS and his presence at KSP's. He 

believes in Murphy's principle, 'If a thing can go wrong, it will go 

wrong' - unless of course pre-emptive corrections are made. I have no 

hesitation in proclaiming that he knows his onions, By God he does!.       
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72.                           New Academy Secretary 

Appointment of Prof. Rita Jitendra on deputation as secretary of J & K 

Academy of Art, Culture and Languages with effect from May 1, next 

has been widely welcomed in the literary, cultural and social circles 

here. Prof. Jitendra, a very visible person in the art and litevalyra circles 

of the state is a multi-talented individual with formidable administrative 

and organizing experience to boot. But Keen observers still can't help 

but notice an element of aphorism in her appointment on deputation 

from the Department of Education. They also feet that in going for a 

bureaucratic. appointment, the government has lost a golden 

opportunity of restructuring the academy which is in dire need of a real 

term dose of autonomy in its functioning. They feel that the government 

should have gone in for an election of the executive head of the 

academy a la Sahitya Academy. They are convinced that had Prof. J.R. 

Jitendra been elected for a specified tenure as secretary, instead of 

being appointed, she would have had more room for ushering in 

creatively productive environment in the working of the academy. As it 

is her appointment on deputation and that too for two years only smacks 

of status-quotism at its very worst.  

However, notwithstanding the obvious constraints of the situation there 

are a few tests which proof. Rita Jitendra would do well to attend to 

with dispatch. The foremost among these is in to rise the award-giving 

process of the academy of its quiet-pro-quo system patronised and 

perpetuated over the years by a colerie of self serving individuals who 

rotate the reviewer-ship between themselves resenting in lozous of 
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awards being given to the employees of the academy pointing the 

needle of suspicion towards the conflict of interest inherent in the 

whole process. Next but not a weight less important is the practice of 

awarding only, those authors who apply for being considered for the 

awards resulting in self respecting authors who feel insulted in applying 

for awards being neglected To end this practice the state academy must 

emulate the Sahitya Academy procedure and create an infrastructure to 

locate and reward the books without the author's having to apply to be 

awarded. This must be followed by sprucing up the Academy premises, 

setting up a library of Academy publications, acoustic and other repairs 

of Abhinav. Theatre complex, timely publication and efficient 

distribution of the Academy journal 'Sheeraja' and long overdue 

infections of true professionalism in the organization of function under 

its aegis or directly by it. That Prof. Rita Jitendra comes in with 

commendable credentials to achieve this and much more is beyond 

doubt, but she will be watched with wariness by the well-wishers a 

healthy culture with the hope that the internecine intrigues of the state 

Academy do not touch her into their vortex and maha her effective and 

a time server only. Her wellwishers hope that Prof. Rita Jitendra will be 

able to remain above all that has been undesirable in the functioning of 

the academy and in this task her qualities of leadership will not only 

help her in avoiding fretful reactions but on the contrary she will be 

able to eliminate these very pitfalls unobtrusively but effectively.  
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73.                              Reluctant to issue Mark sheet 

The management department of Jammu university conducts an entrance 

examination every year to fill thirty seats in the UGC sanctioned 

M.B.A. programme. The entrance is divided in three parts viz the 

written test, a group discussion and an interview. The candidates who 

qualify in the written examination are called for group discussion and 

interview. Only these candidates who secure Ist thirty positions after 

adding up the results of all tests and applying various weight ages are 

invited to join the two year M.B.A. programme.  

Ipsofacto no one should object to the above procedure. But 

unfortunately the ground realities tend to belie the rosy picture. Since a 

few years past, anger has been building up in the minds of the 

unsuccessful candidates because they are not issued the lists of the 

marks secured by them by the management department. Many among 

them keep on waiting for their results after participating in group 

discussion-cum-interview but the results are neither published in the 

newspapers nor communicated to them. This causes avoidable 

heartburn and frustration. What is worse, on being approached for being 

provided the marks lists, the management department resorts  to 

delaying tactics, falling behind the stonews of red tapism and outright 

reluctance to disclose the marks obtained by the candidates. The 

department, at times, even claims that the management departments of 

other universities also do not provide mark sheets because the 

Management Department of Devi Ahiliya Bai university, Indore, sends 

these marks lists with computer-printed advice on weak areas and even 
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wishes 'better luck next time' to the unsuccessful aspirants. Even the 

UPSC does so.  

Notwithstanding anything mentioned hereto before, it seems out of 

place in an age, where there is a widespread clamour for making the 

'right to information' as one of the fundamental rights of the.......  

 

74.                             Lauhka Dogri Shabad Kosh 

A praiseworthy achievement  

 

On October last, an event of far reaching significance went almost 

unnoticed. A concise Dogri-Dogri dictionary titled 'Lauhka Dogri 

Shabad Kosh containing 16,790 entries was released that day by 

Professor Nilamber Dev Sharma, Vice President, J & K Academy of 

Art, Culture and Languages, popularly known as cultural Academy. 

The event was dovetailed into a 'Meet the prominent contemporary' 

evening organized in honour of the most widely acknowledged and 

folksy poet and publically accepted laureate of modern Dogri poetry Mr 

Kehari Singh Madhukar. Tucking in of this release as an appendix to 

another function is one of the reasons of the event fleeting away 

without claiming its due share of public notice and acclaim, which was 

perhaps, resorted to, by the academy to effect economy. The other 

reason, currently more valid, is the collective regional apathy towards 

Dogri due to its being a nobody in the official mainstream of scheme of 

things. Therefore, the release of Dictionary passed off as a non event 
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for the Madhukar fans who had drifted to Abhinav theatre on they day, 

to hear the inimitable bard.  

But not withstanding the foregoing facts, the preparation and release of 

'Lauhka Dogri Shabad Kosh' is destined to make history as it two 

prerequisites of any momentous happening. Firstly, it makes available 

to the formal and non formal students and teachers of Dogri a compact 

reference volume to take history-making strides towards standardisation 

of Dogri spellings and usage. Secondly, the concise Dogri dictionary 

has been painstakingly compiled, beautifully printed; professionally 

bound and comes at a time when all Dogri lovers are conscious and 

concerned of about its standardisation becuase it is a written literary 

language and is heading confidently towards higher vistas of literary 

excellence and winning new adherents. The production of this 

dictionary, therefore removes a major impediment in the way of 

standardisation of written Dogri.  

The emphasis during the preparation of this dictionary has been rightly 

laid and so proclaimed to make available a body of root Dogri words 

spring from the Duggar culture to the students. It has also been 

officially announced that it is a concise Dogri dictionary for students. 

Drawing its matter mainly from its predecessor, the six volumes 

prepared under the stewardship of erstwhile Chief Editor Prof Ram 

Nath Shastri, the dictionary editorial team working in tandem under its 

present chief editor Mr Om Goswami deserves unreserved Kudos, 

firstly, for considerable scholarship and secondly for completing the 

concise dictionary project within the alloted time frame of one year. Mr 
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Goswami has ensured that the final product does not fall prey to the 

twin pitfalls of over Hinduaisation of Dogri root words or shrinking 

away from including words from other languages which have made 

their home in Dogri. 

Anyhow, I am happy Kunwar Vijogi is very conscious of his image as 

reputed writer who has won the distinction of a Sahitya Academy 

award for his very first published book. I feel equally enamoured of his 

courage to speak out home truths.  

I feel, I am 'amenable to criticism and suggestion'. I will not find it 

difficult to cast the shell and preserve the kernel'.  

That I have to improve upon my performance as the writer of this 

column is my personal problem. Kunwar Viyogi's letter itself is a piece 

of literary criticism with lots of plain homelies, which I think would 

elicit great interest among our readers.  

I have nothing to comment upon except what is contained in the famous 

couplet of Urdu poet Mohd. Iqbal.  

"Iqbal" Tere Ishaq Ne  

 Sab bal Diye Nikal 

Muddat Se Arzoo Thi Ke  

 Seedha Karey Koi ! 
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All of us have seen or heard of metered autos, metered taxies,  metered 

electricity, metered telephones and even metered parking lots. But 

metered doctors? It must be something new and news for many. It 

ought to be. But most certainly, the doctors are metered. Why only a 

few know about this is not hard to pinpoint. It is the method of metering 

used for doctors, which is different. Whereas common metering is 

mechanical or electronic, the metering of doctors is moral. That is why, 

mass of humanity is ignorant about metered doctors.  

I can feel the readers siring a hope in their minds to check their doctor's 

meter next time they pay an ailing visit to this exalted person- age. But 

I say, 'hold'. Hait Rein in your hope. I say so to save you from the bad 

taste of disappointment because the meters of doctors are also, as deftly 

doctored, as those of the mechanical apparatuses mentioned hitherto. 

They either don't function or are never used. And if situations, at times, 

force the doctors to run their meters, they don't just run. They gallop. 

Exactly like their mechanical cousins. 

It is but natural that I must have cliff-hung your curiosity, as to how the 

doctors are firstly metered and secondly, how thee meters are doctored. 

I will not prolong your anguish or angst. You see, the doctors are made 

to take the Hippocratic oath before they are granted their M.B.B.S. 

degrees. This oath sets forth an ethical code for the medical profession. 

The oath is attributed to Hippocates, the Greek physician who lived 
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from 460? to 370? B.C. and is universally acknowledge as the father of 

medicine.  

I will not dwell on the subject any further because the way majority of 

doctors use their saintly profession to mint money in jet black colour 

points towards their having taken a 'Hypocriticaloath' rather than a 

Hippocratic oath. Nothing more needs to be said P.S.: I say, majority 

because  I am personality acquainted with and have benefitted from 

these saintly exceptions.  
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            76      Under the over bridge 
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77.      Dogri translation of Rahul Sankrityayan’ s book released 

Kashmir Times Correspondent 

 

JAMMU, April 12- The Dogri translation of Rahul 

Sankrityayan‘s masterpiece ' Volga se Ganga ‘ by Mr Narinder Sharma 

was released by Mr. Ved Bhasin, editor, Kashmir Times at a function 

organized by Gyan Parmanu, a literary organization to observe the birth 

anniversary of the noted literateure and thinker at Dogri Bhawan herein 

today. 

The function, presided over by Sahitya Akademi Award winner 

Dogri poet Mr. Ram Lal was attented by writers, poets and cultural 

workers. 

Speaking on the occasion Mr. Ved Bhasin described Rahul 

Sankrityayan as a noted litterateur thinker and freedomfighter He 

recalled that in early forties, ' Volga Se Ganga ' and Jawahar Lal 

Nehru‘s ' Discovery of India,' written during the author's imprisonment, 

had created a storm in literary and political circles in the country. 

He said though inspired by Marxism, Rahul Sanskrityayan was 

later expelled by the Communist Party for his emphasis on humanising 

Marxism and its adoption according to Indian conditions. He was 

dubbed as revisionist and escapist.  
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Mr. Sankrityayan, he said, was a great writer, researcher, thinker 

and linguist who travelled to various parts of the country and spent 

several years in Tibet in search of rare manuscripts. It was a pity, he 

added that the classic literateure had been forgoteen by the present 

generation. He  complimented Mr. Narinder Sharma for translating his 

book which he said was a difficult and stupendous task. 

Mr. Narinder Sharma recalled the pits and falls during his work 

of translation. He said that despite being disheartened and discourged 

by obstacles and leaving his translation work, he invariably returned to 

it and it was a result of his persistence that he has been able to bring out 

the work on the birth anniversary day of Rahul Sankrityayan which was 

most satisfying to him. 

Later, a Mushaira was held in which poetic compositions in 

Hindi, Urdu and Dogri were recited. The general standard of the poems 

was good and audience appreciated the recitations vociferously. 

Ravi Gupta, Kumar Sushil Begana, Kumar Pushkar, Sanjeev 

Bhasin, Anil Singh, Shyam Raina, Kuldeep Singh Jindraya, Ravi 

Shankar Chander, Uday Sharma, Kunwar Viyogi, Ram Lal Sharma, 

Rajeev Kumar and Mr. Subhash recited their poems Ms. Anila Singh 

was the only poeteas to participate and her poem was loudly applauded. 

Speking before reciting his poem Kunwar Viyogi alluded the 

rich vocabulary of Dogri language and requested all present to extend 

help to him for the success of 'Dogri Times‘ which he called a bold 

experiment by Mr. ved Bhasin. He specially mentioned that the price of 
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Dainik Kashmir, has been retuced to Rs.1/- simultaneously with the 

commencement of 'Dogri Times' by Mr. ved Bhansin establishing his 

credientials as a true lover of Dogri. 

 

78.                  UNDER-HAND COMPLIMENT  

Now here is Kunwar Viyogi's Letter :- 

Wing Commander  

Randhir Singh  

(Kunwar Viyogi) 

  Headquarters 

Air Officer Commanding  

J& K IAF  

25 February, 1981 

Respected Deep Ji  

Parnam,  

 Since from the time I have come from New Delhi after our 

intellectually vigorous, thought-divergent encounter during the so-

called All India Dogri Writer' Conference, I have been ruminating to 

accede to my urge of writing to you and spilling out my emotional 

convulsions, upheavals and regret. But some strange feelings of 

foreboding and an urging premonition of being misconstrued held me 

back upto now. It might well have been due to only superficial contacts 

between us since our causal acquaintance in late fifties. I shall never 

even discuss or question your poetic credentials because I consider you 

a 'complete poet' who brings words to life. I am an unabashed admirer 

of your poetry and the power, punch, balance and cadence of your 

words, "I had written, only a few months back, an evaluation of Modern 
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Dogri writers and sent it to Shri Om Goswami privately. In that 

evaluation, I had unhesitatingly placed you on top of the ladder due to 

the intensity of your feelings and plethora of thought content, packed 

tightly in you words. I have read your "US TE AAN BANJARE LOK" 

number your poetry is unshakeable, irrespective of the fact that I am 

going to disagree with you on purely unpoetic points. 

  75.                                Metered doctors 

 

Your muted and verbal submission at New Delhi apologetic eulogy and 

under-handed compliment in 'A BOLT FROM THE BLUE" and the 

implied suggestion time and again that my consternation and spring 

from my being ignored in your paper on "Dogri Poetry" which you read 

at New Delhi is farthest removed from truth. On the contrary, I say on 

my honor and in black and white under my signature that I am hurt 

because you included me in your paper. Had you ever read even one 

poetic/prose piece of mine, remembered even a single title of mine, 

recited even a single couplet of mine and then proceeded to tear and 

shatter my philosophy, diction, ethos and rudition to shreds and 

smithereens, I would not have even batted an eyelid. In actuality, my 

esteem for you would have been enhanced. But your paper turned out to 

be a crowd pleasing, journaltic and cliche-ridden marvel instead of an 

intellectually honest and authentic piece of criticism. You included my 

name in your paper as a connection to my presence and not as a result 

of knowledge of my writings. This was the unkindest cut of all. Your 
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words were resounding and enervating; your diction was flawless and 

fluent;  your voice was pregnant with right, roaring and reverberating 

pauses, silences and emphasis. But the bulwark of your paper (let it be 

recorded) was termite-eaten. You were alive while talking of a select 

group of people and the period upto mid sixties. This was 

understandable because those people and that period were intimately 

known to you.  

 

 

79. Everest heroes of J & K feted by Mountaineering Association 

Jammu April 17–Mountaineering Association of J & K feted two 

valiant sons of J & K- Padmashree CP Vohra and Padamshree Sonam 

Wangyal, who both of whom are Arjuna Award winners as well.  

Mr. CP vohra who is at present, resident at Calcutta was here on a short 

visit. He is the current Director General, Geological Survey of India. 

Making use of his visit, the Mountaineering. Association of J & K 

visited him over and Mr Sonam Wangyal as well so that young 

mountaineering enthusiasts of J & K might partake of their advice and 

listen to their experiences.  

Welcoming the honored guests, Mr Ram Khajuria and Mr G. R. Baig, 

General Secretary and President respectively of the Association, 

thanked them for accepting the invitation and invited them to talk to the 

young J & K mountaineers.  
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Mr Baig told them that the J & K Mountaineering Association, which 

has 13 units in the state, plans to send a 30 member expedition to the 

Shishir Kangri peaks. The expedition is envisaged to consist of three 

sub-expeditions based on the expertise, training and experience of 

mountaineers participating. He added that the sub-expeditions will try 

to scale three different peaks according to the level of difficulty and 

heights. He called upon the Government to provide the Association 

adequate funds. He requested Mr. C.F. vohra to provide the Association 

training films and standard equipments from his personal collection so 

that J & K might could produce more Vohras and Wangyals.  

Mr Vohra in his address advised the association to organize the treks in 

such a way that the young mountaineers could see and walk on the 

glaciers. He stressed that once a person sees and falls in love with the 

glacial wilderness, away from the cacophony and maddening crowding 

of cities, he is bound to return to them again and again.  

He promised to extend all help to the Association within his power.  

Mr Wangyal, who is here to train J & K mountaineers on the invitation 

of the Association said that he has been able to identify a few rocks 

within 20 kms of Jammu, where, with minor trainers they can have 

facilities as good as if not better, than artificial walls, available 

elsewhere in the country, to rock climbing. He added that all that was 

required was determination, guts, grit and good nourishing food in 

addition to perseverance, patience and persistence. 
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Speaking at the conclusion of the function, Mr. Khan, Secretary Sports, 

Government of J & K promised all possible help to the Association. He 

however advised that Government could not be the keeper but only the 

patron. He added that it was therefore encumbent on the Association to 

generate its own funds as well. He called upon Mr Vohra and Mr 

Wangyal of whom he said J & K state was justifiably proud to guide the 

state in scaling new heights and new mountains, Everest being the final 

goal by providing the state their expertise which they had acquired 

during their illustrious careers.  

 

80.                HEART OF THE MATTER 

By Kunwar Viyogi  

 

Tance of parental by children about the choice of subjects to 

study and careers tc aim at, is a visible sign of the malaise of servile 

behavior. The acceptance of such servile behavior is so widespread that 

even the defence forces have been very seriously affected by it with the 

result that this organization which is meant to make men out of men has 

reportedly become an assemblyline for the production of cows, 

cowards, coyotes and psychophants  

Hence building of a 'Go to Hell Fund' is the Panacea whereby 

you can retain your self-respect and refuse to become a member of the 
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feardriven mob of psychologically, emotionally and socially trampled 

and whimpering humanity.  

This proposition though good is yet not easy to achieve. You 

have to pay a price  for it. Nothing good is free in life. Food, medical 

services, transport, heat, airconditioning, clothing, shelternone of these 

come free. Even clean air is no more free. You have to drive out of the 

urban imbroglio to get a whiff of fresh breeze. 

You achieve good life when you donot  have to worry about 

bills. The best thing is when you are able to pay cash. Forget your 

romantic notions of how sweet the fragrance of rose petals is.  

Unless you have eaten, you will not smell flowers. You will 

devour them instead. 

Money is not the root of all evil. Money makes the mare go 

(upto a point). Poverty is the root of all evil, including the evil of 

servility.  

Mr. prescription for building up a Go To HELL FUND  is 

simplicity itself. It is written thus Take up a job after your heart While 

doing it pretend that you are still going to college and subsisting on a 

meager pocket allowance doled out by the guardian. Do it for two 

continuous years. Build up a balance. Deposit it in any of the easily 

cashable but ironclad securities There is a bevy of saving schemes to 

choose from. Let the fund grow while you be your own man and pull 

your own strings in the job you are doing. Keep on adding little 
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affordable bits to this edifice, I mean the fund. Always carry your 

resignation letter in your pocket but don t flaunt it or talk about it. Any 

time you smell rotten bullysim or feel a food on your coms. 

deliberately blow it out of your nose or take it out of your 

pocket and hand it over to its human owner and think but do not mouth 

the words ‗‘Go to Hell‘‘ Then sit back (not on the street) but in your 

humble dwelling and savour the elation and power of a ‗‘ Go to Hell 

Fund‘‘, retreat of bullies. 
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81 what ails Indian cricket---
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84 HEART OF THE MATTER 

By Kunwar Viyogi  

 

Tance of parental by children about the choice of subjects to 

study and careers tc aim at, is a visible sign of the malaise of servile 

behavior. The acceptance of such servile behavior is so widespread that 

even the defence forces have been very seriously affected by it with the 

result that this organization which is meant to make men out of men has 

reportedly become an assemblyline for the production of cows, 

cowards, coyotes and psychophants  

Hence building of a ‗Go to Hell Fund‘ is the Panacea whereby 

you can retain your self-respect and refuse to become a member of the 

feardriven mob of psychologically, emotionally and socially trampled 

and whimpering humanity.  

This proposition though good is yet not easy to achieve. You 

have to pay a price  for it. Nothing good is free in life. Food, medical 

services, transport, heat, airconditioning, clothing, shelternone of these 

come free. Even clean air is no more free. You have to drive out of the 

urban imbroglio to get a whiff of fresh breeze. 

You achieve good life when you donot  have to worry about 

bills. The best thing is when you are able to pay cash. Forget your 

romantic notions of how sweet the fragrance of rose petals is.  
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Unless you have eaten, you will not smell flowers. You will 

devour them instead. 

Money is not the root of all evil. Money makes the mare go 

(upto a point). Poverty is the root of all evil, including the evil of 

servility.  

Mr. prescription for building up a Go To HELL FUND  is 

simplicity itself. It is written thus Take up a job after your heart While 

doing it pretend that you are still going to college and subsisting on a 

meager pocket allowance doled out by the guardian. Do it for two 

continuous years. Build up a balance. Deposit it in any of the easily 

cashable but ironclad securities There is a bevy of saving schemes to 

choose from. Let the fund grow while you be your own man and pull 

your own strings in the job you are doing. Keep on adding little 

affordable bits to this edifice, I mean the fund. Always carry your 

resignation letter in your pocket but don t flaunt it or talk about it. Any 

time you smell rotten bullysim or feel a food on your coms. 

Deliberately blow it out of your nose or take it out of your 

pocket and hand it over to its human owner and think but do not mouth 

the words ‗‘Go to Hell‘‘ Then sit back (not on the street) but in your 

humble dwelling and savour the elation and power of a ‗‘ Go to Hell 

Fund‘‘, retreat of bullies. 
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          85       Duality Of Voters Defendant 

 

Which can convey profession of virtue in company with practice of 

vice. Duality of personality or split personality or mere duality. The oft 

repeated judgement of the masses is that the [oliticians are crooks, they 

possess a dual set of values. The charge is----- 
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Thus created is absurd. But the very absurdity is the---- 

 

 

     1         A Bolt From the Blue by VED PAK DEEP 

 

The selection of Kunwar Viyogi's book of poetry. "Ghar", for Sahitya 

Academy award, as the best creative work, during last year, has come 

to many, as a bolt from the blue. If ever he was in the race for this 

coveted honour, he has emerged triumphant like a dark horse. His very 

first published book has bagged the prize at a time when he was 

supposed to be a nonentity in the world of Dogri literature, at least, his 

capabilities were not yet widely known. Many people did not know if 

the Wing commander Randhir Singh Jamwal was the same person 

Viyogi.  

 

About two decades back when he had left G.G.M. College, Jammu to 

join Air Force, none knew this handsome and fair chap, who had hardly 
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completed his teens would undergo an intellectual morphosis and turn a 

full-fledged poet. Armed forces, one would think, provided the least 

congenial ground for sprouting up of a poetic genius. Perhaps I was 

wide of the mark. But Randhir Singh alias Kunwar Vilyogi has proved 

himself as an exception in this case.  

 

Only a couple of months ago, when I read a paper on temporary Dogri 

poetry. Dogri Writer conference was held in New Delhi. I nearly forgot 

to take a serious note of Kunwar Viyogi's contribution to the literary 

treasure, the Dogri speaking people now claim to posses. I made only a 

passing reference to his poetic genius though I very explicitly defined 

the 'rediscovery' of the past within him as a happy surprise. Perhaps I 

had been unfair to him since my discourse exuded no intimate know 

ledge of his literary achievements. I later came to know that he had 

written a number of sonnets, ghazals and poems in Dogri, apart from a 

couple of bulky novels. During his sojourn in Delhi with us, he 

displayed a remarkable knowledge of modern English fiction as well as 

astounding awareness of the literary trends in various languages of the 

world. In fate, I had to tell him, during our stray conversion, that when 

my paper would be considered for publication, it would be may 

boundend duty to revise it to accord him a due place in this modern 

Dogri literature. But now he has himself vindicated his claim to a place 

of distinction in Dogri literature, by winning a Sahitya Academy award, 

He hardly needs further boosting up, and the least a few lines of 

apologetic eulogy from me written as an afterthought.  
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My acquaintance with him goes back to mid-fiftees. He had then, 

attracted attention as a member of an amorphous group of budding and 

aspiring poets, who had made a mark in several literary meetings, they 

themselves organized in college premises and which had become a 

common feature of student life in those days.    

 

I had the privilege of attending a couple of such literary gatherings 

which were held when the regular classes were over Randhir Singh's 

class-mates included late Charan Singh, Dhayan Singh and Padma 

Padma Sachdev) and Kavi Rattan, whose change-over from a writer of 

sports to a drama artiste came much later. It is a rare coincidence that a 

sizeable number of youngsters with an artistic build of mind and a 

genuine craze for romantic broodings were ever juxtaposed in this 

manner.  

 

A worthy son of a renowned police officer, late Thakur Purkh Singh, 

with whom we had a regular 'namaste-namaste' (since the poet's haunt, 

in those nostalgic days), Shri Dhani Ram's tea-shop, was in the vicinity 

of their old ancestral house of Chogan Fattu and Thakur Sahib, after 

retirement from service had time enough to have a chat with folks in the 

mohalla), There is no doubt that Randhir Singh will go far in his literary 

pursuits. His book Ghar' after all, had a limited scope of expression 

about two hundred and fifty quadruplets written in verse on a single 

subject 'home' might be an exceptional feat in itself, not endevoured by 

any other poet so far-with the only exception of, perhaps, Jan Nissar 

Akhtar whose book of verse 'Ghar Angan' also consisted of quadruplets 

written on his home within which he was blessed with second marriage. 
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But then similarity ends there. Both have treated the subject in a 

pleasantly divergent manner.  

 

Kunwar Viyogi's vision and potentialities obviously needed vaster 

convas than this topical theme could provide. But there is a general 

awareness among the writers, as well as the connoisseurs of literature, 

not to evaluate a writer on the basis of a single book how ever merited 

it might be. 'Ghar' can, at best be a stepping stone for Kunwar Viyogi's 

gradual flowering of intrinsic talent which he has in ample measure, but 

to secure a permanent niche in the annals of Dogri literature, his 

prowess at creativity should cast a multi-dimensional spell. Every 

writer in his formative state of creativity faces a dilemma, out of the 

plethora of sentimental exuberance, what to cast aside and what to 

retain.  

Kunwar Viyogi, amenable to criticism and suggestion as he is, will not 

find it difficult to cast the shell and preserve the kernel. The quality of 

viewing oneself from others' eyes will hold good for him during the 

phase of ripening of his faculties to maturity. He has tremendous zeal 

for learning, without being vain, a quality without which an avant -

garde and flawless poetry is hard to come by.  

 

True to my cynical disposition. I have tried to be as critical and ruthless 

as I could be to demolish the myth that a prize-winner is always a first-

rate writer or the book in question could essentially be one of his or her 

master-pieces. I am happy that I could not make any head-way in this 

venture in the case of Kunwar viyogi and he escapes totally unscathed.               
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  2                     Fresh and innovative—Ved Pal Deep 

Dogri poetry since its resurrection during early forties, when it evolved 

in the form of a common-place intellectual content-capsule in 

inconspicuous rhymed verse, has now ceased to be a simplistic single-

dimensional projection of mind. Through years of observation and 

brooding, it has acquired dimensional multiplicity in thought content as 

well as in form.  

Introduction of Ghazal in Dogri poetry was a unique experience 

through which only a couple of other languages of this country have 

gone through, besides. Urdu which was the progenitor of this form in 

this land. One wonders what would have become of Dogri poetry if 

Ghazal had found no adaptability in this language. Surely Dogri poetry 

would have been devoid of much of its insure which Ghazal has lent to 

it. And tragically a lot of tender feelings would have died of suffocation 

with in the inner recesses of our mind for want of proper out let for 

expression.  

But the fraternity of our poets refused to stop at that and continued 

search for new pastures. Kunwar Viyogi‘s recently published work, 

―Paihlian baangan‖, a collection of 200 Dogri sonnets, comes as a 
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refreshing message of hope that pursuit for expanding the domain of 

Dogri poetry continues and with a large measure of success.  

Introducing sonnet in dogri is an even more adventurous and 

remarkable feat than the adaptation of Ghazal. Urdu being a language 

of the soil, its Ghazal form had an ethnic kinship with Dogri to facilitate 

its adoptability. But the arrival of sonnet, quite a foreigner and remotely 

removed from psyche and ethos of Dogri language, culture and 

tradition was something miraculous, if not, unbelievable.  

Sonnet is a fixed verse form of several centuries old Italian origin 

which later took the entire gamut of European languages by storm and 

underwent to pleasant morphosisin English language, Shakespeare, 

Milton and other legendary figures of English poetry not only suitably 

modified and simplified originally rather a complex and tedious genre 

of poetry but also raised it to great heights and lent it a popularity that 

at times became a craze.  

Sonnet is a small lyrical poem of only fourteeh lines rhyming according 

to prescribed scheme posing a problem bit by bit in the first 12 lines 

and providing an answer in the last two. In a way, Urdu rubayi can be 

considered as its replica in four lines. In a rubayi, dry gunpowder is 

scattered in first two lines. In the third line it is ignited and in the fourth 

it explodes. In Doha the same process is carried out in two rhymed 

lines. Kunwar Viyogi, has delved on all thes aspects in his 24-page 

exhaustive preface.  
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It is a very scholarly piece, thought-provoking and educative. As an 

intelligent and receptive student, Kanwar Viyogi no doubt was destined 

to grasp essence of the sonnet. But the piece is so saturated with 

authentic information, ideas and quotes that surely he would have done 

quite an arduous home work again and burnt the midnight oil, as he did 

in college days, to write such a profund foreword to his book. I 

recommend students of English to include it in their curriculum, though 

I feel highly envious myself, because I was also a shining student in 

college and incidentally had strong attraction and penchant for the 

sonnet. Viyogi has quoted the last two lines of a Shakespear‘s can 

sonnet which had impressed him in college days :- 

For the sweet love remembered  

such wealth brings, 

That then I scorn to change 

My state with kings. 

What had given me a jolt in college days was this first line of Keat‘s 

sonnet : - 

When I have fears that  

I may cease to be…… 

Like viyogi, I can also recite the whole sonnet of Keats even now. 
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This write-up has been written at random and was not planned as a  

book review or critical appreciation of the work. The number of 

sonnets-200 is so flabbergasting that in view of diminutive size of 

sonnet, for possibility of variety and diversity of subjects dealt with 

only the sky can be the limit. This itself is a remarkable achievement. 

Naturally, when the number is so vast one would find some pleasant 

excellent and some not so excellent. Moreover, I went through the book 

in a single night and set out for writing on it the very next morning 

without giving a thought to any thing else. What counts is the overall 

impact on my mind. That I must confess was, tremendous. The poet 

really accomplished a gigantic task, not only because he has produced 

such a bulk and maintained its high quality too, but also because he has 

pioneered and charted an off-beat course. And going by the standard of 

the sonnets one would hope that this genre would also carve out a niche 

in Dogri and stay with us as previously was the case with Ghazal. 

Kunwar Viyogi, as an air force officer, had to spend several years away 

from his home-town Jammu. But its nostalgia has always haunted him. 

This is evident from the sonnets he has written on many ofhis old 

acquaintances, here mostly poets and writers, including Ram Nath 

Shastri, Ved Rahi, Narendra Khajuria, Kehar Singh Madulkar, Padma 

and myself. In the foreword he recalled his friend Nilamber Dev 

Sharma, Tara Smailpuri, Charan Singh, Pt. Sansar chand, D.C. 

Prashant, Dhyan Singh and others. In fact all through the book under 

current of nostalgic memories of his early youth in Jammu as a student 
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runs. I myself at some junctures was transported back to a romatic 

period of mid fifties while going through the book.  

I particularly liked his two sonnet, ironically where he ironically rises 

above sentimental attachment to contemporary period ―Dattn‖ and ―jitto 

Te Dido‖. Here he has something intermingling sentimentality with 

ideological discretion.      

As he has expressed lingering hope in his preface that possibly 

somebody after reading this book might be tempted to try his head on 

sonnets. I think I feel like doing so. It is a big challenge but worth 

accepting. But I plan to write only a few sonnets to be counted on 

fingers. Two hundred ? Oh, never ! I am too old to lift a mountain on 

my shoulders. I ask my poet colleagues, "let us all try to make sonnet a 

part and parcel of our poetry". I will certainly make my little 

contribution,  

 

 

3                   Your writer in the Dock—Ved Pal Deep 

This time I am reproducing in full a letter, I have received from Kunwar 

Viyogi 

The letter is a single whole and any abbreviation or curtailment would 

mar its spirit.  

His emotional outburst is devoid of any rancor and ill-will. He likes to 

call a spade, a spade.  Despite his mellow exterior he has very strong 

views. I have found a match in him. 
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He has also praised me sky high and appears to be at a loss to find 

appropriate words to describe my qualities as a poet. But he is at his 

best when he roars like a lion and pours forth his anger against me. 

He uses only superlatives, whether he is castigating me or eulogizing 

me. My plus points are as formidable as my minus traits smack of 

degradation. My poetic credentials are not in doubt. My display of 

rhetoric is only a third-rate show-biz, like juggler‘s antics. 

 He has pointed out some of my flaws when I venture to enter in the 

domain of criticism. He is not a wide off the mark. I will see to it where 

I have erred in contemporary Dogri poets. 

Anyhow, I am happy Kunwar Vijogi is very conscious of his image as 

reputed writer who has won the distinction of a Sahitya Academy 

award for his very first published book. I feel equally enamoured of his 

courage to speak out home truths.  

I feel, I am 'amenable to criticism and suggestion'. I will not find it 

difficult to cast the shell and preserve the kernel'.  

That I have to improve upon my performance as the writer of this 

column is my personal problem. Kunwar Viyogi's letter itself is a piece 

of literary criticism with lots of plain homelies, which I think would 

elicit great interest among our readers.  

I have nothing to comment upon except what is contained in the famous 

couplet of Urdu poet Mohd. Iqbal.  

"Iqbal" Tere Ishaq Ne  

 Sab bal Diye Nikal 

Muddat Se Arzoo Thi Ke  

 Seedha Karey Koi ! 
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Now here is Kunwar Viyogi's Letter :- 

Wing Commander  

Randhir Singh  

(Kunwar Viyogi) 

  Headquarters 

Air Officer Commanding  

J& K IAF  

25 February, 1981 

Respected Deep Ji  

Parnam,  

 Since from the time I have come from New Delhi after our 

intellectually vigorous, thought-divergent encounter during the so-

called All India Dogri Writer' Conference, I have been ruminating to 

accede to my urge of writing to you and spilling out my emotional 

convulsions, upheavals and regret. But some strange feelings of 

foreboding and an urging premonition of being misconstrued held me 

back upto now. It might well have been due to only superficial contacts 

between us since our causal acquaintance in late fifties I was a  

dangling, bumbing and an intense adolescent of 16-17 years. As a 

result, what I wanted to write to you, has partially burst out in the form 

of two crisp Dogri sonnets about which I have written to Om Goswami 

and Ven Rahi to share my feelings with them.  

While I was in the state of mind, two overriding factors intervened to 

make me write this letter to you. The first was my obsession with 

intellectual honesty and the second and more important was your article 

'BOLT FROM THE BLUE in Kashmir Times of 18 Jan, 81. As a 

matter of fact, this article was the real catalyst which gave my pen the 
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motive, the motif and the motivation. I invite your attention towards 

your own words in the afore-mentioned article viz. "KUNWAR 

VIYOGI. AMENABLE TO CRITICISM AND SUGGESTION AS HE 

IS, WILL NOT FIND IT DIFFICULT TO CAST THE SHELL AND 

PRESERVE THE KERNEL'. I am writing to you on the promise that 

you surely believe in what you have yourself, written. Therefore, it is 

my earnest request that wherever you feel piqued, pricked or perturbed 

while reading this letter, please read your own words which I have put 

down in capitals deliberately for this very purpose.  

   I shall never even discuss or question your poetic credentials because 

I consider you a 'complete poet' who brings words to life. I am an 

unabashed admirer of your poetry and the power, punch, balance and 

cadence of your words, "I had written, only a few months back, an 

evaluation of Modern Dogri writers and sent it to Shri Om Goswami 

privately. In that evaluation, I had unhesitatingly placed you on top of 

the ladder due to the intensity of your feelings and plethora of thought 

content, packed tightly in you words. I have read your "US TE AAN 

BANJARE LOK" number your poetry is unshakeable, irrespective of 

the fact that I am going to disagree with you on purely unpoetic points. 

.          UNDER-HAND COMPLIMENT  

Your muted and verbal submission at New Delhi apologetic eulogy and 

under-handed compliment in 'A BOLT FROM THE BLUE" and the 

implied suggestion time and again that my consternation and spring 

from my being ignored in your paper on "Dogri Poetry" which you read 
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at New Delhi is farthest removed from truth. On the contrary, I say on 

my honour and in black and white under my signature that I am hurt 

because you included me in your paper. Had you ever read even one 

poetic/prose piece of mine, remembered even a single title of mine, 

recited even a single couplet of mine and then proceeded to tear and 

shatter my philosophy, diction, ethos and erudition to shreds and 

smithereens, I would not have even batted an eyelid. In actuality, my 

esteem for you would have been enhanced. But your paper turned out to 

be a crowd pleasing, journalistic and cliché-ridden marvel instead of an 

intellectually honest and authentic piece of criticism. You included my 

name in your paper as a connection to my presence and not as a result 

of knowledge of my writings. This was the unkindest cut of all. Your 

words were resounding and enervating; your diction was flawless and 

fluent;  your voice was pregnant with right, roaring and reverberating 

pauses, silences and emphasis. But the bulwark of your paper (let it be 

recorded) was termite-eaten. You were alive while talking of a select 

group of people and the period upto mid sixties. This was 

understandable because those people and that period were intimately 

known to you….your paper became absolutely flaccid. Of course your 

journalistic expertise came to your rescue and you resorted to over-use 

of the aphrodisiac of slogans; dildo of sing-song idiomatic analogies 

and ego-crutch of self -preening. I hasten to add that you were very 

very successful in this exercise as far as common prudent and 

psychopathic listeners were concerned. But, to infatuated lovers like 

me, this exercise of yours gave only a bitter taste in the mouth, 

figuratively speaking.  
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Deepji, please come on my wave length for a moment, I plead within. 

Whenever an establish leader in any field speaks anything- it has 

repercussions, ramifications of which appear imperceptible and 

incomprehensible  upon casual scrutiny but are nevertheless far 

reaching and damaging- aesthetically speaking. The very fact that a 

leader of letters like you speaks, a stamp of authority is automatically 

affixed on the words spoken. Hence the words, even light–heartedly 

said tend to get recorded for eternity in the plastic minds of the 

upcoming, budding, enthusiastic and young writers. The impressions 

thus formed are very incongruous and injurious because any literature 

based on wrong premises which these writers are likely to produce is 

bound to have pseudo coloration. Hence a heavy responsibility 

devolves on leaders of letters like you to keep disciplined check on 

wayward exuberance. Light hearted public utterances, misplaced time-

serving loyalties, playing upto the gallery; frolicking with reputations 

and release of unconsidered, undeliberated upon and unimpeded 

opinions. This a heavy price to pay. But then nothing is free in life. One 

has to pay for everything and this is the price leaders have to pay for 

retaining the right to sit on the perch. As far as I am concerned. I am an 

ardent, voracious, tireless, unappeasable  and insatiable reader who just 

happens to be a writer and a poet as well. I have not changed and shall 

never like to change this chronology and shall bequeath to my 

descendents to remember me in this order, I believe in the conviction 

that it is not life that matters, it is the courage you bring to it. There are 

three reactions to situations or crises. These are confrontation, 

consensus and compromise. Confrontation I detest but do not mind 
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when unavoidable; compromises I never wish or desire to resort to and 

consensus I love. Consensus is the flexible, inimitable and imperative 

back-bone due to which the society survives. If impaired, paralysis 

strikes.  

DEEP PROBE NEEDED, – My request to you is– please do not 

condescendingly place me on a mundane plane & dismiss my 

protestation lightly, but see the aesthetics of my contention. I do not 

resent or regret your ignoring me. My life in fifties was multi-faceted 

and hence I had no time or inclination to join the closely-knit nucleus of 

Dogri-Sanstha and hence my early writings remained un noticed by you 

although my poem "Bholi" written in 1957 was adjudged as one of the 

best Dogri poems by Shri Prashant while writing in REKHA some time 

in the beginning of sixties. After this period, I have written in complete 

isolation and unhampered by any desire to get published and get 

pecuniary return for my writings. I ido not talk of quality (that is the 

prerogative and privilege of readers) but of quantity only. My output in 

Dogri only, has been far more than those who do no other job than only 

writing. My output in English fiction and poetry is equally abundant 

and I want to emphasize that whatever I have written I have intensely 

believed in at that particular point of time. I do not want stroke-kudos 

or accolades for the bulkiness of my writing but want to reiterate that 

not to notice me is the fault of the inherent weakness of the Dogri 

Literary Movement because it chose not to take the trouble of deep 

probing and at the same time, its leaders authoritatively kept on 
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counting only visible heads and consequently became victims of 

complacency.    

I hope you will take my musings in the spirit of your own words written 

in capitals. I will always love and admire your poetry; I will never be 

surreptious and support half – hearted (may be inadvertent) exercises 

like your paper on poetry and I will forever pray that a genuine, natural 

and powerful poet like you sets his mind and spends his time more in 

the realms of poetic aesthetics than in the sticky and slippery quagmire 

and quicksand of mediocre and pseudo literary criticism.  

Would you like to publish the above in the 'cultural notes' columns of 

your paper "Kashmir Time"–as a sequel to – "Bolt From the Blue"–

along with my photograph; followed by your comments. 

I am, ever respectful. 

                                                                   Your fan 

                                                                                 K. Viyogi 

 

 

 

Dogri Sanstha Ka Menifesto------- 
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1. Book Review -    Trip Trip Chete 
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2. Chete Kish Khatte Kish Mitte- 
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4  Natural, and folksy Songwriter  

 

Yash Sharma, 63, the most celebrated songwriter of modern Dogri 

literature has been chosen to receive the coveted Sahitya Academy 

Award for the year 1992 for his collection of poems and songs titled 

"Jo Tere Manchit Laggi Ja"  and published in 1990 by Vasu 

Prakashan, Gandhi Nagar, Jammu. Commenting on the book, Col. Shiv 

Nath, Sahitya Academy convener for Dogri, writes thus in the Indian 

Literature; the Academy mouth piece, "Yash Sharma, who has been 

writing and reciting it for over forty years, and has been a great 

draw in poets' gatherings for his inmitable performance and rich 

musical voice, and so far been published only in anthologies and 

journals, has come out with his first book of delicately crafted songs 

(geets) on love, seasons and festivals etc. Some of these songs have 

moved audiences in the past and still do, whether sung by the poet 

himselfor or by his daughter Seema Anil Sehgal." 

 

It is not without significance that Col. Shiv Nath has dwelt only on 

Yash Sharma's songs in his cryptically brief comment. Dr. V.K. Puri, 

while penning a review on "Jo Tere Manchit Laggi Ja" for Dogri Times 

in the middle of 1992 has also maintained a deferential silence about 

the poems while waxing eloquence about the spontaneity of diction, 

silken smoothness of rhythm, directness of emotional outpourings and 

folksy melufluity of Yash Sharma's songs. Both these commentators, 

who are keen observers of Dogri literary scene and voracious readers to 

boot, have been able to comprehend and grasp the essence of Yash 
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Sharma's poetry. This is not to say that his compositions, other than his 

songs are insignificant. But it is in his songs that the poet is at his best. 

His songs are jewels in the crown of his muse. Whether one hears these 

songs or only reads them, the effect is that of a gentle caress 

affectionately and intimately planted not only without diffidence or 

affection but with ebullient warmth and exuberantly gay abandon. What 

is more, and one might say, even the unique element of the poet's songs 

is their unobtrusive folksiness and lack of deliberate craftiness. Devoid 

of transferred metaphors studded with syllabic subtleties and flowing 

forward with effortless ease, Yash Sharma's songs are like mountain 

streams from the banks of which the anonymous folk bards have 

bequeathed to us the rich treasure of Dogri folk songs. Hence it will not 

be out of place to record that Yash Sharma's songs are an extension of 

the Dogri folk heritage and a precious link to our soulful ancestors who 

lived, loved and sang simply, directly and purely.  

 

Although I am in possession of his curriculum vitae yet I have resisted 

the temptation of recounting the yeoman service which Yash Sharma 

has rendered to modern Dogri literature movement in his capacity as 

the top of the rung radio announcer, symposium compare par 

excellence; film song writer and a lover of music who is ever ready to 

break into singing renditions of his compositions irrespective of the fact 

whether you encounter him at a street corner, a busy square or an office 

filled with empty-headed blue-collar workers, can sing, mimic and tell 

side-splitting jokes to spell-bound listeners in addition to inventing 

tunes for other songsters.  
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Still notwithstanding his intrinsic understanding of all genres of poetry 

it cannot be gainsaid with any strech of imagination that Yash Sharma's 

forte is song writing and it is for his songs that Dogri lovers have given 

him a special place in their hearts and Sahitya Academy has chosen him 

as the bard of the year 1992, award for which will be presented to him 

on 17 February, 1993. Therefore, it will be befitting to render one of his 

songs into English and give a short shriji to his curriculum vitae Amen.  
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7.     BARASGANDA DI DHOOP---- 
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 3   Passe:  AS DOGRI TRANSLATION To- - Rahul Sanskritiyan-- 
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     9.   Bolti Tanhaiyan--- 
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      10  Ghar- Kunwar Viyogi--- 
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izfrfØ;k-------- 

        13 ekpZ  1981  

  ¼ 1980bZ ns lfgr; vdSneh nh vuke”kqnk 

ut+e ^?kj* nS ckjS ½      

                      ~́;kuh Mksxjh nh xSag~& lksph cpkjh ,s c/kh]    

                    vius yEes lQjS rSa bnh r;kjh ,s c/khA 

                    dksbZ xykank vks cM+k xqeuke gk vkYyh rxj] 

                    vksg~nh bl bukek uS dher cikjh ,s c/khA 

                    dksbZ vk[kS Mksxjh vnck p flQZ , gksvk] 

                    iatsa& Tgkfj;sa nh fd”k ejne& “kekjh ,s c/khA   

                    dksbZ fVIiuh djnk ,s BqÏh Ik gRFk jfD[k ,s] 

                    ts vdkneh Ik esjh cs&rckjh ,s c/khA 

                    dksbZ vk[kS QylQkuk ySgts bp] [kafx,]s 

                    gksj ds c/kuk gk flQZ [kTt&[kjh ,s c/khA 

                    dksbZ xykank Mksxjh buke Fgksuk lSg~y ,s] 

                       QSyh ,s ook] bukesa nh cekjh ,s c/khA 

                       dksbZ vk[kS] ewag dkSM+k] vTTk djuk ,s vlsa] 

                       ;kj rwa ;kjsa nk] ;kjsa nh ;kjh ,s c/khA 
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                       rwbZ QdZ fua is;k& vnch vdkneh nh ij]  

                       rwbZ buke nsbZ ,s “kksg~jr ckSg~r&lkjh ,s c/khA 

                       dksbZ xykank ckS/kdrk c/kh xbZ ,s cs&iukg~] 

                       Mksxjh [ksrj nh g) fcan&gkjh ,s c/khA      

                       vIkus&vius xqVBsa ns vuxZys vD[kj tM+s] 

                       Mks vkdns jkSagns u manh rjQnkjh ,s c/khA 

                       dksbZ lykg~ fnank drkcka Nkfi,s QSnk Bqvk·] 

                       usd&Hkkxsa rsjh fd”k dher ctkjh ,s c/khA 

                       pkS/kj iqus ns vknh eM+gYys Ik ,g~nS eqtwa] 

                       xkyh&xyksp] /kks[kk&”kks[k7ekjks&ekjh ,s c/khA 

                       n”kdsa “kk tks lqD[kuk djk ns gs ,g~ns fxrS] 

                       bl eqtwa manh veqôh bartkjh ,s c/khA 

                       eekj[ka&eekj[ka&vk[ku fctu [kq”k gks;s ns] 

                       esjh rkd vD[k rs manh v¸;kjh ,s c/khA 

                       esjS dUuS csbZ,s tsg~M+ s ihans gs “kjkc&uks”k] 

                       fiVBh vksyS /kks[kns& manh xnkjh ,s c/khA 

                       fd”k udknsa “kdy ch drkck nh fnD[k fulks] 
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                       manh rudh nsa nh ysdu pkuekjh ,s c/khA 

                    ^fujnks’k* vkaxj fl)h xYy yxnh ,s paxh fexh] 

                      vk[knk ts iwath rsjh] bZu Egkjh ,s c/khA 

                      gksBsa Ik [kq”kh “kk vkjh eqldjkg~Vka fnfD[k ,s]    

                      cs&fnyh esjh vrh xS cs&eqgkjh ,s c/khA 

                      fljtuk ns eSFKquk nS ckg~n feôh fnfD[k,s] 

                      vk[kns “kksgjr eqtwa ,g~nh [kqekjh ,s c/khA 

                      bZjNk p tyns&Hkqtns ledkyhuks& ykSgd;ks] 

                      , buke ysbZ,s esjh vk&tkjh ,s c/khA 

                      Ekha FkckM+h dqjfl;sa nh yksM+ fua #vky ch] 

                      Eksjh flQZ Mksxjh rSa nsu&nkjh ,s c/khA 

                      ^”kklrjh* gksjsa eekj[k b;ka gh fnÙkh fexh] 

                      ,g~nssS ewtc gksj rsjh ftEesokjh ,s c/khA 

                      Ik ^fo;ksxh* nw;sa ns dSg~us eqtwa dnsa ch fu&] 

                      ?kVs;k dqlS nk tksxnku&uk xS dkjh ,s c/khA                 
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11 Cks)u /kjrh nh 

bd egku drkck nh [klh;r , ch gqanh ,s ts ikBd xh tks fd”k fnanh ,s& vksgnS dUuks 

dUuh vksgns dksy ds eaxnh ,sA tsgfM+;ka phtka ikBd i<+h] le>h rs ipkbZ ldnk ,s 

vkSgnS vykok tsgfM+;ka phtka u] musa xh i<+us] ij[kus]Qjksyus rs le>us nk lk)k] bd 

egku drkc ikBdk xh fnanh ,sA drkcs i<us nh fo/kh ,s tsgM+h ikBdk xh ys[kd ns euk 

dUuS lkspus ysbZ etcwj djnh ,s] ikBd xh vksgns vius euk xh viuh g)sa ns nk;js Fkek 

ckgj dMMus xh mrld rs etcwj djnh ,sA tsgyS dksbZ bd egku tksxnkuw nh drkc 

iM+k nk gks,s mlh vk[kks vius iats ij]  [kM+ksuk ikSank ,s] ijnsa fiPNs >kaduk ikSank ,s] Ugsjs 

dejs p /kqIik pkfud fy,s fnD[kus Fkek iSgysa vfD[k;sa xh eyuk ikSank ,s rka vks ys[ku nh 

vkf[k;s xYysa] vksgnh erads rks vksgns Fkhll ns lkjs iSgyw le>h ldSA ikBd xh vius 

[k;kysa nh ifjHkk’kk] Egkojs] erad rs cukSV xh  ys[kd dUuS esyuk] ispuk rs <kyuk bd 

ykte t#jr ,sA ,gnk urhtk , gksank ,s ts ikBd nh ys[ku nh tqoku mIij idM+ ,s] 

vksgns [k;kysa ns e;kj nh le> eqdey] nhjx rs Egs”kka fxrS c/kh tanh ,sA vks nw;s xh 

le>us nh dks”k”kk p 

vius vkiS xh o/kka nk ,sA      

     Following are the page wise comments of Kunwar Viyogi---- 

 

- Very first leaf of the book,     ^^ csÌu tuuh nh**  A more 

appropriet Title 

- Printing is good. There are few mistakes. 

- He (poet ) himself is calling it Epic Poem. 

- Page 15- There is too much intimacy in the preface. I do not 

grudge the preface this right . But truth is victim. 

- iSg~Yyk lxZ- --- Background of Human Race, 

                --- This should have been in couplets- but is given in 

stanzas.   

--What should have been in 8pages iis in 20 

pages.       

     - page 19-   o)̀&iqj’k bd cSBs ns]      lqUne vklu ykbZA 

                 vklS&iklS Kku nh]       ft;ka tksr txkbZA 

                 dksey lqUgkdk fxYy bd] gSFks iqNnk csbZ] 
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                 ufpdsrk tu te dNk]   Kku&nku ns ysbZA   

                      -------------------------- 

               ft;kaa is used as  vk[kks or tSls      

               Meter changes in 1
st
, 2

nd
, and 3

rd
 stanzas.           

1 Cuplets have been changed to 1
st
 stanzas. One of the 

qualities is that the narrative must capture the reader 

which it does not, 

2 ftKklk------------------ [kM+kyh ysbZ-  Meaning unclear 

3 When one reads   csÌu /kjrh nh  one also feels repelled by 

the polgot, hyphenated, sanstritised, dilectised, muddied 

muddle of distortion the frezes belief. It is further 

indulgence in splitting hair, but even the splitting is not 

fine enough, naïve, digmatisetion. The more mature 

treatment is often not easy to follow or enjoy. A 

discriminatory selection is therefore necess 

                  

                iSgyk lxZ    

              fdN dRFk fdN RRFk 

    

         bd Kkuh ctqxZ xh delu cPph iqPNnh ,s ts lfjf’V ds ,s rs blh dqu pykank ,s 

rs] 

Who has brought life on Earth. ( A small child referring to upnishadic 

characters like ufpdsrk  and Jam is  vksisjk  and affected)          

The old man says that I do not fully know but man has thought about 

this and when he gives up then he sometimes thinks that God has 

created all or nature is the boss (Here the poet jumps and gives a 

scientific theory). That there was an all pervasive sun which wrought a 

miracle and separated from itself a great sun. This new Sun kept 

standing alone for millions of years but this sun is turn divided itself 

and planet system was created. This way Earth became part of solar 

system and kept on burning because it still had the fire in it and it took 
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years to cool (Here the author personifies Sun and Earth and tells that 

both were sad on this partition).Then water came and Earth cooled. And 

in this water started creating life. This life was in basic from but this 

with time started evolving. Then  eR;korkj gqvk] (i.e fish was the first 

living thing land appeared in this water). Then earth separated due to 

Earthquake and created Moon. Then some amphibians were evolved 

and tortoise was the first. ¼dNqvk vorkj½ Tortoise avtar was the only one 

and he felt lonely. This is explained in :id as lifting the earth. She 

gave him hard shell. Here author uses word dharti for land he says that 

okjkg vorkj i.e land animals saved it. Hundreds thousands of years 

passed and new life forms evolved and made Earth leaning.  

Then man asked all to accept his claim as the ruler of Earth. If you want 

to attain heaven but prahlad asked which is better heaven than Earth. 

Thus started the contentions. Man was still primitive and had animal 

instincts and reaction. Man kept on using all other animals and eating 

them. 

         Tied the sun with red hot pole after snatching him from the 

mother. He became ruthless and made Earth full of tqYe. But narsingh 

avtar came because he could not control his reaction and finished all 

ruthlessness. Due to this la?k’kZ - Earth wept because  bad or good were 

her children and asked why were you so tkye -why don‘t you see me. I 

am also bearing all tqYe quietly. I don‘t know how much more I have to 

bear due to the actions of my children. But Narsingh saved her and her 

happy. Narsingh said  that to bear tqYe is worse then to do it. 

    Then the poet opines about what he  has said—  page 25- 

                  bfrgkl rqddSa-nk 

                dR̀FkSa ij [kM-ksrs nk 

But when I understand it, I get stunned. Out hope is eternal. Simple 

people get cheated. Earth also got cheated. She believed that woman is 

great.*** Mother xksrj- *But this lanks[k  was her undoing. Is was great 
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when women was all in all but by and by it started changing. Man said- 

I also want importance. Then golden age came to an end. Father xksrj  

came into power. Epochs came and went till Indus valley civilizations 

emerged. They showed the world how to live. These people were 

ambassadors of peace and forgotten  how to make weapons of war. But 

some hungry families (Aryans) crossed Indus and saw the Dravidians 

with avaricious eyes. Happiness and laughter of cities was thus 

finished. All these families united due to which all peace vanished. 

They become Indra Nashak by burning beautiful cities and by putting 

out the light of an advanced Nation. One advanced nation was finished 

and there was devastations every where. Who so ever was saved 

became slave. This slavery tradition was started by Aryans. By seeing 

unoccupied kitchen- the cat become boss. By seeing this scene of 

destruction Indus wept. Why did I let the Aryns come. They came as 

friends and turned into enemies. But in this hopless conditions also 

hope was born again. Lothal and Moharaj--  were weeping. But Earth 

bore this also. Indra Nashark become King and ruth and understanding 

were his enemies. Power corrupted him. Women was nothing. But 

women said she is mother. But man made her   helpless. Man made her 

a thing of gol instead of motherhood. ijnk  started. Aryans influenced 

Dravidians and Dravidians also adopted firj xksrj Some Dravidians  ran 

to south and founded settlements. Then to defend themselves they 

learnt the art of War 

 Man got devided into God and Danav. There was struggle between 

Aryans and Dravidians. Dravidians also learnt too slavery traditions. 

Every nation made women a plaything. But Earth and women kept on 

pouring their love. Man kept on progressing.  Pudy mentary science  

appeared and man used this to  weapons of war, Nations kept on 

fighting for wealth, women and land. Some started going to jungal to 

search for light and worshiped SUN, Clouds, and Dawn. But one 

happening  can change history. This draw was enacted again. One pious 

king was born. He was fond of his piety. He thought he will win all the 

world and give it on alms. But how can one give ―Motherhood‖ in 
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alms. His thinking was stunned. But Gods buried him under the Earth. 

Women kept on losing her importance. Prostitution started. But Earth 

again stored its beautiful creations, 

 

                               II SARG 

                           tenfXu vkJe  

This lxZ is  good poetry. 

Ganges valley was a teeming centre of civilization. All along its course  

settlement squinted.  It encouraged diverse thoughts and beliefs. Great 

sages were searching  for truth. What is Atma? 

What is Parmatma? How the universe is running? What is secret of life? 

What is death? Some said Nature and Purusha run the universe. These 

words were considered the last word by many some considered  guess 

as proof- because they quoted ruminations of sages. In these 

discussions there was contentions also as rationalizations of those who 

said that life knowledge was vast- were considered blind. 

               Mostly nature was considered Prime Power (shakti pooja). 

And gave high place to women whereas others considered her as the 

means of nature to make man useless and loose his knowledge and 

concentration. But there were many  who depends on imagination 

leaving  Earth. They stood on unprimed ground(quick sand). But all had 

there own ,  opkj&/kkjk] depending on own experience and research and 

followed their own chased path. Among these was ( tenfXu) , who was 

personification of anger and was obdurate. He was old. He had 

abeautiful vkJe of which gods were jealous. He had the cow dke/ksuw and 

a goddess like wife js.kqdk . He had five obedient   sons . youngest of 

whom was PARSHURAM. Wife was deputed to bring water and do 

house work. The sage know that Inder baths and plays on the bank of 
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Ganga. Doubt crept in his mind. One day he asked her why she has 

come late andblames har of infidelity. She said that she was late 

because Inder was having bath and had occupied all iÙkuA He said you 

have seen necked  Inder and you have enjoyed him. You have done 

mental adultery. He ordered his son to kill their mother, First four 

refused, then he told Parshuram. Then he told him to kill the mother 

and  elder four sons.   He asked his son to ask for boons for being 

obedient. He asked that make mother obey and get me forgiveness from 

brothers. Cow Kapila started licking then and birds give water.  tenfXu  

realized his folly. He repented. He started nursing then. When Renuka 

saw the rishi nursing her. She forgive him and said that when people 

stay together- then fight also. Hence love won. He asked for 

forgiveness. Manhood bowed before womanhood. Again the beautiful 

life in the Ashram started.tenkfxu got busy in riL;k. King lgL= ckgq 

came to ashram with army. King praised the heaven like  Ashram and 

tenkfXu did hospitality. He asked for Kamdhenu. (actually king asked 

him to leave his Power and wealth and remained busy in Pooja- 

Kamdhenu is :id.  The sage resisted. King killed him.  Parshuram 

vowed to take revenge. He united all the brahmines.   ( He was a great 

leader) and gathered a great army.  There was a great war. Earth again 

saw  great massacre.  King‘s army was destroyed. King was killed and 

then Brahmines started killing warriers. (class struggle). Parshuram 

took arms 21 times and finished kings but Earth hide some. But 

Parshuram became satisfied. Parshuram took sanyas. But his anger did 

in justice. Earth was ohjku  . But Earth ** 

Thougs Ram will still recover. I must take Earth on the path of 

Religion. 

                                                             

                                  III Sarg 

                            jktgB     
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   It is in Rubai Form.                  

                      

                                    IV SARG   

                                       ( oSnsgh ) 

Here the context is only that there was drought and Earth complained to 

her father the Sun who was ashamed and became mild and it rained and 

Earth became obey. But why give the story of birth of Seeta. What is 

the context and relevance to the theme, thesis and the story? 

 In couplets foam. 

                           Again there was too much gksM+  on earth which made 

life cheap. There was death and looting and Anarchy. Earth became sad 

due to behavior of Man(her children) and assured ―lqjt‖ why he is 

finishing his family line. I am your daughter. Why this drought. People 

are dying. Sun took pity and set , but drought  continued.  Mithila was 

specially effected. 

Janak was worried. He was people loving king and very popular. He 

forgot his station. His wife SUNAINA was there who advised him to 

break his ( laa/kh )  with RAVAN. (This is the pratik). 

  

                                           V  lxZ 

                     vfXu  ij[k 

Longest chapter 

This chapter leaves a vague feeling of incompleteness upon the senses.    
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^^vfXu ij[k** One would have thought was for Seeta to go through the fire 

but that has been passing ling mentored and  that too through the lips of 

Ravan? 

This chapter contains neither great poetry nor good verification. 

Couplets have been changed to stanzas. 

What should have been 33pages is converted into 70pages in this.  

The author/poet digresses from the theme and starts portraying Ram as 

a normal human being and not a God and spreads a lot of ink and 

rhyme on it but here also he does not go whole hog.                                               

 Nature is in full bloom. Two handsome youths are enjoying this. One 

is dark and other fair. They roam everywhere and one braver than the 

brave. The great sage Vishwa Mitra sees them and remembers that 

eighteen years back Dasharatha had three queen but no children..   

                             VI  lxZ   

              riksou    

Plagiarizing 

This is said in praise of  riksou  and about the worry of  riksou  and 

mother and daughter about Seeta. The Guru himself has a premonition 

about something bad happening.  

tSguh bZekunkjh     

couplets printed as stanzas. Should be only 8 pages instead of 18 pages 

This is a very poor sarg. Has nothing to do with theme and is full of 

verification. It brings the original story completely at a stand still.     
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                                    VII  lxZ 

                   lusg~vk 

This has been dragged too much 

The use of language is stretched and also wrong. 

Birds are making cacophony. Somebody is standing with the aid of 

crutches. 

He looks at clouded sky and hopes on slowly. He sees a cave and goes 

to it. It start raining heavily. There is mist on Earth. Rain stopped after a 

long time. Earth is slushy and wet. There was greenery on Earth. Tanks 

filled. Sun came out shinning brightly. Rainbow appear.  

                                VIII  lxZ  

Four lines converted to eight lines. 10 pages have been converted to 22 

pages. 

Till now, the comparatively better poetry is in this chapter. There is also 

unity in this. This is definitely based on my ―GHAR‖ pattern . There is 

continuity of narration. This is not clear that what photos- Seeta had 

kept on her bed which Ram saw unless after seeing her he remembered 

her staying with Ravan. 

   I recommend the reading of this  lxZ : The washerman regents the 

low position of his cast and the c/ka”kkaA Blames  /kkscuA /kkscu defends 

Seeta: Ram listens. Doubt arise. Sees sketches. Dobts. Seeta expresses 

the desire to leave for Jungle. 

 

                                   IX  lxZ 
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  Mostly well written descriptive verse on the meter of Waris Shah 

Heer.   Small and good  ------- Recommended. 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                      

Ram thinks about pros and cons and then decides to exhile Seeta. Tells 

Lakshman, who objects but obeys. Lakshman strods for  J`axh vkJe  with 

Seeta.                    

                                     X  lxZ 

                     >wjs     

Seeta sad. Nature sad. Seeta still beautiful in sadness. She wants to kill 

herself. But then thinks of the children in her womb. She conterplates 

then faces. Then She says that this is due to her own sins perhaps. She 

does not blame Ram. She still goes to TAMAS river when somebody 

calls her and asks her not to break  

Ekjtkn-yhdA The washerwoman comes, she says that she is the 

unfortunate woman whose husband is the reason of this condition of 

Seeta. She criticizes man for domination. Seeta refutes her and tells that 

one has to follow  csn&”kkLrj- otherwise  one will have to bear the brunt 

of action. Washerwoman says- she is illiterate and does not know 

scriptures- but she has an inkling that in these also MEN must have 

cheated. That is why Education is prohibited for women. I know only 

Fifth ved (living)- in which Men always blame women. Like this we 

will become worse then animals.Under pretext of looking after his 

subjects the ideal king has known you out. Seeta got angry. She 

apologized and started weeping. Seeta embraced her and told her not to 

curse his Ram. She may call  what she desires to Seeta 

                            She said why Ram does not protect cs)uA When his 

subjects asked him not to accept exile, then why did he do do? To-day 

also subjects asked him not to feel what a foolish washer man says. But 

he did not listen. Seeta said your resoning is shallowing my faith. Then 
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she saw that there was nobody. She was just imaging. Old man heard 

her and felt bad. Brought her to his her mitage. He kept her like a 

daughter. She gave birth to children- Love and kush. She God busy in 

motherhood. Sometimes pain came but motherhood kept it under check. 

She felt that if she could see Ram, She would handover his children and 

die.  

 

                                   XII  lxZ 

                            Best portion of the whole book. 

 

 

Main questions raised by the author----- 

1.  L=h tkrh ij iq:’k ns tqYeaaaaaaaa aaa+++ +++++++ ++++++ ++++++ ++++++ ++++++&& 

       js.kqdk ij fjf”k tenkfxu] vfgY;k ij xkSre, lhrk mIij jke] 

lqjiu[kk mIij jke   

2- bLlS pkYyh mUu dSdbZ rs jko.k dUuS iwjk R;ka dhrk nk ,sA 

3- ekg~uw nh cjkscjh--   

      In Ram Raj-- Man and wpman—equal work but funds as per 

need. 

4-  Reincarnation denied 

5-  History is based on Jnkokn  in poranic stories. 

6- Ram wants to creat peace on Earth-the conclusion is wrong- Why 

ASHVA MAD then. 

7- nsoh peRdkj 

8- Plots—Events are imaginary 

9- Earth—and Fanna and Flora----   ekuohdj.k 

       iz—fr nsoh and woman same—this is maturity met. 

              Progress of civilisation , Based on----- 

vkpk;Z jkgqy lkaL—R;k;u--  ^^ oksYxk ls xaxk rd** 
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Have been used as narrative intensifies whose justification is 

not that they are convincing but that they work. 

          His incisive observations about ife and its values hold the poem 

to-gether  

whenever it threatens to come apart at the seams. 

The poem contains novel gimmicks  

Fanciful Imagery 

I am quiet content to assess a book in terms of its own 

coordinates. Once a  

book sinks in , the impression it creates has its own impulses; 

one can be  

 delighted and devastated, one can be left with a feeling of 

indifference or  

one can be repelled.  

It describes with sure touch the core of the poem which unifies 

the entire fabric. On the process we are enlightened. The pleasure from 

the book transcends the confives of the facts and legends and 

hypothesis bound around them. The style is quiet, conversational, 

almost matter of facts. What stands out is a much grander framework, a 

philosophy of life which does not push under the carpet the lurid stories 

of man‘s failures and failings, or man‘s exploitation. Of other men. It 

however fails to illuminate the peaks of human endeavor during those 

periods. The ordinary language can convey such sublime wisdom 

leaves one with a sense of  cover. It is a good book for it fills with 

knowledge and wonder. 
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       Preface writer— 

                Completion- competence exaggeration 

                 For a poem to qualify as an epic, certain conditions have to 

be fulfilled. 

                                     1   Poetic excellence 

                                     2   command over language 

                                     3   Capture interest 

  I will take up swords on these connys. 

1 Authenticity of the thesis 

2 Beauty of the attempt 

3 Laboured rhyme 

4 Streched idioms (The  rubber is stretched 

to the extent that breaks. Flexibility of 

rubber like poetic idiom is useful 

otherwise) 

5 If this was not claimed as Epic. This could 

have been left to readers but mistakes of 

rhyme and metre are inexcusable. 

 

2  145—147    cs)u /kjrh  nh 

Not to know that a dog has no  horns is a less serious than to paint it 

inartistically.With brains sir—But the only artistic fault is to   paint the 

animal inartistically.― We must not impose one preconceptions on the 

poem] nor wrench out of context any statements that may be imbedded 

in the poem. We should not demand that it be a philosophical document 
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answering to our own notions. But as another answer to the doctrine of 

form./poem. Prakash is not prouding merely a new view but a final 

picture of  wrong or falters. 

Does the author present only one point of view? 

-He should not merely read what has said about a novelist, but he  

should read novelist actual work. 

-No matter how good your reasoning is, it is useless if the facts on 

which it works dependable. 

-Languages and cultures, times and places, differ widely.In  ^^cs)u /kjrh 

nh** the critical idea has priority once all other kinds of notions and 

material. The epic does not attempt a grand assemblage of information. 

Neither encyclopedism nor satuits burry am gigantically conversational 

range has its impose but a series of narrative focuses precisely on ideas. 

It cancans classical antiquity and is developed around heroic or 

mythical figures but still the idea and not the personages are paramount. 

Little figures , as well as great figures have been used as they come   

handy to the narrative. 

1 To what knowledge this poem does lay claim o?  2  What doe the 

poem say that is worth listening to? 

The poet can not protect and defend his posits. He apparently does not 

believe in the doctrine of platonic anamnesis. The logical structure of 

the thought is really very loose. 

           Ckks/kh &lÙkk ( Essence of wisdom) 

 Eight fold Path—  1  Right views     

2  High aims 

3   Right speech       

4 Harmless livelihood 

5 Upright conduct      

6 Preservence in good 

7 Earnest thought       

8  8 Intelletual activity. 
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               --- Only humans indulge in the luxury of rationalizing errors.                      

Intelligent living--         a    Loss of friends 

              b   The winning of friends 

              c   Loss of gains 

             d  Ill- considered actions 

                  ― If foes commit an outrage and one forgives—be it from 

fear or greed 

       --he is the meanest man that lives.‖ 

       -- The hair grows old with aging years.Grow old the teeth, the eyes, 

and  ears. But while the aging years speed one thing retains its youth- 

that is greed. 

- Sense without scholarship is better than scholarship 

without sense. 

-  All things that are not seen or heard 

In science or the sacred word 

All things in interstellar space 

Are known among the Populace.  

 

 

               It argues utter want of sense To pardon obuius offence---

……… 

                         1 Deceitful speech        

2 craft      3  oaths      4  Indifference 

5   pretended emotions     6    pretended weeping   

  7   pretended laughter   8  equanimity  9   side long glances 

                         10  meaningless pleasures and pain    

                         11  Asking questions with a deferential air/aim 
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-  Unified in rythem, style, theme and treatment, and 

infused with a moral fashion. 

-  The essential thought returns again and again like a 

theme in a symphony. 

 

 
/keZi/kk p fy[ks nk ,s--------------- 

Cpkj&ghu Hkkesa “kkL=s&oena xh ewag&tokuh tkunk gks,s ij manS 

mIij vey usabZ djS- 

Bd ,slss xksvkys vkaxj ,s tsM+k nw;san S pkSus fxunk ,sA 

 

--As a bee collects nectars without injuring the flower 

or its color or sent, so let sage dwell in this village. 

 

          … Sent of flowers travels with the     

                      wind—never against it but odor  

                       of good people travels everywhere. 

              .. As a solid rock is not shaken by the wind, wise people falter 

not   amidst praise and blame. 

 

                              They blame him who is silent, 

                               They blame him who speaks much, 

                               They blame him who says less, 

                               Every noe is blamed. 

 

          The body is not bad, it is only transient. Our passion must be kept  

        taintless, they are not bad in themselves, our sense impressions  

             are  illusions but not bad. This is the truth of the body.  
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            O Prist! What is on Fire ?  

                            

A.   All things, O Priest! are on fire- 

But what are these things, which are on fire- 

The eye, O Priest! is in fire 

 Forms are on fire 

Impressions received by the eye are on fire 

Eye consciousness is on fire 

What ever sensation(pleasant or unpleasant or 

indifferent) 

Originates in dependence on 

Impressions received by the fire, is on fire 

 

B. And with what are these on fire? 

With the fire of passion, I say 

With the fire of hatred. 

With the fire of Infatuation 

With birth 

With old age 

With death 

With sorrow 

With lamentation 

With misery 

With grief 

And with grief are these on fire 

 

C.  The ear is on fire 

The toungue is on fire 

Tasts are on fire 

The body is on fire 

Things Tangible are on fire 

Mind is on fire 

Impressions received by the mind are on fire 

Whatever sensation(pleasant or unpleasant or 

indifferent) 
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Originates in dependence on Impressions 

perceived by the mind that also is on fire 

 

D. And with what are these on fire? 

 

E. perceiving this] o prists! the learned on noble 

disciple 

i    conceives on aversion for the eye 

ii   conceives an aversion for forms 

iii  conceives an aversion for eye 

conciousnsess 

iv  conceives an aversion for impression 

received by the eye 

v    and whatever----- for that also he 

conceives an aversion. 

 

 Conceives on aversion for the ear 

Conceives on aversion for the nose 

Conceives on aversion for the odors 

Conceives on aversion for the tongue 

Conceives on aversion for the tastes 

Conceives on aversion for the body 

Conceives on aversion for the thing tangible 

Conceives on aversion for the mind 

Conceives on aversion for the ideas 

Conceives on aversion for the mind-consciousness 

Conceives on aversion impressions received by the mind 

F. And in Conceiving this aversion he becomes  divested of 

passion  

   And by the absence of passion he becomes free 

   And when he is free, he becomes aware that he is free 

   And he knows that rebirth is exhausted 

   That he has lived the holy life 

   That he has done what it behooved him to do 

   And that he is no more for the world. 
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12    Book Review 

 

Lauhka Dogri Shabad Kosh 

A praiseworthy achievement  
 

On October last, an event of far reaching significance went almost 

unnoticed. A concise Dogri-Dogri dictionary titled 'Lauhka Dogri 

Shabad Kosh containing 16,790 entries was released that day by 

Professor Nilamber Dev Sharma, Vice President, J & K Academy of 

Art, Culture and Languages, popularly known as cultural Academy. 
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The event was dovetailed into a 'Meet the prominent contemporary' 

evening organized in honour of the most widely acknowledged and 

folksy poet and publically accepted laureate of modern Dogri poetry Mr 

Kehari Singh Madhukar. Tucking in of this release as an appendix to 

another function is one of the reasons of the event fleeting away 

without claiming its due share of public notice and acclaim, which was 

perhaps, resorted to, by the academy to effect economy. The other 

reason, currently more valid, is the collective regional apathy towards 

Dogri due to its being a nobody in the official mainstream of scheme of 

things. Therefore, the release of Dictionary passed off as a non event 

for the Madhukar fans who had drifted to Abhinav theatre on they day, 

to hear the inimitable bard.  

But not withstanding the foregoing facts, the preparation and release of 

'Lauhka Dogri Shabad Kosh' is destined to make history as it two 

prerequisites of any momentous happening. Firstly, it makes available 

to the formal and non formal students and teachers of Dogri a compact 

reference volume to take history-making strides towards standardisation 

of Dogri spellings and usage. Secondly, the concise Dogri dictionary 

has been painstakingly compiled, beautifully printed; professionally 

bound and comes at a time when all Dogri lovers are conscious and 

concerned of about its standardisation becuase it is a written literary 

language and is heading confidently towards higher vistas of literary 

excellence and winning new adherents. The production of this 

dictionary, therefore removes a major impediment in the way of 

standardisation of written Dogri.  
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The emphasis during the preparation of this dictionary has been rightly 

laid and so proclaimed to make available a body of root Dogri words 

spring from the Duggar culture to the students. It has also been 

officially announced that it is a concise Dogri dictionary for students. 

Drawing its matter mainly from its predecessor, the six volumes 

prepared under the stewardship of erstwhile Chief Editor Prof Ram 

Nath Shastri, the dictionary editorial team working in tandem under its 

present chief editor Mr Om Goswami deserves unreserved Kudos, 

firstly, for considerable scholarship and secondly for completing the 

concise dictionary project within the alloted time frame of one year. Mr 

Goswami has ensured that the final product does not fall prey to the 

twin pitfalls of over Hinduaisation of Dogri root words or shrinking 

away from including words from other languages which have made 

their home in Dogri. 

Anyhow, I am happy Kunwar Vijogi is very conscious of his image as 

reputed writer who has won the distinction of a Sahitya Academy 

award for his very first published book. I feel equally enamoured of his 

courage to speak out home truths.  

  

 


